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Abstract

Climate change is a hot research topic due to the consequent impacts on our envi-

ronment in the near future. Apart from the widely known sea-level-rise, the resulting

changes in the atmospheric patterns will likely have several effects on the wave climate,

which are far from being well-understood. Actually, the last report of the International

Panel on Climate Change—the leading international body for assessment of climate

change—highlights a lack of information on the potential changes in the wave climate

and, consequently, in their coastal impacts. The problem is largely complicated because

wave forcing is affected by a number of uncertainty factors, being the choice of the

climate model one of the most relevant.

The main purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding of the future wave

climate in the area of interest: the Catalan coast, which is located in the NW part

of the Mediterranean Sea, a basin particularly exposed to climate change. Based on

previous studies, three methodological approaches are explored to address this issue:

trend analysis, dynamical modelling and statistical modelling. Trend analysis simply

assesses the possible changes in the wave climate by means of evaluating the tendencies

of long-term time series of wave data. Both dynamical and statistical modelling make use

of future atmospheric projections to obtain the corresponding wave climate. The former

uses wave numerical models based on the spectral energy balance equation whereas the

latter employs an empirical relationship. Therefore, statistical modelling considerably

reduces the associated computational cost but it might not be able to correctly reproduce

complex wave patterns. The thesis work results in the generation and analysis, for the

first time in this area, of a high temporal and spatial resolution database of future

wave projections. The use in this thesis of atmospheric projections obtained by five

combinations of regional-global climate models enables the study of the inter-model

variability in terms of wave parameters. The results illustrate, for the winter season, the

large variability associated to the parent global circulation model (particularly for the

wave direction, a wave variable that seems to be especially affected by climate change

in this area). In most of the domain, wave height and wave period tend to generally

decrease for both mean and stormy conditions but extremes are associated to larger

uncertainty (in some cases showing an increase in the northern Catalan coast). As

expected, these changes are closely related to those of the (wave forcing) surface wind

speed but fetch also plays an important role. For favourable fetch conditions (waves

coming from east) wave climate changes are more accentuated and the percentage of

mixed sea states tends to increase.

The second important contribution of this thesis is related with the methodology. New

approaches of trend analysis that take into consideration the nature of the data are
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presented. For example, the evolution of the wave direction distribution is investigated

using the annual frequencies associated to directional sectors, which are previously trans-

formed according to their compositional nature. Also, especial emphasis is given to the

uncertainty analysis in order to detect statistically significant changes. In this regard,

bootstrapping is shown to be a simple but effective method if adequately modified. Nev-

ertheless, the most significant methodological contribution is perhaps the development

of a new statistical method to model wave heights, that greatly improves the model

performance at near-shore areas. The frequency and directional dispersion theory of

wave propagation is used to explicitly model swell waves, making use of the princi-

pal component analysis to simplify the forcing into a set of representative atmospheric

patterns.

Finally, a preliminary assessment of the wave-driven coastal impacts is performed. With-

out being case-specific and from an engineering perspective, this thesis reviews and

quantifies the main physical impacts that changes in ocean wave patterns can have on

coastal areas. It is found that mild variations of forcing wave conditions can greatly

affect coastal processes, due to their non-linear relation. For example, longshore sedi-

ment transport can vary at a rate higher than 100% caused by a rotation of the mean

wave direction of only 10°. Getting into more detail, a couple of case studies analyse

the affectation on the harbour agitation and the beach longshore sediment transport.

These processes are related with problems that currently threaten the Catalan coast

(reduction of harbour operability and beach erosion).
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Resum

El canvi climàtic és una àrea de recerca d’extrema actualitat degut als impactes que

pot tenir sobre el nostre medi en un futur no gaire llunyà. A part de la famosa pujada

del nivell del mar, els canvis que es generaran en els patrons atmosfèrics afectaran molt

probablement el clima d’onatge. Encara hi ha un gran desconeixement sobre aquesta

afectació. De fet, l’últim informe del Panell Internacional sobre el Canvi Climàtic—

l’organisme internacional que lidera la investigació del canvi climàtic—posa en evidència

que hi ha una llacuna d’informació pel que fa als canvis potencials del clima d’onatge

i, conseqüentment, en els seus impactes costaners. El problema es complica perquè els

agents dinamitzants de l’onatge es veuen afectats per un seguit de factors d’incertesa,

essent la tria del model climàtic un dels més rellevants.

El principal propòsit d’aquesta tesi és comprendre millor com serà el clima d’onatge

futur a l’àrea d’interès: la costa catalana, que es troba a la part nord-oest del Medi-

terrani, un mar que està particularment exposat al canvi climàtic. Partint d’estudis

previs, s’utilitzen tres metodologies per tal d’abordar aquesta problemàtica: l’anàlisi de

tendències, la modelització dinàmica i la modelització estad́ıstica. L’anàlisi de tendències

estudia de manera senzilla els possibles canvis que pot patir l’onatge a base d’avaluar

les tendències de sèries temporals de llarg termini del clima d’onatge passat. Tant la

modelització dinàmica com la estad́ıstica fan servir projeccions atmosfèriques futures

per tal d’obtenir el clima d’onatge corresponent. La primera tècnica utilitza models

numèrics d’onatge que es basen en l’equació de balanç d’energia espectral, mentre que

la segona empra una relació emṕırica. Per tant, la modelització estad́ıstica redueix con-

siderablement el cost computacional associat però pot no reproduir correctament certs

patrons complexes d’onatge. El treball d’aquesta tesi resulta en la generació i l’anàlisi,

per primer cop per a aquesta àrea d’estudi, d’una base de dades d’alta resolució tempo-

ral i espacial de projeccions futures d’onatge. A més, l’ús de projeccions atmosfèriques

obtingudes a partir de cinc combinacions de models climàtics regionals i globals permet

caracteritzar la variabilitat deguda als models en termes de paràmetres de l’onatge. Els

resultats il·lustren, per a l’estació d’hivern, una gran variabilitat associada al model de

circulació global (sobretot pel que fa a la direcció de l’onatge, una variable que sembla

veure’s especialment afectada pel canvi climàtic a aquesta àrea). A la majoria del do-

mini, l’alçada i el peŕıode d’ona tendeixen a disminuir tant per a condicions de clima

mig com de tempesta però els extrems estan associats a una incertesa considerable (en

alguns casos es projecta un increment al nord de la costa catalana). Tal i com era d’es-

perar, aquests canvis estan ı́ntimament lligats als que es produeixen pel clima de vent

superficial (principal agent dinamitzador) però el fetch també té un rol important. Quan
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les condicions de fetch són favorables (onatge provinent de l’est) els canvis en l’onatge

són més accentuats i es tendeix a incrementar el percentatge d’estats de mar mixtos.

La segona contribució a destacar d’aquesta tesi està relacionada amb la metodologia

emprada. Es presenta una nova metodologia d’anàlisi de tendències que té en compte

la naturalesa de les dades. Per exemple, s’investiga l’evolució de la distribució de la

direcció d’ona en base a freqüències anuals d’ocurrència associades a sectors direccionals,

que són prèviament tractades com a dades composicionals. També es fa especial èmfasi

en l’anàlisi de l’incertesa per tal de detectar canvis estad́ısticament significants. En

aquest sentit, s’observa com el bootstrapping, sempre i quan es modifiqui adequadament,

és una tècnica simple però efectiva. No obstant, l’aportació metodològica més rellevant

d’aquesta tesi és potser el desenvolupament d’un nou mètode de modelització estad́ıstica

de l’alçada d’ona, que millora notablement la modelització en àrees properes a la ĺınia de

costa, en comparació amb estudis previs. En destaca la incorporació expĺıcita del mar

de fons basada en la teoria de la dispersió de freqüències i direccions de la propagació de

les ones, que addicionalment fa servir l’anàlisi de components principals per a simplificar

l’agent dinamitzant en un conjunt de patrons atmosfèrics representatius.

Finalment, es du a terme una valoració preliminar dels impactes costaners deguts a

l’onatge. Amb una perspectiva enginyeril i sense especificar per a cap cas en concret,

aquesta tesi revisa i quantifica els principals impactes f́ısics que els canvis en els patrons

d’onatge poden causar sobre les àrees costaneres. S’observa com una variació moderada

de les condicions d’onatge pot afectar en gran mesura als processos costaners, degut a

la relació no-lineal entre aquests. Per exemple, el transport longitudinal de sediments

pot veure’s afectat en més d’un 100% degut a una rotació de només 10° de la direcció

mitjana de l’onatge. Entrant en més detall, s’analitzen un parell de casos d’estudi a la

costa catalana que avaluen l’impacte sobre l’agitació portuària i el transport longitudinal

de sediments a les platges. Aquests processos estan relacionats, respectivament, amb la

inoperativitat portuària i l’erosió de les platges, problemàtiques ja presents avui dia a

la costa catalana.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Climate change has become a major focus of attention for the scientific community due

to the potential impacts on our environment in the near future. One of the best-known

consequences is the sea-level-rise, mainly caused by melting of ice sheets and thermal

volume expansion [Cazenave et al., 2008]. However, this is not the only problem of

concern caused by global warming for coastal communities [Hemer et al., 2011b].

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international

body for the assessment of climate change that, since 1988, provide the world with a

scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate change and its potential envi-

ronmental and socio-economic impacts. Based on assumptions of economic, technolog-

ical, environmental and demographic trends, the IPCC has defined future hypothetical

greenhouse gas scenarios that have been used to force climate models to project a range

of possible changes in the ocean-atmosphere system. The last IPCC assessment report is

the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), presented in 2007 (AR5 is being released in four

parts between September 2013 and November 2014, see http://www.ipcc.ch/, accessed

September 2013). Regarding the oceans, AR4 mainly focused on the sea-level-rise but

highlighted a lack of information on the potential changes in the wave climate. In spite

of the large uncertainty, AR4 states that climate change is likely to affect wave climate.

The main reason is that global warming is not meant to be homogeneous over the at-

mosphere, provoking changes in the meridional temperature gradients that have direct

consequences on the pressure and wave-forcing wind patterns, affecting the location,

frequency and intensity of storms [Weisse and Von Storch, 2010].

Owing to the lack of a clear guideline of how to asses wave climate changes, in the last

few years several researchers have started to face the problem using different method-

ological approaches, which can be roughly split into: (i) trend analysis of long-term

measured or reconstructed wave data and (ii) future wave projections driven by atmo-

spheric projections obtained by climate models. The latter can be further divided into

dynamical and statistical modelling depending on the method employed to relate atmo-

spheric to wave data. Each of these methodologies has its own limitations. For example,

trend analysis is limited to the trend assumption. Compared to dynamical modelling,

the statistical technique has the advantage of being computationally inexpensive but

may present difficulties to correctly reproduce the complex wave patterns due to the

simplification of the physical processes involved. Indeed, the choice of the method used

to model waves represents an additional source of uncertainty [Hemer et al., 2013] that

http://www.ipcc.ch/
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has to be added to the chain of uncertainty factors associated with the wave drivers:

greenhouse gas scenario, climate model and climate variability [Déqué et al., 2007].

In turn, waves are one of the main forcing drivers that shape our coastlines and there-

fore, potential climate change-driven impacts on the coastal zone must consider potential

future changes in wave conditions [Hemer et al., 2012]. The previously mentioned in-

sufficient understanding of the future wave climate translates into a lack of a proper

evaluation of the consequent coastal impacts. The AR4 just describes qualitatively and

in a generic way how the coastal system can be affected by changes in the wave climate.

It is therefore necessary to review and quantify all wave-driven coastal effects, especially

taking into account that the coast is a focus for growing population and economies

[Nicholls et al., 2008] and that in some cases it is already facing problems related to

safety, operational and/or recreational issues.

In relation to the aforementioned general needs, the following aspects have added extra

motivation to select the study area of this thesis: the Catalan coast. It is located in

the NW part of the Mediterranean sea, which is a basin particularly exposed to climate

change [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. Previous to this thesis, just the wave climate projections of

Lionello and Galati [2008] were available for this area. They were forced by atmospheric

data generated by one climate model and two greenhouse gas scenarios at a 6 h and

50 km resolution (for the whole Mediterranean). Therefore, the study of the future

wave climate and the consequent coastal impacts in this area is especially needed. In

this regard, a larger fraction of the uncertainty range should be explored (for example

using more climate models). Also, a higher time and spatial resolution is necessary to

adequately resolve the complex regional wave features [Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008] and

obtain a wave dataset suitable to conduct a proper coastal impact assessment.

1.2 Research objectives

Given the previously identified needs, the main objective of this thesis is (1) to bet-

ter understand the future wave climate in the Catalan coast. The shortcomings

encountered in the frequently used methods have led to the formulation of the second

objective: (2) to improve methodological aspects for obtaining and analysing wave

data, especially regarding the uncertainty analysis. Finally, to address the consequent

impacts on the coastal system, the third objective follows: (3) to assess the wave-

driven coastal impacts. The goal is to perform a preliminary assessment to identify

and quantify the order of magnitude of these impacts and to address in more detail some

of them in the study area.
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Despite focusing on the Catalan coast, this thesis has been conceived to provide general

tools, ideas and conclusions that in many cases can be directly applied or extrapolated

to the assessment of other regions.

1.3 Outline

This thesis is structured in two parts. First, the Thesis body summarises the thesis

work. Second, the Compendium of papers provides the details of the study.

The rest of the Thesis Body is structured as follows. The background information is

given in Section 2. Section 3 describes the main datasets used in this thesis. Sections

4–6 briefly describe the methods developed and employed, as well as the results obtained

using, respectively, the three existing approaches mentioned in the Introduction: trend

analysis, dynamical modelling and statistical modelling. A preliminary assessment of the

wave-driven coastal impacts is included in Section 7. At the end of each main section

(4–7), a synthesis of the most significant contributions is highlighted in relation with the

thesis objectives. The summary and conclusions of this thesis are presented in Section 8.

Finally, in Section 9, ideas for future work are proposed.

The Compendium of papers is composed by a total of five papers, three of them being

already published in international peer-reviewed journals. The third has been accepted

for publication and the remaining one has been submitted for publication and it is

currently under review. All of them are listed below (and enclosed after the Thesis

Body):

Paper A Trend analysis of wave storminess: wave direction and its impact on harbour

agitation. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 10, 2327–2340, 2010.

[Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010]

Paper B Trend analysis of wave direction and associated impacts on the Catalan coast.

Climatic Change, 115, 667–691, 2012.

[Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2012]

Paper C Projected future wave climate in the NW Mediterranean Sea. Journal of

Geophysical Research: Oceans, 118 (7), 3548–3568, 2013.

[Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2013]

Paper D A physical-based statistical method for modeling ocean wave heights, Ocean

Modelling, doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2013.10.008, 2013.

[Casas-Prat et al., in press]
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Paper E Analysis of potential impacts on coastal areas due to changes in wave condi-

tions. Submitted to Climatic Change.

1.4 Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols and abbreviations are correspondingly defined throughout the thesis. However,

in order to facilitate the reading, the mostly used symbols and abbreviations in the thesis

body5 are listed below:

Hs Significant wave height
θm Mean wave direction
Tp Peak wave period
w10 10-m (surface) wind speed

RCM Regional Circulation Model
GCM General Circulation Model

N North
NE North-East
E East
SE South-East
S South
SW South-West
W West
NW North-West

Unless stated otherwise, both wave and wind direction follow the nautical convention.

Therefore, E waves, for instance, denote waves coming from east.

5Please note that some symbols might differ in the papers that make up the Compendium of papers
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2 Background

Owing to the complexity of the climate change phenomenon, an intense and interdisci-

plinary literature review has been carried out. It has covered different areas, from phys-

ical issues, such as climate dynamics, to methodological aspects, such as data analysis.

This literature review has been carried out not only at the beginning but also through-

out the thesis development because climate change is a hot topic of current research

and, consequently, the corresponding state-of-the-art is constantly being updated.

In this section, the background of the thesis work is expounded. First, Section 2.1

explains how (atmospheric) climate projections have been performed in the last years.

Section 2.2 gives an overview of the present and future wave-forcing wind patterns in

the NW Mediterranean Sea, where the Catalan coast is located. In Section 2.3, the

three main existing approaches for analysing future changes in the wave climate are

explained. Centred in the Catalan coast, Section 2.4 describes the main characteristics

of the present wave climate and the coastal receptor as well as the current coastal

impacts.

2.1 Climate change projections

To quantify the effect of climate change in our environment, climate models forced by

different greenhouse gas concentrations have been used to project possible scenarios of

the future climate. In 2000, the IPCC published the Special Report on Emissions Sce-

narios that established a set of greenhouse gas emission scenarios (the SRES scenarios)

that updated the previous set established in 1992 (IS92). The SRES scenarios can be

classified in four groups: A1, A2, B1 and B2. Generally speaking, “A” scenarios assume

a development focused on the economy whereas environmental issues are better taken

into account in the “B” group. Meanwhile, those classified with “1” tend to a more

(integrated) globalised world, whereas the others (“2”) consider a world more divided

with regional emphasis. The A1 group is further divided into three (sub)scenarios as a

function of the type of energy sources used: A1FI and A1T scenarios make emphasis

on fossil and non-fossil energy sources, respectively. In between, the increasingly used

A1B midline scenario considers a balance of all energy sources. The AR5 (expected to

be completed by 2014) will adopt the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)

[van Vuuren et al., 2011] that will substitute the SRES scenarios. They describe four

possible climate futures (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6, RCP8.5), which are named according

to the radiative forcing target level for 2100 (e.g. 2.6 W/m2). The word “representative”

signifies that each of the RCPs represents a large set of scenarios in the literature. The
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use of the word “concentration” instead of “emissions” emphasizes that concentrations

are used as the primary product of RCPs. Finally, the word “pathway” reflects the fact

that the RCPs are not the final new, fully integrated scenarios, but instead are internally

consistent sets of projections for the components of radiative forcing that are used in

subsequent phases [van Vuuren et al., 2011].

The first models that were used to approximate the future climate were the Atmospheric-

Ocean Circulation Models (AOGCMs). Considering the interaction between the ocean

and the atmosphere, AOGCMs use a compendium of differential equations to describe

the fluid dynamics at a global scale. At the outset, the (horizontal) spatial resolution

achieved by AOGCMs was at most 300 km [IPCC, 1990] owing to their huge computa-

tional demand (AOGCMs need to be run for several decades [Weisse and Von Storch,

2010]). As a consequence, their use and development was limited to few leading re-

search centres in the world. To be able to increase the resolution and make the models

more affordable, the (Atmospheric) Global Circulation Models (GCMs) were introduced,

initially achieving a resolution around 150 km. GCMs do not account for the ocean-

atmosphere feedback, being the influence of the ocean just incorporated with the sea

surface temperature as an additional forcing. The resolution of GCMs, however, was

still insufficient to undertake regional climate studies, specially in areas like the Mediter-

ranean area, that has a very irregular topography. That problem lead to the appearance

of the Regional Circulation Models (RCMs): limited area models whose boundaries are

specified with atmospheric output from GCMs. Figure 1 compares the representation

of the topography over Europe at 300 km and 50 km resolution, values that could cor-

respond to AOGCMs and RCMs, respectively. Clearly, the complex orography features

(which greatly affect the regional atmospheric patterns) are not well captured with the

spatial resolution of 300 km. Obviously, the continuous increase of computational re-

sources due to technological innovation, allows to constantly increase the resolution of

any model. For example, although the RCMs are presently run on spatial grid sizes

between about 10 km and 50 km [Weisse and Von Storch, 2010], Bengtsson et al. [2009]

used a GCM with a resolution of 63 km. Therefore, in the following years, all models

are expected to provide output data at much higher spatial resolution than nowadays.

At European scale, the PRUDENCE project (2001–2004, [Christensen et al., 2007])

unified all the results from different RCMs (forced by different GCMs) developed in

(and for) Europe. Climate projections were performed for two periods of 30 years using

the A2 and B2 SRES scenarios, with a spatial resolution of 50 km. Just a few years

later, a similar work was done in the frame of the ENSEMBLES project (2004–2009, [van

der Linden and Mitchell, 2009], http://www.ensembles-eu.org/, accessed September

2013). In this case, simulations were forced by the increasingly used A1B scenario at

a higher spatial resolution (25 km) and covered the time period 1951–2050 (or even

http://www.ensembles-eu.org/
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Figure 1: Representation of topography over Europe at 300 km (left) and 50 km
(right) resolution (from PRUDENCE project [Christensen et al., 2007]). Dark grey

qualitatively denote elevation.

1951–2100). For these projects, a database of the daily output was available on a public

server but some research centres locally stored the corresponding sub-daily resolution

data.

As explained by Déqué et al. [2007], the greenhouse gas concentration of each emission

scenario is just the initial source in the causal chain of combinations. Formulations,

resolutions and parametrisations used in the different RCMs (as well as the boundary

conditions derived from the respective GCMs) contribute to additional uncertainty, and,

lastly, the problem is further complicated because of the internal natural variability of

simulated, as well as actual, climate.

As illustrated in Figure 2, just considering the existence of several SRES scenarios,

GCMs and RCMs, leads to a large amount of combinations (e.g. 25 for the ENSEMBLES

project), from which just an affordable selection can usually be explored (marked in red

in Figure 2). In this regard, it is interesting to know which of these factors has a

greater contribution to the total uncertainty. Paradoxically, it has been found that

climate models produce more variability than greenhouse gas scenarios [Déqué et al.,

2007]. At the European scale, Kjellström et al. [2011] concluded that RCMs and GCMs

contribute in a different way depending on the output variable and the season studied.

For example, the uncertainty associated with RCM tends to be higher during summer

whereas uncertainty associated with GCM is higher in winter [Kjellström et al., 2011].

2.2 Present and future wind climate in the NW Mediterranean Sea

Extra-tropical cyclones are the dominant (synophtic) feature of midlatitudes [Ulbrich

et al., 2009], where the Mediterranean basin is located, being their main forcing mecha-

nism the meridional temperature gradient. They mainly grow via baroclinic instability,

with the available potential energy being proportional to the variance of temperature in

the troposphere [Bengtsson et al., 2009], which is highest during the winter season. In
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Greenhouse

gas scenario

GCM RCM

Figure 2: Sketch to illustrate the uncertainty derived from the following factors:
greenhouse gas scenario, global and regional circulation models (GCMs and RCMs).

Red line: affordable selection (adapted from Hemer et al. [2011a]).

the Mediterranean Sea, there is a maxima in the annual number of cyclones in the Gulf

of Genoa (see Figure 3).

Compared to northern Europe, Mediterranean events are normally shorter and less

intense and many subregional and mesoscale events take place producing a large spatial

and seasonal variability. The reduced scale, along with the peculiar features of the basin

(complex orography, veering winds, sharp gradients, etc.), makes the Mediterranean

climate more difficult to predict. It is therefore necessary to work at a higher spatial

and temporal scale compared to, for instance, the Atlantic Ocean [Lionello et al., 2006].

One example of a local feature is the Mistral wind (called Mestral in Catalonia), which

consists of an intense and persistent NW wind often caused by a cyclone over the Gulf of

Genoa, which is then channelled and intensified through the valleys between mountain

ranges in the north side of the NW Mediterranean Sea (see Figure 3). At the Catalan

coast, it is also common to have east winds in stormy conditions (Llevant events), which

are caused by either and anticyclone over northern Europe or a low-pressure area over

Balearic Islands. Indeed, the predominant wind directions (NE, E, SW and NW) vary

along this coast, showing a significant topographic control [Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008].

During summer, thermal and orographic effects play a greater role in the genesis and

maintenance of cyclones. In the NW Mediterranean, apart from the Gulf of Genoa

there is a another maxima in the number of cyclone centres located over the Iberian

Peninsula. It is caused by temperature contrasts between land and sea [Campins et al.,

2000]. Spring and autumn can be considered as transitional periods between winter and

summer contrasting patterns [Campins et al., 2000].

The uncertainty in the future wind patterns arise from the complex interaction of a num-

ber of competing processes produced by the anthropogenic warming. Global warming
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Figure 3: Situation of the Catalan coast (red) in the Mediterranean Sea. Numbers
denote some relevant orographic elements close to the study area: Gulf of Lion (1), Gulf

of Genoa (2), Corsica (3), Sardinia (4), Balearic Islands (5), Iberian Peninsula (6).

is not expected to be homogeneous in either latitude or altitude. In the lower tropo-

sphere, stronger warming is expected to occur in polar regions, whereas in the higher

troposphere it is expected at lower latitudes. This involves a decrease(increase) of such

gradient in the lower(upper) troposphere [Weisse and Von Storch, 2010]. Depending

on the spatial extension of such temperature variations, the location of more unstable

vertical stratification, linked to the preferred storm locations, will vary [Weisse and Von

Storch, 2010]. Many studies have found a consistent poleward shift of such location [Ul-

brich et al., 2009] which, at the European scale, would be translated into enhanced wind

speeds over northern Europe, and a decrease in southern Europe [Lionello et al., 2002]

where the study area is located. Actually, Nikulin et al. [2011] found a 45°-latitude limit

between areas of increased and decreased storm intensity. In addition, the problem is

further complicated since the position, activity and intensity of the storms is also affected

by the sea surface temperature gradients and the concentration of water vapour in the

atmosphere. For example, the increase in the amount of water vapour may contribute

to stronger development of extra-tropical storms [Weisse and Von Storch, 2010].

As a result of these factors, AR4 concur that there will be a decrease in the number of

Mediterranean cyclones [IPCC, 2007]; however, there is a lack of consensus on whether

the number of intense cyclones will increase or decrease [Lionello et al., 2002], as sum-

marised in the AR4. The variation of the wind direction remains even more uncertain.

At a European scale, Donat et al. [2010] analysed changes in the circulation weather

types associated to the (winter) storminess and found that the predominant westerly

flow over Europe will be significantly enhanced. However, there was a GCM that ex-

hibit a contrasting pattern, increasing the east component. Such uncertainties make

difficult to predict the future wind climate, particularly at the regional scale needed for
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the Catalan coast assessment.

2.3 Existing approaches to analyse changes in the wave climate

To investigate how wave climate can react to climate change, three main approaches

have been followed in the last years: trend analysis, dynamical modelling and statistical

modelling.

Based on the trend analysis of long-term measured or reconstructed wave data, some

studies have assessed the possible changes in the wave climate without the need to

involve future atmospheric climate projections [e.g. Hemer et al., 2008, Wang and Swail,

2002]. Compared to other wave variables (such as the wave height), the wave direction

has been relatively little studied, probably due to the additional complexity of the trend

analysis of this circular variable. In addition, there is a generalised use of standard tests

that assume Normal distributed data (e.g. Student’s t-test), which is not the case of

most of the variables that are used to characterise the wave fields.

Trend analysis can definitely serve to have a first overview of the magnitude and direction

of the wave changes without much computational effort but the tendencies thus obtained

are limited to the trend assumption. Moreover, the increase of greenhouse gas emissions

is not explicitly accounted for and therefore even statistically significant changes cannot

be directly related to the climate change phenomenon (the attribution problem, as stated

by Weisse and Von Storch [2010]).

In order to account explicitly for the rise in the greenhouse gas concentration, the other

two remaining approaches (dynamical and statistical modelling) consist in simulating

the future wave climate using the atmospheric projections obtained from climate models

forced by the greenhouse gas emission scenarios described in Section 2.1.

Dynamical modelling makes use of third generation wave (numerical) models, which are

forced by the 10-m wind fields and are governed by the spectral energy balance equation.

In the absence of currents, the change of energy of a certain cell is given by the sum of

the net energy input (wave propagation: refraction, shoaling and diffraction) and the

local energy generation (wave generation by wind, non-linear interactions and energy

dissipation). This approach is denoted as dynamical modelling because wave dynamics

are explicitly involved, based on the principle that ocean waves are generated by air-

pressure fluctuations, which are almost entirely caused by surface winds [Holthuijsen,

2007].

However, contrary to the case of atmospheric data, a public dataset of future wave cli-

mate projections driven by several RCM-GCM combinations does not exist for the time
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being (like those developed in the PRUDENCE and ENSEMBLES, see Section 2.1). In

Europe, some regional studies have investigated independently the affectation of specific

areas like the Mediterranean Sea [Lionello et al., 2008], the North Sea [Grabemann and

Weisse, 2008], the Bay of Biscay [Charles et al., 2012], etc., considering a limited number

of combinations of the uncertainty factors (see Section 2.1). Owing to the high com-

putational effort, global scale wave climate studies are mostly concentrated in the last

few years [Hemer et al., 2012, 2013, Mori et al., 2010, Semedo et al., 2011]. Indeed, in

the WCRP-JCOMM Workshop on Coordinated Global Wave Climate Projections (held

in Geneva in 2011), the wave research community manifested the need to perform and

combine different wave projections at a global scale to better understand the changes in

the wave climate.

As an alternative to dynamical modelling, statistical methods have been developed to

obtain wave climate projections without significant computational effort [e.g. Caires

et al., 2006, Wang et al., 2012, Wang and Swail, 2006]. Basically, they establish an em-

pirical relationship between atmospheric data (predictors) and wave data (predictands)

which is calibrated for the present and assumed valid in the future. This approach has

two main advantages. First, it has a low computational cost and therefore facilitates the

exploration of a large number of combinations of the uncertainty chain (see Section 2.1).

Second, predictors apparently more “reliable” than the surface wind field can be used,

such as the sea level pressure (wind fields are typically more affected by model climate

and variability biases [McInnes et al., 2011]). However, statistical modelling has some

shortcomings due to the simplification of the complex physical processes in terms of

“simple” empirical relationships and the assumption that this relation remains the same

for the future. For example, it has typically presented difficulties to correctly reproduce

the swell component of waves due to the non-direct relation with local winds.

For both dynamical and statistical modelling, modelled future scenarios are normally

compared to a reference situation. It is important to account for the internal variability

of the data to determine whether the projected changes are statistically significant. In

this regard, in the literature this variability is not always considered or simply estimated

with standard methods that assume a Gaussian distribution (e.g. confidence intervals

obtained by classical linear regression analysis).

2.4 The Catalan coast: forcing and receptor

The Catalan coast stretches about 580 km, but when measured at higher definition, it is

found to be approximately 780 km long. It is located at the latitude 40°45’ N to 42°25’

N and longitude 0°45’ E to 3°º15’ E (see Figure 3). It is characterised by a micro-tidal
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environment with storm surges of limited extend, with an average number of positive

moderate (surface elevation η > 15 cm) and strong (η > 25 cm) surges close to 3 and

1, respectively [Marcos et al., 2011]. Therefore, waves (the coastal driver considered in

this thesis) are one of the most important drivers affecting this coastal environment.

To better understand the future changes in the wave conditions along the Catalan coast

and their consequent impacts, it is important to first be acquainted with the present

wave climate and the coastal impacts that this coast is currently facing. Moreover,

wave-driven coastal impacts are determined not only by the forcing driver (i.e. wave

action) but also by the coastal response which depends on the coastal geomorphology

and configuration.

This section describes the current state of the wave climate (Section 2.4.1) and the

coastal receptor (Section 2.4.2) of the study area.

2.4.1 Wave climate

The Catalan coast is a region dominated by low-to-medium winds with occasional strong

events (maximum wind recorded is about 25 m/s, [Bolaños et al., 2009]) which translates

into mild wave conditions with sporadic wave storms. Owing to the large temporal and

spatial variability of wind fields, where the orography exhibits a significant control, the

resulting wave climate can be characterised as “torrential”: wave storms are impulsive

and comparatively much more energetic than adjacent (more frequent) calm periods

[Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008]. The mean wave climate is characterised by a significant

wave height (Hs) lower than 1 m but extreme waves can reach much higher values. For

example, Hs associated to a 50-year return period is around 6–7.5 m (larger as going

northward along the coast) [Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008]. The mean duration of wave

storms (defined with a threshold of 2 m) is estimated to be below 24 h [Bolaños et al.,

2009].

The directional distribution of the wave field is obviously conditioned by that of the

wind field, which has four predominant directions: NE, E, SW and NW (see Section 2.2).

However, it is also affected by the fetch configuration because fetch modulates the effec-

tiveness of storms in generating waves, making some storms more effective in producing

waves [Lionello and Sanna, 2005]. In that respect, the frequent and energetic Mistral

(NW) wind (see Section 2.2) does not contribute to generate high waves along the Cata-

lan coast because it is a fetch-limited wind (it blows from land to sea). Instead, there

is a predominance of high waves coming from the east sector where the stronger winds

and larger fetches coincide (maximum fetch about 600 km since Corsica and Sardinia

islands can be considered as a barrier from swell waves, see Figure 3) [Sánchez-Arcilla
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et al., 2008]. At the Northern Catalan coast, N events are the most frequent although

the maximum storm energy content is in general associated with the E direction.

Even though the relatively short fetches of the study area (compared to the ocean), swell

waves are often present but usually combined with wind-sea states (mixed sea states),

resulting in a large occurrence of bimodal sea states [Alomar, 2012]. Bear in mind

that swell waves (propagating waves being remotely generated) usually travel at a lower

frequency than the locally generated waves (wind-sea waves) and therefore produce a

second peak in the frequency-energy spectrum.

More complexity is added to the wave fields in this region due to: the shadow effects

caused by the Balearic Islands, the complex bathymetry with deep canyons close to the

coast (specially in the Northern Catalan coast) [Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008] and the

variable-width continental shelf, from very narrow at the North to very wide at the

South [Bolaños et al., 2009].

2.4.2 Coastal receptor

The Catalan coast presents a large geo-diversity of coastal types [Jiménez et al., 2012],

that spatially can be roughly divided into two parts. The northern part (Costa Brava,

see location in Figure 4) mostly consists of beaches nestled between cliffs. The rest

of the coast is mainly composed by low-lying beaches (with the exception of deltas

and occasional abrupt cliffs), which in turn can be divided between narrow coarse sand

beaches with relatively high slopes (Maresme, see Figure 4) and wide find sand beaches

with soft slopes (Costa Daurada, see Figure 4). The sediment grain of these two types

of low-lying beaches has a median size of 0.7 mm and 0.4 mm, originating in the coastal

mountains and pre-coastal depression, respectively [CIIRC, 2010].

The Ebre Delta is a special feature of the Catalan shelf, located in the southern part of

this coast (see Figure 4). This area of high ecological and economical value covers about

32,000 ha, with half ot that area lying at an altitude of less than 0.5 m. It is one of the

largest deltas in the Mediterranean, after the Nile and Rhone deltas, that was build by

the surplus of sediment discharge, but it is currently in a critical situation because both

sediment input and river discharge have decreased drastically [Alvarado-Aguilar, 2009].

Currently, the Catalan coast is an area highly exposed to coastal erosion, as concluded by

the EUROSION project (2002–2004, see http://www.eurosion.org/, accessed Septem-

ber 2013) (see Figure 4). The study also revealed that a considerable portion of the land

under the influence of coastal erosion is urbanised, industrial and/or of high ecological

value, which enhances the risk of a possible erosion event. Compounding the risk, it is

http://www.eurosion.org/
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important to emphasize that 40% of the Catalan population (about 3 million people)

live in coastal municipalities.

Actually, during the last 50 years, erosion has been the dominant reported damage in the

Catalan beaches [Jiménez et al., 2012], being some coastal stretches currently exposed

to high levels of vulnerability to erosion and inundation [Bosom and Jiménez, 2011].

Besides, some Catalan beaches do not only suffer from protection problems but also

from recreational malfunctioning [Jiménez et al., 2011].
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Figure 4: Trend erosion on the Catalan coast (adapted from EUROSION project).

Together with inundation, destruction of infrastructures is the second most reported

damage [Jiménez et al., 2012] which has a broad repercussion since most of the Catalan

coast is highly engineered, with the presence of many coastal structures. In this regard,

it is important to highlight that Catatonia has a total of 47 harbours. Barcelona and

Tarragona (see Figure 4) have the largest ports, combining commercial, fishing and

leisure uses. From the 45 remaining, 22 are leisure ports, 1 is exclusively for fishing and

22 are mixed. According to the Catalan Government Port’s plan (2007-2012) several

operational problems are present in these harbours, mainly caused by excessive agitation,

over-topping and/or siltation.
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3 Datasets

The development of this thesis work has involved the use of several datasets. The most

important are listed below along with a brief description of the main characteristics.

HIPOCAS data It consists of 44 years of hindcast data (1958–2001) from the Eu-

ropean HIPOCAS project (HIndcast of dynamic Processes of the Ocean and Coastal

AreaS of Europe, 2002–2004) [Guedes Soares et al., 2002], funded by the Energy, Envi-

ronment and Sustainable Development Programme of the European Commission. This

simulated dataset—available for the entire Mediterranean basin—used the regional at-

mospheric model REMO (see http://www.remo-rcm.de, accessed March 2012) forced

by the global reanalysis of the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP,

[Kalnay et al., 1996]). The atmospheric dataset resulting from that simulation was in

turn the input data of the HAMSOM [Backhaus, 1985] and WAM [The WAMDI group,

1988] models to simulate, respectively, the residual sea level and the wave climate. The

atmospheric data (e.g. sea level pressure, surface wind speed, etc.) have a resolution

of 0.5° and 1 hour. For the wave data (e.g. significant wave height, mean wave direc-

tion, etc.), the spatial resolution is 0.125° near-shore and 0.5° offshore, and the temporal

resolution is 3 hours.

The HIPOCAS data have been widely used [e.g. Álvarez Ellacuria et al., 2009, Gomis

et al., 2008, Marcos and Tsimplis, 2008, Mösso et al., 2009] and extensively validated in

terms of wind speed and direction, significant wave height, wave direction and residual

sea level parameters in the Mediterranean Sea [Musić and Nicković, 2008, Ratsiman-

dresy et al., 2008, Sotillo et al., 2005]. It has some limitations in terms of properly

reproducing certain storm events which might be attributable to numerical inertia, like

most simulations. However, Ortego et al. [2012] did not find statistical evidence of wave

storm magnitude bias compared to buoy observations in the southern Catalan coast.

Meanwhile, Ratsimandresy et al. [2008] found that it generally reproduces mean values

quite well. Although real measurements (e.g. buoy records) are usually more reliable,

they do not have enough spatial and temporal coverage for climate studies and might

suffer from inhomogeneities.

This thesis uses HIPOCAS data corresponding to the NW Mediterranean Sea (longi-

tude from -1° to 9° and latitude from 36° to 44°), which was provided by Puertos del

Estado (Spanish Port Authority). The wave data (significant wave height Hs, mean

wave period Tm, mean wave direction θm) are employed to undertake the trend analysis

(see Section 4), to validate the wave projections for the present situation (see Sections 5

and 6) and to generate the reference state of the sediment transport patterns along the

http://www.remo-rcm.de
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Catalan coast (see Section 7). With both the significant wave height and the sea level

pressure the statistical method developed in Section 6 is calibrated and validated.

Table 1: Subsets of atmospheric projections and their (output) temporal (∆t) and
spatial (∆x) resolution.∗ denotes that the average over the corresponding (computa-
tional) time/spatial step is considered, instead of the instantaneous/punctual value in

time/space.

Acronym Institute RCM GCM ∆t(h) ∆x(km)

HIR E DMI HIRHAM5 ECHAM5 1 25
RAC E KNMI RACMO2 ECHAM5 3 25
REM E MPI REMO ECHAM5 1∗ 25
RCA E SMHI RCA3 ECHAM5 3 25∗

RCA H SMHI RCA3 HadCM3Q3 3 25∗

Atmospheric projections They are composed by high spatial-resolution (25 km),

regional 10-m wind and sea level pressure projections that were developed within the

context of the European ENSEMBLES project (2004–2009, see http://ensembles-eu.

metoffice.com/, accessed June 2013), supported by the European Commission’s 6th

Framework Programme. These projections were mainly forced by the mid-line A1B

emission scenario. Mean and maximum daily data are publicly available at http:

//www.ensembles-eu.org (accessed June 2013) but the hourly time-resolution version

of those simulations is stored locally. For this thesis, four European research institutes

freely provided their corresponding projections for the NW Mediterranean Sea domain

(same as selected for hindcast data), forced by the following RCMs: HIRHAM5 (from

Danmarks Meteorologiske Institut — DMI, see Christensen et al. [2007]), RACMO2

(from Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut — KNMI, see van Meijgaard

et al. [2008]), REMO (from Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie — MPI, see http:

//www.remo-rcm.de, accessed March 2012) and RCA3 (from Sveriges Meteorologiska

och Hydrologiska Institut — SMHI, see Samuelsson et al. [2011]). All projections were

forced by the ECHAM5 general circulation model [Roeckner et al., 2003], and, for the

RCA3 RCM, the configuration using HadCM3Q3 GCM [Collins et al., 2001] was also

provided. Therefore, there is a total of five combinations of RCM-GCM realisations

(see Table 1 and Section 2.1), which are respectively denoted in this thesis as: HIR E,

RAC E, REM E, RCA E and RCA H (see Table 1). Output time resolution is 3 h for

RAC E, RCA E and RCA H, vs. 1 h for HIR E and REM E. In all cases, the output is

instantaneous except for REM E, for which it is time averaged. Actually, despite some

models having the same (output) time resolution, every model has a slightly different

(internal) computational time step (usually between 10 and 30 min). With regards to

the spatial resolution, all models have a resolution of 25 km but in the cases of RCA E

http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com/
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com/
http://www.ensembles-eu.org
http://www.ensembles-eu.org
http://www.remo-rcm.de
http://www.remo-rcm.de
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and RCA H, a spatial average is carried out in the computation, which might lead to a

certain underestimation of extremes [Kriezi and Broman, 2008].

For each RCM-GCM combination, two 30 year time slices are selected (as recommended

by Hemer et al. [2011b]) to project wave climate changes (using two methodologies, see

Sections 5 and 6): “present” (1971–2000) and “future” (2071–2100); except for REM E

data, for which the first period is 1981–2010 (due to data availability).

Bathymetry The GEBCO One Minute Grid is used, which is a gridded bathymetry

dataset at a spatial resolution of 1/60° available from the General Bathymetric Charts

of the Oceans. GEBCO is an international group of experts who provides global

bathymetry sets for the worlds’ ocean that are freely available to download at http:

//gebco.net. The GEBCO One Minute Grid was released in 2003 and updated in 2008

being largely based on the most recent set of bathymetric contours contained within

the GEBCO Digital Atlas (GDA). GDA includes a global set of digital bathymetric

contours, coastlines and trackline control information.

The bathymetry database used in this thesis was downloaded from the aforementioned

website and corresponds to the NW Mediterranean Sea domain (as in the case of

HIPOCAS data and atmospheric projections). It is basically employed for the dynamical

modelling (see Section 5).

Harbour configuration This thesis evaluates the impact of climate change on har-

bour agitation inside three Catalan harbours located in: Blanes, Fòrum and Tarragona

(one of them presented in Section 7.2.1, the remaining can be found in Paper B). To

carry out this analysis the data relative to the port configurations were necessary.

For Fòrum and Blanes, AutoCAD maps were obtained from, respectively, Ajuntament

de Barcelona (Barcelona City Council) and TYPSA company. It was in the context of

two local studies that aimed to analyse and reduce the excessive harbour agitation inside

them. They were undertaken, respectively, by Centre Internacional d’Investigació dels

Recursos Costaners CIIRC2011 and Laboratori d’Enginyeria Maŕıtima [LIM, 1999].

In the case of Tarragona port, digital contour data at a variable resolution (∼5–20 m)

have been obtained from Puertos del Estado (Spanish Port Authority) in the context

of the Spanish project “Desarrollo de un programa de control de la calidad del agua

en zonas portuarias mediante simulación numérica y observaciones” (2010), which was

carried out in collaboration with Laboratori d’Enginyeria Maŕıtima.

http://gebco.net
http://gebco.net
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Beach geomorphology An extensive characterisation of the Catalan coast has been

carried out by Centre Internacional d’Investigació dels Recursos Costaners [CIIRC, 2010]

within the context of “Llibre verd” (in Catalan), a project funded by Generalitat de

Catalunya (Catalan Government). In this study, the current state and the evolution

of the Catalan coast were evaluated in order to better understand the coastal system

and identify current/future conflicts towards an optimised coastal management and

planning. For each (sandy) beach, a complete list of parameters is publicly available

including morphodynamic, hydrodynamic, environmental and functional aspects.

As part of the impact assessment (see Section 7), the affectation on the coastal sedi-

ment transport is investigated using the following parameters corresponding to a total

of 300 beaches approx: beach longitude, beach orientation and beach sediment grain

size. Beach longitude and orientation were obtained from ortophoto maps at 1:5,000

scale that were provided by Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya (Cartographic Institute

of Catalonia). The longitude was taken as the distance between the beach extremes

measured along half the beach width and following the coast orientation. To charac-

terise the sediment, a sample was collected close to the shoreline in the middle of the

beach and then filtered to obtain statistical parameters such as the median of the grain

size.
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4 Trend analysis

The temporal evolution of wave conditions at near-shore areas of the Catalan coast has

been studied. In this section, a synthesis of the followed methodology is presented as well

as a summary of the representative results, making special emphasis on the methodolog-

ical contributions which are mostly related to the analysis of the wave direction. Many

studies have omitted the investigation of this variable or have just analysed the mean

wave direction without exploring what is happening to the wave direction distribution.

Based on 44 years of hindcast wave data (1958–2001) (HIPOCAS data, see Section 3)

of 40 nodes located close to the coast (see Figure 5), the trend analysis is separately

analysed for extreme and mean conditions (Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively). Refer to

Papers A and B for further details.

Figure 5: Location of the considered nodes of the HIPOCAS database along the
Catalan coast for the trend analysis.

4.1 Extreme wave climate

When assessing any kind of impact, one normally thinks of extreme events first. Having

in mind the third objective of this thesis (see Section 1.2), the trend analysis is firstly

undertaken for the extreme wave climate. A parameter related with the beach erosion

potential is used: the wave storminess (Es), which integrates the significant wave height

(Hs) over the storm duration [Mendoza and Jiménez, 2006]. As in the study of Mendoza

and Jiménez [2006], storms are defined with the peak over threshold method using a
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threshold of 2 m and certain duration requirements to select independent storms. The

analysis is made in terms of both the annual mean and maximum values of Es for all the

detected events, first, and afterwards just for storms coming from a certain direction.

A trend analysis methodology has been developed for Es that could be extrapolated to

other variables such as the maximum Hs of a storm. The procedure is divided into two

steps: trend detection and trend quantification. The trend detection makes use of the

Mann-Kendall (MK) test [Kendall, 1975, Mann, 1945], which is a non-parametric test

recommended by Van Gelder et al. [2008] that does not assume either a trend shape or

a probability distribution, and is little sensitive to outliers. Figure 6 shows the results

obtained for the mean and maximum Es in the case of considering all storms, and those

coming just from north (N) and south (S), respectively. When all waves are considered,

the temporal trends are null or even negative (in a few offshore locations of the northern

Catalan coast). These negative trends are probably related to the tendency of N events

to decrease (in the northern coast, N waves are very frequent, see Section 2.4.1). For all

nodes, the trend associated to events coming from east (E), the most energetic direction,

is not statistically significant (not shown). In contrast, for some locations, increasing

energy is expected for storms coming from south (S), as illustrated with blue dots in

Figure 6. These results demonstrate the importance of discretizing the trend analysis in

directions to appreciate important variations that are not captured in an overall analysis.

To assess the relevance of the tendencies detected by MK test, the trend quantification

follows, which consists of a combination of (i) the linear regression analysis to estimate

the trend and (ii) the bootstrap technique to assess the uncertainty related to the data

variability. A linear trend is assumed rather than a more complex function according to

the parsimony principle and the scope of the trend analysis (to provide a preliminary

assessment).

The classical regression analysis assumes that residuals are normally distributed, which

implies that the regressed variable needs to be free to range from −∞ to ∞. By defi-

nition, Es is generally a positive variable, i.e lower bounded, and therefore it does not

fulfil this basic assumption. In order to be consistent, Es is previously log-transformed,

as similarly done by Ortego et al. [2012] when fitting an extreme probability density

function to lnHs. The log-transformation implies that the relation obtained by linear

regression analysis between Es and time t becomes exponential.

Note that the positive nature of Es is subjected to the annual presence of storms and

that a year without storms would lead to the problematic ln(0). To avoid that, the

absolute “zero” can be substituted by a very low energy threshold value. However,

this approach leads to a distortion of the results when there are many years without

storms (e.g. when analysing wave storms associated to low energetic directions). In
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Figure 6: Trend detection of wave storminess, Es, for some directions (left: annual
mean, right: annual maximum). Red: negative trend. Blank: no significant trend.

Blue: positive trend.

that case, the probability of storm occurrence (ps) is introduced. The zero values of

Es associated to years without storms are simply removed from the time series and

the temporal trend of Es(t|storm) (Es conditioned to storm occurrence) is obtained as

ln(Ês(t|storm)) = âEt + b̂E (aE , bE are the regression coefficients and ˆ stands for

“predicted”). Separately, p̂s(t) is obtained by binomial logistic regression and, finally,

the temporal evolution of Es, Ês, is estimated as the product:

Ês(t) = p̂s(t) exp(âEt+ b̂E) (1)

Eq. 1 is applied not only to the original time series {t, Es(t)} but also to the bootstrapped

samples, whose pairs of values {t∗, E∗s (t∗)} (∗ means bootstrapped) are obtained by

random selection from the original time series allowing for repetition. For each year t, a

sample of Ê∗s (t) is therefore obtained and the corresponding α/2 and 1−α/2 percentiles

(with confidence level α) can be interpreted as the confidence intervals of Ês(t). As an
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example, Figure 7 shows the trend quantification for events coming from S corresponding

to a node with previously detected positive trend with MK test (node 2, see Figure 5

and 6). The trends of both Ês(t) (solid red line) and Ês(t|storm) (dashed red line) are

shown, as well as those corresponding to the bootstrapped samples, Ê∗s (t) (1000 in total

as recommended by Park et al. [2001], yellow lines) and their confidence intervals (with

α=0.05, doted black lines). In 2001, Ês(t) is about four times higher than for 1958 and

this is caused by an increase of both Es(t|storm) and p̂s(t) (note that Ês(t) increases

more rapidly than Ês(t|storm)). These results suggest that, for some locations, a larger

fraction of S waves will correspond to stormy conditions, which, in turn, will be more

energetic.
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Figure 7: Example of trend quantification of the annual mean Es(t) associated to
events coming from S (node 2, see Figure 5). Yellow lines are the bootstrapped samples.

To get insight into the changes in the mean wave direction θm, the evolution of the

distribution of θm for storm events is investigated. The proposed method consists of

analysing the evolution of the annual frequency of k directional sectors. In this study

k = 8, which corresponds to the eight 45°-directional sectors centred in the cardinal

and ordinals directions: north (N), northeast (NE), east (E), southeast(SE), south (S),

southwest (SW), west (W), northwest (NW), north (N). As for Es, the trend is estimated

by linear regression analysis and the uncertainty is bounded by bootstrapping. However,

in this case another transformation is needed, as explained below.

Frequencies are compositional data: the sum is a constant value and therefore they are

defined in a simplex space. This inter-relation produces spurious effects in the calculation

of, for instance, the covariance matrix [Pawlowsky-Glahn, 1984]. As a consequence, a

previous conversion is needed before applying the regression analysis (which makes use

of the covariance matrix). This thesis proposes to apply the isometric log-ratio (ilr)

transformation [Egozcue et al., 2003], whose application has been mainly focused so far

on the analysis of compositional data in the field of geochemistry and sedimentology [e.g.

Tolosana-Delgado, 2012]. In this case, the ilr transformation translates the k directional

frequencies {f1, ..., fk} into k − 1 coordinates {y1, ..., yk−1} on an orthonormal basis

in a real vector space Rk−1, obtained from sequential binary partition (Ri, Si). The
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conversion can be expressed as the geometric mean of each partition (g(f∈Ri), g(f∈Si)),

multiplied by a normalising factor a(ri, si).

yi = a(ri, si) ln

(
g(f∈Ri)
g(f∈Si)

)
, a(ri, si) =

√
risi
ri + si

(2)

for i = 1, ..., k − 1, where ri and si are the number of elements of each partition. After

some basic algebraic transformations and taking into account that frequencies are a

function of each year t, this expression can be rewritten as:

y(t) = M ln(f(t)) (3)

where y = [y1, ..., yk−1]T , f = [f1, ..., fk]
T and M is a (k − 1) × (k) matrix of known

coefficients. The regression analysis is therefore applied to y(t) (and the corresponding

bootstrapped samples) obtaining the regression coefficients â and b̂ (and the correspond-

ing â∗ and b̂∗). Inverting Eq. 3, the estimated temporal trend of f , f̂ , can be expressed

as follows:

f̂(t) = C exp(MT (ât+ b̂)) (4)

in which C is the closure operation to fit the relationship
∑

i fi = 1. To better interpret

the obtained tendencies, instead of using the coefficients â and b̂, which are expressed

in terms of the (artificial) coordinates y, the future distribution of the wave direction

is extrapolated giving a value to the variable t. Certainly, this extrapolation has some

limitations because the same trend shape for the current climate is assumed valid in

the future. To reduce the level of speculation, a mid-term future projection is chosen

(t=2050) rather than a long-term projection as with the methodologies used in Sections

5 and 6. The goal is not to get a precise picture of the future wave climate but to find

out how wave climate is expected to evolve.

Figure 8 illustrates the projections for 2010 and 2050 corresponding to a couple of

nodes located respectively at the northern and southern part of the Catalan coast. The

marginal confidence bounds (green and blue dots) are complemented with the (1000)

bootstrapped samples (yellow lines) to visually integrate the interaction of the uncer-

tainty between directions. The tendencies observed in the frequencies are similar to

those of Es (except for some locations that exhibit a reduction of the frequency of E

events whereas the corresponding energy remained unchanged). However, the variations

are not statistically significant—confidence intervals of 2050 projections are large and

include the 2010 situation—which makes difficult to draw a robust conclusion. The

large uncertainty can be explained by the large inter-annual variability and the implicit

reduction in the data as in any extreme analysis.
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Figure 8: Comparison between 2010 and 2050 projections (nodes 2 and 31, see Fig-
ure 5). Black: f̂(t = 2010). Red: f̂(t = 2050). Yellow: f̂∗(t = 2050). Green and blue

dots: 95% marginal confidence intervals of f̂(t = 2050) (α=0.05).

4.2 Mean wave climate

Extending the procedure used to evaluate the tendencies of the wave directional dis-

tribution in stormy conditions (see Section 4.1), a methodology of trend analysis and

extrapolation for mean wave climate is developed in terms of a typical wave rose, which

is a wave graphic tool with several engineering and scientific applications. Figure 9 il-

lustrates an example of a wave rose, where the wave climate is discretised in five groups

of Hs ([0–1, 1–2, 2–3, 3–4, >4] m) and eight directional sectors of 45° each, as those

used in Section 4.1. The directions of the rose with the longest spoke show the wave

direction with the greatest frequency (N in the example of Figure 9).

20%
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> 4 m

H
 
s

Figure 9: Example of a wave rose (node 6, see Figure 5) for the period 1958–2001.

As similarly done for the extreme analysis, the future mean wave climate is extrap-

olated in terms of the (annual) frequencies associated to each θm and Hs bin. After

ilr-transforming them, the linear regression method complemented by bootstrapping is

applied. The procedure is first undertaken for {f1, ..., fkθ} corresponding to the eight

θm sectors (Eqs. 2-4 with k = kθ = 8) and afterwards for {f1, ..., fkH} associated to

the groups of Hs for each θm (eight times Eqs. 2-4 with k = kH = 5) (see Paper B for

further details).
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Node 2 (1958-2001) Node 2 (2050)

Node 20 (1958-2001) Node 20 (2050)

Figure 10: Examples of wave roses for the period 1958–2001 and the future extrapo-
lation for 2050.

As an example, Figure 10 compares the wave roses corresponding to the whole period

1958–2001 and to the future extrapolation (2050) for two locations. In general, the

results seems to indicate that the total amount of annual wave energy will not suffer

from large alterations since the distribution of Hs does not seem to vary significantly

(although there is a certain tendency to decrease). Contrary, remarkable differences are

observed in the θm distribution. Similar to that obtained for the extreme wave climate,

the frequencies of N and NE waves tend to decrease whereas an increase is found for SE,

S and SW but in this case the average uncertainty is lower (see Paper B). This reduction

of uncertainty can be probably explained by the fact that the whole dataset is considered

here instead of a sub-sample of extreme events. In Figure 11, the marginal evolution of S

frequency alone is plotted for four locations with the 80% and 90% confidence intervals

(α=0.10 and α=0.05). For all cases shown in this figure, the extrapolated frequency for

2050 is expected to be larger than the average value for the 44 years of data (with 80%

confidence).
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Trend analysis - Contributions

(1) Understanding the future wave climate

� Provide a first assessment of wave climate changes at near-shore areas

of the Catalan coast, which highlights the relevance of the variations of

the wave direction in this area.

(2) Improving methodological aspects

� Development of a trend analysis methodology to study the evolution

of the magnitude of an extreme wave event (e.g. wave storminess). It

has two steps: trend detection (Mann-Kendall test) and trend quantifi-

cation (linear regression analysis). The (positive) data are previously

log-transformed and the uncertainty is assessed by bootstrapping. In

the case of non-frequent events (e.g. storms coming from S), the bino-

mial logistic regression is involved to evaluate the evolution of the storm

occurrence.

� Development of a trend analysis methodology to estimate the evolution

of the wave direction distribution. It considers the annual frequency of

a given number of directional sectors and evaluates their trend by linear

regression analysis. The data are previously ilr-transformed to take into

account the compositional character. Confidence intervals are obtained

by bootstrapping.

� Extension of the previous methodology to extrapolate future wave con-

ditions in terms of a wave rose, a graphic tool with many engineering

applications that integrates wave height and wave direction information.
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5 Dynamical modelling

The trend analysis presented in Section 4 has served to provide a first assessment of the

possible future changes in the wave conditions approaching the Catalan coast. However,

the underlying limitations, as for example the assumption of a certain trend shape, make

necessary to go one step further and project the future wave climate directly accounting

for the greenhouse effect.

Section 5.1 explains how the dynamical technique is performed to generate a high spatial

and temporal resolution (3h and 0.125°) wave dataset suitable to properly reproduce

the regional wave features. The parameters used to characterise the wave climate are

described in Section 5.2. To determine the significance of the (multivariate) climate

change signals a methodology based on bootstrapping is proposed. It jointly implements

two existing methods in order to: (i) account for the time dependency of the wave data

[Cai and Davies, 2012] and (ii) improve the correct reproduction of extremes [Pandey

et al., 2003, 2004]. Finally, in Section 5.4, the obtained wave projections are studied.

Special focus is given to the wave direction, since the trend analysis revealed that this

variable seems to be especially affected by climate change in this area.

In accordance with the thesis outline (Section 1.3), this Section is just a summary of the

thesis work related with dynamical modelling. More information about methods and

results can be found in Paper C.

5.1 Wave modelling

Wave climate projections are computed with the SWAN wave model [Booij et al., 1999]

in parallel mode and following a downscaling-nesting procedure with two computational

grids, as illustrated in Figure 12. The larger domain considers most of the areas where

waves can be remotely generated and then propagated towards the Catalan coast in the

form of swell waves. SWAN is forced by surface (10-m) wind fields corresponding to two

30-year time slices (1971–2000 for the “present”6 and 2071–2100 for the “’future”) that

were driven by the most recently used greenhouse scenario A1B (see Section 3), using,

respectively, five combinations of regional and global atmospheric models (four RCMs

and two GCMs, see Table 1). This allows the investigation of the inter-model variability

in terms of wave climate, which is one of the most important factors of uncertainty with

regards to atmospheric climate (see Section 2.1). The SWAN wave output consists of

typical spectrum variables: significant wave height Hs, peak wave period Tp and mean

wave direction θm.

6Except for one RCM for which the period is 1981–2010 (see Section 3)
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Figure 12: Domains used for the nesting procedure with the SWAN wave model
(distance between circles indicate the spatial resolution of each grid).

5.2 Characterisation of the wave climate

The mean wave climate is first characterised by the median of Hs and Tp, which is a

robust measure little affected by outliers. As in the trend analysis, the distribution of

the wave direction is analysed by means of the frequency of the eight (45°) directional

sectors: N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW. Additionally, the wind-sea/swell distribution

is investigated using the occurrence of the types of sea states as determined with the

inverse wave age A−1, like in the work of Charles et al. [2012]. This parameter compares

the wind velocity w10 with the wave (deep water) celerity Cp (Cp = 1.56Tp) and also

evaluates the difference between the wind and wave direction (∆Θ, see Eq. 5). A value

of A−1 closer to unity (A−1 > 0.83) is therefore related with a wind-sea state, i.e. waves

locally generated by wind. On the contrary, a low value of A−1 (A−1 < 0.15) implies

that wind and waves are fairly independent which is the case of swell waves, waves

that are travelling after being remotely generated. The two types of waves are often

combined, which is classified as mixed sea states (0.15 ≤ A−1 ≤ 0.83).

A−1 =
w10 cos ∆Θ

Cp
(5)

To inspect the extremes, the 50-year return period of Hs (z50) is used (see Eq. 6). This

parameter is derived from the same General Pareto Distribution (GPD) involved in
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the last stage of the uncertainty analysis (see Section 5.3). Instead of selecting inde-

pendent storms, which would entail a (slow) storm-by-storm checking, z50 is computed

making use of all exceedances above the selected threshold u (95th percentile of Hs),

reducing considerably the associated computational cost. The error thus introduced—

GPD assumes independence between storms—is counteracted with the extremal index

β [Fawcett and Walshaw, 2012], as shown in Eq 6:

zr = u+
σ̂

ξ̂



(
λ−1u

{
1−

[
1− 1

rny

]β−1
})−ξ̂

− 1


 (6)

where ξ̂ and σ̂ are the fitted GPD parameters, ny is the number of observations per

year (estimated as the total number of observations divided by the number of years),

λu = 1− FE(u) (see Eq. 7) and r the return period (r = 50 years).

5.3 Uncertainty analysis

In this section, a methodology is proposed to assess the significance of the differences

between the present and future situation which takes into account the uncertainty intro-

duced by the data variability. It consists of a modified bootstrap method that combines

(i) the method of Cai and Davies [2012] and the (ii) semi-parametric approach of Pandey

et al. [2003, 2004].

Cai and Davies [2012] developed a model-free method adapted to time series, which

are typically characterised by being autocorrelated. This autocorrelation is particularly

relevant for high-temporal resolution data (like the 3 hourly wave dataset generated in

this thesis). Basically, instead of re-sampling individually each data item x(ti) (i =

1, ..., T , where T is the time length) like in the classical bootstrapping, Cai and Davies

[2012] proposed to re-sample in segments of data that correspond to the same percentile

bin as illustrated in Figure 13 (being the number of bins previously defined according

to a sensitivity analysis). The bootstrap samples are therefore constructed by randomly

reproducing the same distribution of those percentiles over time, which maintains the

(temporal) autocorrelation structure. To replicate a coherent spatial correlation (same

variable, different location) and cross-correlation (same location, different variable, e.g.

Hs and Tp) the permutations are jointly implemented as follows. First, the method of Cai

and Davies [2012] is applied only to a “representative”Hs time series: the spatial-average

on the entire set of wave grid points. Second, for each grid point and studied variable

(Hs, θm and Tp), the corresponding bootstrapped samples (H∗s , θ∗m and T ∗p ) are obtained

using the same beginning and ending indexes of the permutations corresponding to

the aforementioned representative time series. This multivariate procedure is based on
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[Wilks, 1997]’s conclusion that the simultaneous application of univariate re-sampling

methods yields to a powerful multivariate method.

The approach of Pandey et al. [2003, 2004] serves to overcome the deficiencies of boot-

strapping as regards to the correct estimation of extremes. They proposed that the

final cumulative distribution of the bootstrapped variable FB(x∗) can be approximated

with the expression of Eq. 7. Essentially, they consider that the bootstrapped sample

x∗ cannot be fully trusted above a certain threshold u and therefore the (empirical)

probability density function for x∗ > u is substituted by a General Pareto distribution

(GPD) (see Figure 13).

FB(x∗|u) =

{
[1− FE(u)]FP (y) + FE(u) for x∗ > u

FE(x∗) for x∗ ≤ u
(7)

where FE is the preliminary empirical cumulative density function of x∗, in this case

obtained with the simultaneous application of Cai and Davies [2012] method, and FP is

the GPD fitted to all extreme events above u (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 13: Sketch of the proposed modified bootstrap method combining the methods
of (a) Cai and Davies [2012] and (b) Pandey et al. [2003, 2004]. First, the bootstrapped
sample x∗ is obtained from the original time series x reproducing the temporal distri-
bution of percentiles (illustrated with colours as an example) and then its probability

density function is modified for x∗ > u (see main text).

From both the original and bootstrapped samples, the parameters specified in Section 5.2

to characterise the wave climate are computed. The projected changes associated to

those parameters are considered (statistically) significant if the null hypothesis of no

change is rejected, in other words, if the confidence intervals of the (bootstrapped)

projected changes do not include the zero.

5.4 Wave projections

To gain insight into the understanding of the atmosphere-wave climate system, the pro-

jected variations in the wave climate are not merely described but also discussed in
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relation to the forcing wind climate. Winter and summer seasons (defined as December-

January-February and June-July-August, respectively) are analysed separately because

they are typically associated to different atmospheric features, as explained in Sec-

tion 2.2. In Section 5.4.1, the simulation of the present climate is qualitatively validated

and in Section 5.4.2, the evaluation of the climate change signals is presented. Not all

the results explained in this section are supported by the corresponding figures. Please

refer to Paper C for further information.

5.4.1 Present climate

The five model combinations used in this thesis simulate a similar spatial pattern for the

present value of the median Hs which is similar to that of the median Tp (not shown). In

winter, the larger values of the median Hs are situated offshore in the NE corner of the

domain (see Figure 14) which is in agreement with the nearby Gulf of Genoa-cyclogenesis

area (see Figure 12). However, the magnitude of the median Hs varies among models.

The model biases are closely related with those of the (median of the) forcing wind

speed w10. A similar bias pattern (but with accentuated magnitudes) is obtained for z50

(see Figure 15) which can be explained by the nonlinear relation between Hs and w10.

HIR E model results largely overestimates both the median Hs and z50 which seems to

be related with an over-representation of the NW component. That, in turn, leads to

an erroneous seaward mean θm close to the Catalan coast (see Figure 14).

The regional Mistral wind pattern seems to be well resolved by all models since all

simulations have a notable occurrence of NW waves in the Gulf of Lion and, to a lesser

extent, close to the Ebre Delta. Actually, all models simulate a fairly similar distribution

of all directions. However, local differences are observed. For example, in RCA H case,

there is a greater frequency of E waves along some coastal stretches that face E. As

explained in Section 5.4.2, this discrepancy is related with the use of the parent GCM

and it is largely accentuated for the future wave climate. For the present climate, the

hardly noticed difference in the wave direction distribution is better reflected in the

wind-sea/swell distribution: E waves contribute to swell formation along the Catalan

coast, in detriment of wind-sea states.

In summer, apart from the expected lower median Hs, the spatial pattern is different in

comparison to winter: there are two focus of wave energy (larger values of the median

Hs). The first is in the Gulf of Genoa, as in winter, and the second is located in the

southern part of the domain. The latter might be related with the cyclogenesis area over

the Iberian Peninsula caused by thermal contrasts which are typical during summer (see
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Section 2.2). Compared to winter, there is a lower occurrence of wind-sea states which

can be explained by the milder wind (and wave) conditions.
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Figure 14: Estimated present (upper rows) and projected relative change (lower rows)
of the median Hs (color maps) for winter, forced by the five RCM-GCM wind datasets.

Arrows show the mean θm, and thin black lines delimit areas of significant change.
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Figure 15: Estimated present (upper rows) and projected relative change (lower rows)
of z50 (color maps) for winter, forced by the five RCM-GCM wind datasets. Thin black

lines delimit areas of significant change.

5.4.2 Climate change signals

Figure 14 shows a general pattern of moderate reduction of the median Hs during

winter which could be explained by the general weakening of Mediterraenan storms

(see Section 2.2). However, results also illustrate an increase of wind and wave inten-

sity in the area of the domain close to the Gulf of Genoa (RCA H and REM E to a
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lesser extent), which could be related with the 45°-latitude limit between areas of in-

creased/decreased storm intensity (encountered by Nikulin et al. [2011]). Both negative

and positive changes are statistically significant in most of the domain.

Comparing the rate of change of the median Hs (around ±10%) with that of the cor-

responding forcing w10, one realizes that Hs does not vary in proportion to w2
10, which

would be the case in a pure (fully-developed) wind-sea state. That confirms the com-

plexity of the wave climate in this area: some wave directions are fetch-limited and

others facilitate the swell formation. Note that for pure swell waves, Hs is independent

of the local w10. Regarding the extremes, the range of variation of z50 is larger (around

±20%). This can be explained by the fact that storm events are usually controlled by

wind-sea states (although not necessarily being fully-developed), for which there is a

stronger (non-lineal) relation between Hs and w10.

Just with some exceptions, the pattern of predicted changes of the median Tp is similar

to that of Hs but has a lower rate of increase/decrease, around ±5% (while around

±10% for the median Hs). Despite the aforementioned complexity of the wave climate,

in most cases the theory of fetch limited wave growth seems to be applicable to relate

Hs and Tp (Hs ∝
√
Tp). Note that this might not be the case for large oceans, where

swell waves are a predominant feature [Hemer et al., 2013].

The decomposition of the wave climate in directional bins is very useful to realize that

the evolution of the wave direction distribution greatly varies depending on the parent

GCM (see Figure 16). ECHAM5-driven projections (HIR E, RAC E, REM E, RCA E)

show a remarkable increase of the S-SW-W-NW frequencies for some locations whereas

HadCM3Q3-driven projection (RCA H) show a significant increase of the whole E sec-

tor (NE-E-SE, but only E affects the Catalan coast). Results obtained by trend analy-

sis showed variations qualitatively in agreement with the ECHAM5-driven projections.

Maximum absolute differences are about 5% but they can reach values over 100% in

relative terms. Such opposite responses imply discrepancies in the wind-sea/swell dis-

tribution (Figure 17) and in the variations of extreme waves (Figure 15). The rise of the

frequency of E waves associated to RCA H produces an increase of both the occurrence

of mixed sea states and z50 along most of the coastal stretches that face E. However, in

the later case, changes are not statistically significant as similarly obtained by Lionello

et al. [2008] when studying extremes. Moreover, contrary to what happens for the mean

wave climate, there are important discrepancies between simulations using the same

GCM but different RCMs (e.g. REM E vs. RCA E).
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Figure 16: Projected absolute change of the frequencies associated to each directional
sector, forced by the five RCM-GCM wind datasets (for winter). Thin black lines

delimit areas of significance change.
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Figure 17: Projected absolute change of wind-sea, swell and mixed sea states occur-
rence for winter. Thin black lines delimit areas of singificance change.

The disagreement between the realisations corresponding to the two GCMs are con-

sistent with the findings of Donat et al. [2010]. Among other GCMs, they analysed

atmospheric patterns obtained by ECHAM5 and another model similar to HadCM3Q3

and realised that these models differ in the projected tendency for the W-E flow. How-

ever, it is hard to determine which GCM is more reliable in terms of the projected

changes in wind climate and, consequently, in wave climate. Donat et al. [2010] found

that they both reproduce the current characteristic climatological pressure patterns that

are relevant for central Europe better than other GCMs. Other studies [Bengtsson et al.,

2006, Ulbrich et al., 2008] have tested ECHAM5 model results in a single basis or com-

paring with other models (but not with the HadCM3Q3 model) resulting in a reasonably

well representation of the present climate by ECHAM5. However, owing to the lack of

a proper comparison between the two GCMs considered in this thesis, both ECHAM5

and HadCM3Q3 (driven projections) should be considered equally feasible.

Some studies [e.g. Donat et al., 2010] have suggested that an ensemble mean is better

than a single model. This thesis results points out that such an ensemble has to be done

with caution, in order not to cancel out contrasting patterns and obtain a fictitious cli-

mate change signal. This thesis results show that differences in the winter atmospheric

patterns produced by GCMs can be intensified in terms of the wave climate (depend-

ing on the fetch configuration). Therefore, winter wave projections should be at least

separated between those corresponding to different GCMs.
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In summer, climate change signals are completely different from those of winter. The

median Hs increases in the SW part of the domain, which is closely related to the

increase of the median w10 in the same area. Such increase seems to be explained by

the larger frequency of NE waves, which, in turn, is translated into a rise of the mixed

sea states in the coastal stretches that are favoured by this configuration. Apart from

a rise in the occurrence of NE (and E) waves, the directional analysis shows a decrease

of the frequency of NW waves, with a lower median Hs (and w10) projected in the

NE corner of the domain. S waves tend to be less frequent which could be associated

with a lower thermal difference between land and sea in the Iberian Peninsula. In

contrast to the winter season, a reasonable degree of agreement is obtained for the wave

direction distribution among all model realisations, being the inter-model variability due

to both RCMs and GCMs. This is a plausible result since global models typically control

synoptic-scale atmospheric patterns, which have more influence during winter. Finally,

regarding the extreme wave climate, results indicate that z50 will vary at a higher rate

than the median Hs (20% vs. 10% approx.) but with a larger uncertainty (as it occurred

for winter). Except for RCA H, the rest of the models project significant increases in

some segments of the Catalan coast.
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Dynamical modelling - Contributions

(1) Understanding the future wave climate

� For the first time, provide the Catalan coast with future wave climate

projections (wave height, wave period and wave direction) at high spatial

(0.125°) and temporal (3 h) resolution, which is a potential source of data

for several impact assessment studies.

� Get insight into the atmosphere-wave climate system, that has helped

to better understand the changes in the wave patterns. Determine the

relative influence of the local forcing wind and the swell component.

� For the first time in this area, explore the inter-model variability at a

regional scale in terms of wave parameters.

(2) Improving methodological aspects

� Develop a bootstrap-based methodology to assess the significance of a

multivariate climate change signal, that better represent the extremes

and accounts for the time-autocorrelation present in the high temporal-

resolution data.
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6 Statistical modelling

Dynamical modelling has been successfully used to provide high temporal and spatial

resolution wave projections for the NW Mediterranean Sea (where the Catalan coast is

located, see Section 5). However, owing to the high computational cost, this method

is not suitable to address a sufficient number of combinations (of climate models and

forcings) to estimate the full range of uncertainty (see Figure 2). This is a general

problem that becomes more critical when coastal regions have larger fetches for which

a larger computational domain is needed. As a low computational cost alternative to

dynamical modelling, in the last years statistical methods have been developed to model

ocean waves [Caires et al., 2006, Camus et al., 2013, Gunaydin, 2008, Laugel et al., 2013,

Wang et al., 2012, Wang and Swail, 2006, Wang et al., 2010]. These approaches obtain

wave parameter(s), i.e. predictand(s), from atmospheric parameter(s), i.e. predictor(s).

Although the method is based on an empirical relation, wave physics can be indirectly

considered in the selection of the appropriate predictors. Also, the selection of these

predictors is rather flexible, wave conditions do not need to be obtained from surface

wind fields (like in dynamical modelling), which are usually more affected by climate

model biases than other atmospheric variables [McInnes et al., 2011].

This thesis proposes a method for modelling (high temporal and spatial-resolution)

ocean wave heights based on the method of Wang and Swail [2006]. Wang and Swail

[2006] developed a method based on multiple linear regression analysis to predict the

significant wave height (Hs, the predictand) from predictors derived from the sea level

pressure (SLP) field (present-day climate models tend to represent atmospheric fields

(such as SLP) much better than the surface wind [Wang et al., 2010]). Specifically, the

anomalies of the local SLP and its squared spatial gradients were used. This is based

on the fact that the SLP spatial gradient represents the geostrophic wind at the surface

level, and Hs is proportional to the squared surface wind speed in a fully developed

sea state. Wang and Swail [2006] and Wang et al. [2010] obtained reasonable good

results in simulating seasonal mean and 12-hourly Hs for the global and North Atlantic

scales, respectively, with a resolution of 2°. However, this model mainly accounted for

local wave generation and failed to properly simulate Hs where the swell component

is important. Recently, with 6-hourly wave data Wang et al. [2012] extended the set

of predictors adding (1) their (scalar) principal components to account for the swell

component of waves and (2) lagged values of the predictand Hs to account for its time

dependence.
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The basic features of the method proposed in this thesis are described in Section 6.1. Sec-

tion 6.2 explains the calibration and validation processes showing a good model perfor-

mance. The calibrated model is finally applied to project wave climate scenarios for the

study area using the atmospheric projections driven by the same five RCM-GCM model

combinations that were used with dynamical modelling. The results corresponding to

the winter season (defined as December-January-February) are presented in Section 6.3.

Please refer to Paper D for further information about methodology and results.

6.1 The proposed method

A multivariate regression model is proposed to obtain Hs at a relatively high spatial

(0.125°) and temporal (3h) resolution (the same resolution as for dynamical modelling,

see Section 5):

Ĥs(t,m) = â(m) + âP (m) P (t,m) + âG(m)G(t,m) + ∆sw(t,m) + ∆t(t,m) (8)

where the terms ∆sw(t,m) and ∆t(t,m) have been added to the regression model de-

veloped by Wang and Swail [2006]. They account for swell waves (∆sw(t,m)) and time

dependence of Hs (∆t(t,m)). P and G are, respectively, the anomalies of SLP and of

squared gradients of SLP (the baseline mean climates are subtracted). As in the trend

analysis (see Section 4),ˆstands for “predicted”. m and t are, respectively, the location

and time index (t = 1, ..., T and m = 1, ...,M , where T is the time length and M the

total number of wave grid points). â, âP and âG are the estimated regression coefficients

(which are fitted together with those included in the terms ∆sw(t,m) and ∆t(t,m), see

Eqs. 11 and 13).

The proposed model aims to improve the performance in modelling Hs at near-shore

areas, where good representation of the swell component is found to be particularly im-

portant. Therefore, special focus has been given to develop the term ∆sw(t,m) taking

into account the physics of wave propagation. Basically, this term is based on the fre-

quency/directional dispersion theory of waves and makes use of the lagged (directional)

principal components of the SLP gradients representing the remotely generated waves.

Below a more detailed explanation is included.

Owing to the frequency and directional dispersion, the initially random wave field gen-

erated in a storm propagates while disintegrating in several more regular waves—swell

trains—characterised respectively by a predominant frequency and direction (Holthui-

jsen [2007], see Figure 18). Low-frequency waves travel faster than high-frequency ones

(frequency dispersion) and propagate around the predominant direction (directional

dispersion). Swell waves are therefore much lower than those initially generated in the
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Figure 18: The transformation by frequency and directional dispersion of a wind-sea
spectrum into a swell spectrum within a frequency and directional bin at a geographic

location P (courtesy of Leo H. Holthuijsen, from Holthuijsen [2007]).

storm: the swell spectrum is just a narrow portion of the initially generated (wind-sea)

wave spectrum (indicated with black shadow in Figure 18). The wave height correspond-

ing to a swell train (Hsw) at a certain location mP and time t can thus be expressed as

a fraction of the wave height at the location of generation m0 and time t− δ (H0):

Hsw(t,mP ) =
√
K ·H0(t− δ,m0) (9)

K is the proportion between the integral of the swell train spectrum (with a certain

predominant frequency and direction) and that of the original wind-sea spectrum (see

Figure 18). The square root of K is explained by the proportionality of Hs and the

squared root of the integral of the wave spectrum. δ is the time needed by the swell

wave train to travel the distance from m0 to mP , which also depends on the frequency

of such waves (the lower the frequency, the larger the wave celerity, the shorter δ). No

explicit energy dissipation is taken into account due to the short fetches of the study area

but only the typical swell frequencies [Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008] are used as specified

below. The total swell height (Hc
sw) at point mP can therefore be approximated as the

contribution of all swell trains. They are associated to all “possible” frequencies (7–12

s) and directions (± 90° around the wind direction), which are discretised in nf = 4

frequencies and 5 directional bins (see Table 2):

Hc
sw(t,mP ) =

n0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk,l ·H0(t− δk,l,ml

0) (10)

n0 is the total number of points of influence m0. K is computed as K = KfKθ (see

Table 2) taking into account the shape of the original wind-sea spectrum that can be

parametrised as the product of a JONSWAP (1D) frequency spectrum multiplied by a

directional spreading function (the expression of Denis and Pierson [1953] is used).
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Table 2: Frequency and directional bins and their associated coefficients of reduc-
tion Kf and Kθ. The frequency bin is expressed in terms of the relative frequency
f/fpeak (fpeak = 10 s being the peak frequency) and the directional bins in terms of

the difference between wave and wind direction.

a. Frequency bin Kf

(0.72,0.83) 0.04
(0.83,1) 0.29
(1,1.25) 0.40
(1.25,1.67) 0.17

b. Directional bin Kθ

(-90°, -54°) 0.05
(-54°, -18°) 0.26
(-18°, 18°) 0.38
(18°, 54°) 0.26
(54°, 90°) 0.05

Considering the proportionality between Hs and the squared SLP gradients for fully-

developed wind-sea states, Eq. 10 is expressed in terms of G0 (0 denotes the original

variable before calculating the anomaly). However, it is not evident to determine all

possible m0 from which swell trains might come and affect waves at point mP . This

depends on the topography of the region (i.e. land obstacles) and the direction of

surface winds (which constantly varies in time). In that respect, the following method

is proposed to find the points of influence.

Firstly, the principal component analysis is used to obtain the first N leading principal

components of the SLP gradient fields (N = 30), namely, a small number of important

subspaces that contain most of the dynamics of the SLP gradient fields [von Storch

and Zwiers, 2002]. In order to retain both the information of the wind direction—

important to know towards where waves propagate—and the magnitude of the squared

wind—which directly influence the magnitude of Hs— the principal component analysis

is performed for Gxy = [Gx, Gy], where G0
x = G0 cos(θw) and G0

y = G0 sin(θw). θw is

the geostrophic wind direction, i.e. the direction of
√
G0 . The resulting ith leading PC

(PCi) represents the temporal evolution of the ith spatial pattern of Gxy (EOFi). Each

EOF is a vector of length 2M , with the first(second) half describing the x(y) components

of such pattern. Note that the directions of the winds associated with each EOF are

“constant” over time. Constant is written between quotes because depending on the

phase of each pattern (PC>0 or PC<0), the direction may vary 180°. To account for

these variations, PCs are further divided into its positive and negative phase.

Secondly, for each chosen leading pattern EOFi and each phase, the set of n0 points of

influence are calculated according to the following procedure. Essentially, for each target

point mP , a point m is considered as m0 if the imaginary straight line between points

mP and m is within the sector comprising ± 90°around the direction defined by EOFi

at point m (wind direction) and it is not interfered by any land obstacle. Obviously,

this method simplifies the real world situation, in which wave direction can be further

modified by local phenomena like diffraction. Figure 19 shows an example of the n0
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Figure 19: Example of the n0 selected points of influence (circles) of a random target
wave grid point mP (black dot) corresponding to the positive (in blue) and negative (in
purple) phase of the first atmospheric pattern EOF1. Arrows illustrate the correspond-
ing gradient field associated to the positive phase of EOF1 (i.e. when PC1 > 0). The
circle size denotes the directional dispersion associated to each point m0, making use
of the 5 directional bins (see Table 2) but joining those with the same absolute value.

selected points of influence for a random target wave grid point mP and for the first

leading pattern EOF1, that could be related to a Mistral event (see Section 2.2).

With the aforementioned decomposition procedures the term ∆sw in Eq. 8 is of the form:

∆sw(t,m) =

N∑

i=1

â+,iEOF(m)

ni0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk,l,i PC+

i (t− δk,l)GEOFi(m
l
0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[∗]

+

+
N∑

i=1

â−,iEOF(m)

ni0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk,l,i PC−i (t− δk,l)GEOFi(m

l
0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[∗]

, (11)

where GEOFi, the gradient field associated with the pattern EOFi, is defined as:

GEOFi(m) =

√
EOFi

2(m) + EOFi
2(m+M) (12)

For each t, m and i, the term [∗] of Eq. 11 is a known value. Therefore, just the 2N

coefficients â+EOF(m, i) and â−EOF(m, i) have to be estimated, along with coefficients â, âP

and âG of Eq. 8 (first ∆t = 0 is considered). To select the optimal set of predictors,

for each wave grid point m the F test is applied as similarly done by Wang and Swail

[2006].

The second contribution to improve the statistical model (Eq. 8) is the term ∆t, which

takes into consideration that ocean wave generation is not an instantaneous process.

Even when having a constant blowing wind, Hs gradually increases over a certain period
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Figure 20: Study area (in red contour line the Catalan coast) and datasets (dots: Hs

grid, circles: SLP grid).

of time until a fully developed wave field is formed. In a real case, in which wind speed

constantly varies in magnitude and direction, a fully developed wave field is not always

achieved. Therefore, Hs generally depends on both the forcing wind and the previous

sea state conditions. This becomes specially relevant when simulating high-temporal

resolution data, like in this thesis (3 h) and explains why the 3 hourly time series of Hs

is a highly autocorrelated variable. Being different from Wang et al. [2012], only the

one time step lagged Hs is included as an additional predictor (see Eq. 13), that can

be interpreted as a discretisation of the first order time derivative of the wave action

density balance governing equation:

∆t(t,m) = α̂Hs(t− 1,m) (13)

The regression coefficient α̂ is estimated iteratively after the selection of the set of

optimal predictors with the F test.

6.2 Calibration and validation

The method has been calibrated and validated for the study area using the hindcast

data of the HIPOCAS project (see Section 3). Figure 20 illustrates the selected domain

and the spatial resolution of, respectively, the SLP and Hs data. The domain coincides

with that of the first (coarse) grid used for dynamical modelling, which includes most of

the possible areas of wave generation responsible of swell waves approaching the Catalan

coast. Despite the method being adapted and calibrated to the features of the study

area, it could be tuned and applied to project the future wave climate of other regions.
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HIPOCAS data are divided in two non-overlapping periods. The period 1971–2001 is

employed to obtain the regression coefficients of Eq. 8 (calibration) whereas the remain-

ing available period (1958-1970) is used to validate the model. The validation is made

in three steps. First, the correlation coefficient map between Hs and Ĥs is employed to

assess the spatial distribution of the model performance. Second, the Pierce skill score

(PSS) and frequency bias index (FBI) [Lin and Wang, 2011] are used to evaluate the

model prediction skill as a function of a range of Hs quantiles. The larger the PSS and

the FBI closer to one, the more skilful the model is. Third, focusing on the Catalan

coast, the relative error (RE) of Ĥs associated to three percentiles (50th, 95th, 99th) is

computed at the 40 nearest-coastal locations (see Figure 5 in Section 4).

Figure 21 shows the correlation coefficient maps obtained with (i) the method of Wang

and Swail [2006] (left panel), i.e. with ∆sw = ∆t = 0 (Eq 8), and (ii) the proposed

method in this thesis. With the model of Wang and Swail [2006], reasonable good re-

sults are achieved offshore (the correlation is around 0.8) but the performance is notably

reduced near the coast (down to 0.5). By adding the terms ∆sw and ∆t, the correlation

largely increases almost everywhere (achieving values around 0.9). This improvement

in model performance is captured by the other skill measures. For example, Figure 22

illustrates the PSS and FBI scores associated to a wave grid point close to Barcelona

(41.38° N, 2.18° E). In general, medium waves (around 60th percentile) are the best pre-

dicted, which is reflected in a maximum in the PSS function and the FBI values getting

closer to one. Lower waves tend to be overestimated whereas the opposite for higher

waves. The proposed method (red line) maintains the bias pattern but significantly

reduces the rate of over(under)estimation.

To investigate which factor contributes more to increase the model skill, several model

configurations “in between” the model of Wang and Swail [2006] and the proposed

method have been tested and inter-compared (eight settings in total). Especially, given

the complexity of ∆sw, simpler configurations to account for swell waves are investi-

gated and the following conclusions are drawn. A large improvement is achieved by

(i) just adding to the local predictors (P and G) the leading simultaneous PCs (consid-

ering neither a time lag nor involving the frequency/directional dispersion of waves) and

(ii) adding the one-step lagged Hs to account for the temporal dependence (∆t term).

By separating PCs into its positive and negative phase, the model skill increases but

to a lesser extent. When including the swell representation with the full term ∆sw, the

model performs even better but the improvement is not very pronounced in general.

This model response can be attributed to the short fetches of the study area and, possi-

bly, a more significant improvement would be obtained when modelling Hs in near-shore

areas affected by larger fetches (and therefore swell waves travelling longer distances).

For the Catalan coast however, the improvement is more noticeable than for the rest of
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Figure 21: Correlation coefficient of all locations for the model of Wang and Swail
[2006] (left), the proposed model (right).

the domain, being the average RE associated to the highest percentiles (95th and 99th)

halved.
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Figure 22: PSS(left) and FBI(right) close to Barcelona for: the model of Wang and
Swail [2006] (black line) and the proposed model with (red line).

One important assumption in regression analysis is that residuals are Gaussian dis-

tributed. This assumption is likely violated here because Hs and most of predictors

are non-negative data, which are obviously non-Gaussian. To evaluate the effect of

the violation in the model performance, two options for transforming the data are ex-

plored: (i) the log-transformation and (ii) the Box-Cox transformation [Sakia, 1992].

The Box-Cox transformation, also used by Wang et al. [2012], involves a parameter

λ that minimizes the deviation from the Gaussian distribution. For a positive vari-

able X, the Box-Cox transformation is (Xλ − 1)/λ except for λ = 0, that equals the

log-transformation function.

The transformation of the predictand (Hs) alone worsens the model skill because it

distorts the relationship between Hs and the squared SLP gradient fields. Applying the

log-transformation to the predictand and the positive predictors (squared SLP gradients)

is much better than transforming just Hs but it is generally not as good as without any

transformation (in terms of the used performance skills). However, it is interesting to

point out that the log-transformation (applied to all positive variables) improves the

model performance for low-to-medium waves (up to 40th percentile). This result is

reasonable since the non-Gaussianity of Hs is more accentuated as getting closer to

zero. Replacing the log-transformation with a Box-Cox transformation improves the

prediction skill for medium-to-high waves but slightly worsens the skill for low waves.
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Compared with the model without transformation, the Box-Cox transformation seems

to improve the model performance offshore but substantially over-predicts large waves

near the coast, as for example for the 99th percentile of Hs along some stretches of the

Catalan coast.

6.3 Wave projections

The calibrated proposed method (Eq. 8) is used to model present and future Hs scenarios

using the 30-year SLP projections corresponding to the five combinations of RCM-GCM

presented in Section 3 (the same as used for dynamical modelling, see Section 5). Despite

having a few values Ĥs < 0, the method without transformation is applied since this

option presents the best skill for the Catalan coast area, the focus of this study. As for

dynamical modelling, the median Hs is used to explore the changes in the mean wave

fields and the 50-year return value of Hs (z50) to investigate the extremes (see Section 5).

Figure 23 illustrates the projected median Hs. The upper rows show the present-day

climatological values, whereas the lower rows show the projected relative changes in

future climates, as similarly done in the presentation of the results obtained by dynamical

modelling (see Section 5). HIR E model has a clear positive bias (overestimation of

projected Hs) whereas the other models show more similar present-day wave climates,

with much smaller positive bias.

Results for the projected change of the median Hs are similar to those obtained by

dynamical modelling but here the differences between GCMs are accentuated. For all

RCMs driven by ECHAM5 (HIR E, RAC E, REM E, RCA E), the projected future

changes share a common tendency for Hs to increase in the NE part of the domain (up

to 10%). The increase is projected more offshore compared to dynamical modelling.

In the SW part of the domain, Hs tends to decrease (up to 10%) but the extent of

decrease varies between RCMs. HIR E projects a more pronounced decrease; whereas

the REM E and RCA E models project much more limited decreases.

In contrast, RCA H (which is forced by HadCM3Q3 global model) projects a general

decrease of the median Hs (up to 10%) over the entire domain (especially in the SE

part). Close to the east-facing coasts, Hs reduction is smaller and in some stretches

tends to remain the same or even to slightly increase. This spatial pattern of change

is in qualitative agreement with the differences between the GCMs as presented in the

study of Donat et al. [2010], which were highlighted in terms of the wave direction

distribution (see dynamical modelling results, Section 5).
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As similarly found by dynamical modelling, during winter the variability of Hs derived

from using different RCMs is much lower than the one associated to GCMs. However, the

differences among RCMs become larger for z50, showing sometimes contrasting patterns

of future changes (e.g. increase/decrease in the Northern part of the Catalan coast,

not shown here). Differences among projections obtained by the two methods employed

to project Hs (dynamical vs. statistical modelling) become larger when looking at

the extremes, as would be expected, but still seem to be lower than the inter-model

variability.
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Figure 23: The present day-climate (upper panels) and future relative change (lower
panels) of the median Hs using the proposed model without transformation.
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Figure 24: Same as Figure 23 but with the simulated SLP data being adjusted to the
HIPOCAS baseline climate and variation scale.

To diminish the bias in the climate model simulations, another set of Hs projections has

been carried out in which the SLP fields are adjusted to have the HIPOCAS baseline

climate and variation scale. The corresponding results for the median Hs projections

are shown in Figure 24.
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After the simulated SLP data being adjusted, the bias for the present-day median Hs

almost disappears completely, as would be expected. The adjustments also affect the

projected changes in Hs; they attenuate the projected relative changes in general (es-

pecially for models driven by ECHAM5), although the pattern of change is maintained.

The adjustment performed here is based on the mean climate but it would be interest-

ing to see how other approaches (e.g quantile-matching adjustments) might affect the

future projections. Note that statistical modelling is a flexible method thanks to the

low computational cost, and can be used to easily perform additional simulations, for

example, with various adjustment techniques.
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Statistical modelling - Contributions

(1) Understanding the future wave climate

� Explore the variability of projected Hs as a function of the method to

simulate wave climate.

� Find more robust climate change signals of Hs, i.e. when both dynamical

and statistical modelling results agree.

(2) Improving methodological aspects

� Develop a (physical-based) statistical method to model Hs with high

temporal and spatial resolution. Two terms are added to a multiple lin-

ear regression model of a previous study that mainly accounted for local

wave generation. In the context of climate change, this computationally

inexpensive tool can be very useful to analyse the uncertainty of future

wave climate, as well as test the output of dynamical modelling.

� The first term involves swell waves by means of considering the frequency

and directional dispersion of waves and makes use of the principal com-

ponent analysis to simplify the forcing field in several patterns.

� The second term considers the serial correlation of Hs with the one-time

step lagged Hs that is in agreement with the first order time derivative

of the wave action density balance governing equation.
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7 Coastal impact analysis

Waves are one of the climate change factors affecting coastal areas (see Figure 25), which

are a focus for growing populations and economies [Nicholls and Kebede, 2012]. It is

therefore important to assess the potential wave-driven coastal impacts in the context

of climate change in order to design adaptation strategies to mitigate the associated

negative effects.

In the last IPCC report (AR4) several impacts related with the sea-level-rise were ad-

dressed and quantified, such as beach retreat or inundation, but the effects produced

by variations in the wave conditions were not properly evaluated. The AR4 concludes

that changes in the wave climate are uncertain with a high regional variability and qual-

itatively explains the main consequent physical effects on coastal systems as follows:

altered patterns of erosion and accretion, re-orientation of beach platform, enhanced

high water levels and wave heights with risk of storm damage, episodic erosion, flooding

and defence failure [Nicholls et al., 2007]. Recently, some studies have addressed some

specific wave-driven impacts (mainly focusing on coastal erosion) for particular areas

(but not for the Catalan coast) [eg. Adams et al., 2011, Coelho et al., 2009, Zachar-

ioudaki and Reeve, 2011]. Hence, a study that appropriately covers all wave-driven

impacts is needed in general but particularity for the study area of this thesis.

Figure 25: Climate change and the coastal system showing the major climate change
factors [Nicholls et al., 2007].

Without being case-specific and from an engineering perspective, Section 7.1 provides an

overview of the main (physical) impacts that changes in ocean wave patterns can have

on coastal areas. Although they are analysed simply and generically, these impacts are

quantified in order to give order of magnitudes of the degree of affectation that can serve

as a guideline for further detailed local/regional coastal impact assessments. Details of

this analysis can be found in Paper E.

Towards a first wave-driven coastal impact assessment for the Catalan coast (which

is not meant to be completed in this thesis), Section 7.2 comprises the analysis of a
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couple of case studies regarding the affectation of two types of coastal infrastructures:

harbours and beaches. They deal with problems that currently threaten the Catalan

coast (see Section 2.4.2) and that are very sensitive to changes in the wave direction,

one of the wave parameters found to be more affected by climate change in this area (see

Sections 4 and 5). First, the impact on harbour agitation of a commercial harbour is

presented and, second, the effect on the long-shore sediment transport, that is directly

related with the long term beach erosion/accretion, is analysed for the Catalan (sandy)

beaches. Details of the first case study can be found in Paper B (including the analysis

of two other harbours). A paper covering the second case study is under preparation in

collaboration with Dr. Kathleen McInnes and Dr. Mark Hemer (from CSIRO). However,

a similar (but simpler) study can also be found in Paper B, at a coarser scale and using

a different wave forcing dataset.

7.1 Wave-driven coastal impacts

Table 3 presents the wave-induced processes and consequent coastal impacts identified

in this thesis that are relevant for coastal and port engineering. They are grouped in

three categories according to whether they affect (sandy) beaches, harbours or coastal

structures in general. Their relationship with mean and extreme wave climates is qual-

itatively indicated as high (H), low (L) or none (N).

Beaches are mainly affected by the following wave-induced processes: long-shore sed-

iment transport (LST), cross-shore sediment transport (CST) and wave run-up. As

waves approach the coast, they break and generate a long-shore current which moves

beach material in parallel to the coast causing the LST. This process, driven by the mean

wave climate, controls the long term beach dynamics and the patterns of erosion and

accretion since the volume variation of sediment is results from the alongshore gradients

in LST rates. At event or seasonal time scale, erosion/accretion can also occur due to

CST, which governs the short term beach dynamics and encompasses both offshore and

onshore transport. Finally, waves contribute to beach inundation due to the uprush of

water from wave action which is the combination of the wave set-up and the wave swash

(i.e. wave run-up) caused by waves breaking in the near-shore. Both CST and wave

flooding are mainly forced by the extreme wave climate.
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Regarding coastal structures in general, changes in the wave climate can affect structure

stability or induce overtopping, scouring, excessive wave reflection and/or wave transmis-

sion. The involved wave processes are typically controlled by the extreme wave climate,

except for the last two, for which the mean wave climate is also relevant. Hydrodynamic

forces produced by wave action can affect the stability of a typical rubble-mound struc-

ture and produce scouring at the toe, entailing a risk of structure failure. In addition, if

wave run-up exceeds the structure freeboard, water flows over the structure producing

a certain discharge that can affect the operability and safety behind or on top of the

structure. Wave reflection and wave transmission are complemented wave processes that

can result in areas of undesired excessive agitation and/or sediment erosion/deposition.

After the impact of a wave train on a structure, wave reflection depends on the por-

tion of wave energy that is diverted or propagated to another direction whereas wave

transmission is related with those waves passing over and through the structure.

Ports are (singular) semi-enclosed coastal structures likely to be affected by changes

in wave conditions. The effect on the wave patterns inside a harbour are of great

importance because they directly affect its safety and operability. For example, certain

port operations cannot be carried out when Hs at the harbour berth exceeds a certain

threshold. Obtaining Hs inside the harbour is not straightforward because it results from

the interaction of several wave processes: shoaling, refraction, diffraction and reflection.

Meanwhile, changes in the incident wave conditions affect not only the agitation inside

the port but also the (sediment) siltation rate at the harbour mouth, which can lead to

obstruct shipping at the harbour entrance.

The aforementioned processes/impacts are assessed for the cases described in Table 4,

which are based on the ranges of variation (at deep water) of typical wave parameters

(Hs, Tp and θm) obtained by recent global-scale studies of climate change [Hemer et al.,

2012, Mori et al., 2010]. Also, these studies are used to establish the range of their

current values (Hs,P , Tp,P and θm,P ). In general Hs and Tp vary together because they

both depend on the wind speed w10 (Hs ∝ w2
10 and Tp ∝ w10 for fully-developed wind-sea

states) resulting in Tp ∝
√
Hs [Resio et al., 2002]. Owing the non-linear relation between

Hs and w10, the extreme wave climate is expected to suffer from more alterations than

the mean wave climate (see Section 5). This is manifested in the employed values for

case I. For coastal areas with prevailing swell waves (some coasts that bound a large

ocean), Tp variations do not necessarily follow those of Hs, as seen by Hemer et al. [2012],

because waves are no longer a direct function of the local wind speed. This situation

of swell predominance is only studied for mean wave conditions (case II) since stormy

(extreme) wave conditions are generally associated to wind-sea states. Changes in θm

(case III) are investigated separately (although in a real case they might interact with

changes in Hs and Tp) and only for the mean wave climate because wave impacts affected
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by extreme wave conditions (e.g. structure failure) typically assume perpendicular waves

(the most unfavourable wave incidence).

Table 4: Cases considered of changes in the wave conditions (subscripts P and F
denote “present” and “future” situations, respectively).

Case Mean wave climate Extreme wave climate

0.9Hs,P < Hs,F < 1.1Hs,P 0.8Hs,P < Hs,F < 1.2Hs,P

I. Both Hs and Tp vary 0.95Tp,P < Tp,F < 1.15Tp,P 0.9Tp,P < Tp,F < 1.1Tp,P
θm,F = θm,P θm,F = θm,P
Hs,F = Hs,P

II. Only Tp varies 0.95Tp,P < Tp,F < 1.15Tp,P -
θm,F = θm,P
Hs,F = Hs,P

III. Only θ1m varies Tp,F = Tp,P -
θm,F − 10 °< θm,F < θm,P + 10 °

1In this section, θm is measured as the angle between the wave front and the shoreline or

structure orientation.

The parameter estimated for each process/impact is indicated in Table 3 as well as the

method used in this thesis for its evaluation. Given the objective of obtaining orders

of magnitude, simple empirical formulas are employed (references included in Table 3)

except when computing the wave patterns inside a harbour (for which a Boussinesq-

type numerical model has been used, denoted as BM in Table 3). When necessary,

linear wave propagation (denoted as LWP in Table 3) is additionally applied to convert

wave parameters from deep water to shallow water (where some of the formulas used

are defined). Also, some computations have required to make additional assumptions

as, for example, the dimensioning of the structures (they are correspondingly detailed

in Paper E).

Table 5 summarises the results obtained which are expressed as a percentage between

the future and the present value of the corresponding parameter used to estimate each

process/impact (Table 3). When necessary, results are separated between ports and

coastal environments because the corresponding structures typically have different di-

mensions and are situated at different depths (e.g. harbour breakwater vs. coastal

seawall) which affect the final results.

Table 5 illustrates that changes in Hs and Tp strongly affect overtopping discharge,

stability and scouring and, to a lesser extent, siltation, wave transmission, LST and

port agitation. Beach flooding and wave reflection vary at the same rate as Hs, while

following a sub-linear function for CST case. Changes in Tp alone affect significantly

port siltation, whereas the other processes vary at a lower rate than Tp.

Among the processes studied for θm changes (the same as for variations of Tp alone) the

most affected process is clearly the LST, which can suffer from relative variations over
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Table 5: Relative variation between present and future values of the parameters
specified in Table 3, driven by the cases described in Table 4. In brackets values

corresponding to extreme wave climate.

Process/Impact Domain Case I Case II Case III

LST Coasts -23% to +27% -2.3% to +1.1% -296.4% to 264.8%
CST Coasts [-5% to +5%] - -
Flooding Coasts [-20% to +20%] - -
Agitation Ports -13% to +12% -3% to +2% -22% to 20%
Siltation Ports -37% to +35% -15% to +17% -24% to 21%
Instability Coasts [-52% to +87%] - -

Ports [-48% to +72%] - -
Overtopping Coasts [-73% to +159%] - -

Ports [-83% to +249%] - -
Scouring Coasts [-38% to +47%] - -

Ports [-52% to +75%] - -
Wave reflection Coasts [-19% to +19%] -1.8% to +1.9% <0.2%

-10% to +10%
[Ports -19% to +19%] -1.4% to +1.5% <0.2%

-10% to +10%
Wave transmission Coasts [-30% to +33%] -1.7% to +2% 0% to 1.4%

-15% to +20%
Ports [-33% to +39%] -0.2% to +0.2% 0% to 1.4%

-10% to +12%

100%, depending on the incident wave direction. In Figure 26, the variation in LST is

plotted as a function of the present θm and the difference between the future and present

θm. For θm,P < 45° (low wave incidence angles), the smaller the value of θm,P , the greater

the changes in LST rates, and the contrary for θm,P > 45° (high wave incidence angles).

The minimum relative changes are obtained for θm,P = 45° because this angle produces

the highest present LST rate. Note that for θm,P = 90°/0° (parallel/perpendicular

incidence to the shoreline), the present LST rate is zero, so the relative changes would

be infinite.

The main general conclusion of this analysis is that plausible (moderate) changes in

wave conditions can greatly affect coastal systems due to the nonlinear relation gov-

erning many of the processes studied. Therefore, it is necessary to raise awareness

among coastal and port authorities and other stakeholders about the potential impacts

of climate change on coastal areas.

In the case of harbours, increases in wave height could force port authorities to make

large investments to reinforce breakwaters against instability or to increase their free-

board to limit overtopping discharge. In addition, major changes to port layout or the

design of new structures could be necessary due to changes in wave direction in order to

avoid excessive siltation or agitation. Coastal defence structures or new coastal planning
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Figure 26: Relative variation of LST rate (Ql,F /Ql,P ) as a function of θm,P and
θm,F − θm,P .

measures can be necessary as well (or the modification of the existing ones) to prevent

from significant variations in beach dynamics. All of these measures will obviously entail

a considerable cost.

The next step for impact evaluation is an integrated assessment that takes into account

socio-economic aspects [Nicholls et al., 2008] (see Section 9). This will facilitate the

inter-comparison between different impacts (that in this study is limited to the physical

parameters used for evaluation) and determine (and give priority to) the adaptation

measures.

7.2 Case studies

7.2.1 Harbour agitation

According to the Catalan Government’s 2007-2015 Port Plan, one of the most common

problems affecting the functionality of Catalan ports is the high degree of agitation inside

them. It is therefore necessary to study the possible intensification of this phenomenon

caused by future changes in the wave climate. Almost all Catalan harbours have en-

trances oriented towards the SW because the current predominant storms in the Catalan

coast are from E and NE. Thus, an increase of, for instance, S waves (projected in some

cases by trend analysis and dynamical modelling, see Sections 4 and 5) will consequently

increase the waves in port berths, which could affect the safety and comfort of moored

vessels. As a function of the port activities, the Spanish Port Authority recommends a

maximum value of Hs (among other climate variables) above which the port operations

should be stopped. For instance, for leisure crafts the maximum value accepted for safe

mooring is Hs = 40 cm with perpendicular incidence [Puertos del Estado].
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This section illustrates the assessment of Tarragona harbour, located at the southern

Catalan coast at the latitude 41°0.5’ N and longitude 1°14’ E. It is a 4.5 km long and 2

km wide commercial port, being one of the most active in the Mediterranean in terms

of cargo and vessel traffic [Mestres et al., 2010] (the analysis of two more harbours is

enclosed in Paper B).

Boussinesq-type models have been widely used to simulate waves inside a harbour [Bring-

ham, 2000, González-Marco et al., 2008, Karambas and Koutitas, 2000, Nadaoka and

Raveenthiran, 2002, Woo and Liu, 2002] as they can reproduce most of the physical

processes involved in wave propagation. In this thesis, a 2DH Boussinesq-type numer-

ical model [González-Marco et al., 2008] is used to reproduce wave penetration into

Tarragona harbour. This model is forced (at the boundaries) by the wave conditions

obtained by trend analysis for that location. Specifically, the “present” (1958–2001) and

the future extrapolated (2050) wave roses corresponding to the nearest HIPOCAS node

(node 30, see Section 4) are considered. As for other locations along the Catalan coast,

a rise of the frequency of waves coming from south is detected (see Section 4) . For node

30, it goes from 31% to 37%, which entails a relative (statistically significant) increase

of 19% (see Figure 27).

Node 2 (1958-2001) Node 2 (2050)

Node 14 (1958-2001) Node 14 (2050)

Node 20 (1958-2001) Node 20 (2050)

Node 30 (1958-2001) Node 30 (2050)

Figure 27: Wave roses for the “present” situation (left) and the future extrapolation
(right) obtained by trend analysis for node 30 (see Section 4).

From the set of all wave conditions defined by the waves roses of Figure 27, just the

waves capable of entering the harbour are considered, which correspond to the following

directions: E, SE, S and SW (denoted as “effective” directions). For each of these

effective wave directions, 5 values of Hs are considered (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 5) m, as

representative values of the 5 groups used to build the corresponding wave roses ([0–1],

[1–2], [2–3], [3–4], > 4) m. Tp is computed as a function of Hs according to Tp ∝
√
Hs.

Taking into account that the outer boundaries of the harbour domain correspond to
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shallow/intermediate depths, the selected (deep water) wave conditions are propagated

to this boundary by linear wave theory previous to the numerical simulations.

The numerical simulation provides, for each grid point inside the harbour(spatial res-

olution is 5 m), a value of Hs and the corresponding agitation coefficient ka (the ratio

between Hs inside and outside the harbour). Figure 28 illustrates, as an example, the

results obtained for waves coming from E and S, respectively, forced by Hs = 2.5 m

at deep water. As expected, agitation inside the harbour is clearly greater for waves

coming from the south than for those coming from the east. For E waves, Hs is less

than 20 cm in large areas of the harbour basin and does not exceed 40 cm at any interior

point. For S waves, Hs is less than 20 cm at only few points, while in many areas the

wave height exceeds 40 cm, even reaching 80 cm in some places.

Figure 28: Hs obtained with numerical simulation at Tarragona port forced incident
Hs = 2.5m at deep water. Left panel: waves from E. Right panel: waves from S.

In general, ka is found to be larger for the group of lowest waves entering the harbour,

tending to an asymptotic value of ka between 0.1 and 0.3 as incident Hs increases (see

Figure 29). This is an expected behaviour since lower waves have shorter periods and,

as a consequence, they are shorter and diffract less in the harbour entrance. In other

words, low waves are proportionally less damped than higher waves. On the contrary,

for SW waves ka surprisingly increases with Hs, which can probably be explained by

the generation of reflected waves. This pattern is a bit worrying because large values of

ka coincide with large values of Hs. However, thanks to the fetch configuration, these

high energetic wave conditions coming from SW have a low probability of occurrence

(see Figure 27).

Involving the annual frequencies of the wave roses, the spatial-average ofHs in Tarragona

harbour is: 0.11 m for the “present” and 0.13 m for the future, which entails a statis-

tically significant relative increase of 11%. Taking into account the current activities

undertaken at this harbour berths and the Spanish Port Authority recommendations

[Puertos del Estado], the consequent reduction in the number of hours of operability

per year is considerably low [Riba Monzó, 2010]. Anyway, in order to derive a robust
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Figure 29: Spatial-averaged ka for each effective direction as a function of Hs entering
the port.

conclusion, a range of plausible future wave scenarios should be considered (e.g. those

obtained by dynamical modelling). Note that ka greatly varies as a function of the in-

coming wave direction (see Figure 29) which implies that Tarragona harbour agitation

is very sensitive to changes in the wave direction, i.e., little variations of this parameter

can induce large variations in ka.

7.2.2 Longshore sediment transport

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, erosion is a current problem of many Catalan beaches.

This section assesses the effect of changes in wave climate on the beach longshore sed-

iment transport (LST) along the Catalan coast, which is related with the long term

patterns of beach erosion/accretion. The formula of Bayram et al. [2007] is employed,

which takes into account not only the forcing wave climate but also the beach geomor-

phology. Bayram’s formula is based on the well-known CERC formula in which the

constant of proportionality between the long-shore wave energy flux and LST, denoted

as K (see Eq. 14), is estimated as a function of wave and sediment properties (see

Eq. 15).

Q =
Kρ

16(ρs − ρ)(1− a)
H2
s,bCg,b sin 2αb (14)

K = f

(
Hs,b

wsTp

)
(15)

Q is the LST produced by the wave conditions at breaking (denoted with the subscript

b) defined by: the significant wave height (Hs,b), the group velocity Cg,b and the angle

between the wave crest and the coastline (αb). ρ is the density of water (ρ = 1026

kg/m3), ρs is the density of sand (ρs = 2650 kg/m3) and a is the porosity index (a = 4).

ws is the sediment settlement velocity which is estimated as a function of the median

sediment grain size (d50) using the formula of Jiménez and Madsen [2003].
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The coastline orientation and the sediment grain size are obtained from CIIRC [2010]

(see Section 3) and are assumed to remain constant in the future. In this case study,

the wave forcing is obtained from the present/future wave projections performed by

dynamical modelling (that were obtained from 5 combinations of RCM-GCM, see Sec-

tion 5). The use of this forcing database allows: (1) to assess the future impact on LST

at the Catalan coast involving explicitly the greenhouse effect (as done for the first time

in this area) and (2) to evaluate how inter-model (atmospheric) climate variability and

climate biases translate to coastal impacts through the wave driver (which has been

little explored before).

To compute LST (Eq. 14), the wave climate is discretised in groups of Hs and θm (like

for the wave roses generated in Section 4.2) and their representative wave conditions

are propagated to the breaking point using the linear wave theory. The associated Tp is

obtained after averaging all period values corresponding to each wave group. Finally, the

annual (net) LST is computed using the mean frequency of occurrence of each 30-year

period (present, 1971–20007, and future, 2071–2100)

Figure 30 illustrates the results of the present period for the 5 combinations of RCM-

GCM: HIR E, RAC E, REM E, RCA E, RCA H. Additionally, the LST generated by

the wave climate of HIPOCAS project for the same period (see Section 3) is included

as a reference situation in order to qualitatively estimate the climate model biases in

terms of LST. Positive values (red colour) denote LST going from north to south (see

arrow in Figure 30), whereas the opposite for negative values (in blue).

Except for the HIR E case, all models are capable to reproduce the existing prevailing

positive LST pattern [CIIRC, 2010]. Also, they correctly simulate the negative(positive)

LSTs north(south) of the Ebre Delta. However, LST is in general not very accurate

where the orography is very irregular, for example south of Cape Creus. This can be

probably caused by the linear wave propagation method.

The RCA E-driven wave climate produces the lowest values of LST, which is in agree-

ment with the low values of the median Hs (see Figure 14 in Section 5.4.1). On the

contrary, RCA H is associated to the largest rates of LST even though the associated

median Hs is similarly low too (see Figure 14 in Section 5). RCA E and RCA H were ob-

tained with the same RCM, that tends to underestimate the forcing (extreme) wind field

(see Section 3). However, the parent GCM is different which can explain why RCA H

(that simulates a larger fraction of E waves) contributes to larger values of (positive)

LST.

7Except for REM E for which it is 1981–2010 (see Section 3)
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HIR E-driven wave climate clearly reproduce an erroneous negative LST pattern for the

baseline period. This suggest that discrepancies in the wave climate (that were not as

accentuated as here) can be notably enhanced in terms of LST due to the non-linear

relation between wave parameters and LST (see Eq. 14). Actually, integrating both

Hs and θm information, LST can be understood as a parameter that indirectly check

climate models capability to correctly reproduce the current (wave) climate.

Figure 31 illustrates absolute projected changes of LST as a function of the distance

along the coastline (from N to S) projected onto the x-axis. Most of the simulations

project a general rise in LST, in most cases around 10,000–20,000 m3/year. A similar

value, but with opposite sign, is found for the REM E case (green line). For the majority

of realisations, this corresponds with a relative variation of about 50%, except for RCA E

which, due to the lower current rates, presents considerable higher relative variations

(>100%). Again, the non-linear LST equation (Eg. 14) explains why moderate changes

of wave parameters can lead to large variations in LST.
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Figure 32: Projected relative change in the mean Hs for waves coming from NE
during winter, associated to the 5 RCM-GCM models (using dynamical modelling).

At first sight, it is surprising to see how only REM E is associated to a general future

decrease of LST. During the (most energetic) winter season, RCA E, RCA E and REM E

models all projected a rise of the frequency of S-SW waves in detriment of NE-E waves

(see Figure 5.4.2). That suggested a decrease in the LST, as obtained just for REM E.

It is necessary to analyse the wave projections in more detail to find the reason of these

apparent discrepancies. Close to some Catalan coastal stretches, it is found that, for

instance, Hs associated to waves coming from NE tends to increase for RAC E and

RCA E models, despite the frequency of NE waves decreasing (see Figure 32). In other

words, θm and Hs variations can produce competing LST changes (as pointed out by

Charles et al. [2012]), being not trivial to anticipate the resulting net LST at first glance.

In this case, Hs-driven LST variations prevail over those produced by changes in θm.

Certainly, local scale response of coastline to broader scale changes in wave climate is a

challenging problem, in this case reflected in the disparity of LST results.
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Coastal impact analysis - Contributions

(3) Assessing wave-driven coastal impacts

� From an engineering perspective, review and quantify the potential wave-

driven coastal impacts in order to determine the most affected coastal

processes.

� For the first time, analyse the impact of changes in wave climate on har-

bour agitation, an operational problem already present in some Catalan

ports.

� Study the climate biases and inter-model variability in terms of LST,

a process closely related to coastal erosion, which is one of the most

important problems currently threatening the Catalan beaches.
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8 Summary and conclusions

This section presents the conclusions drawn from the thesis work as long as it summarises

the main findings. It is structured in three parts responding to the three research

objectives formulated in this thesis and presented in Section 1.2.

(1) Understanding the future wave climate

The possible future variations of wave conditions approaching the Catalan coast

have been firstly assessed by trend analysis with especial emphasis on the wave

direction θm. A novel methodology based on linear regression analysis and boot-

strapping that takes into account the nature of the data have been developed and

applied to 44-year time series of wave hindcast data. The results thus obtained

can be summarised as follows:

• The total amount of wave energy seems to remain constant or even to decrease

for both mean and extreme conditions.

• For some locations, the tendency associated to wave storminess Es for par-

ticular directions differs from the total one. For example, Es associated to

N(S) waves tends to significantly decrease(increase).

• The wave direction distribution varies too. In general, the frequency of waves

coming from N-NE is estimated to diminish whereas the opposite for the SE-

S-SW sector. That occurs for both the mean and extreme climate but in

the latter case the variations are not statistically significant due to the large

uncertainty.

The previous results underscore the importance of involving the wave direction in

the trend analysis. Regardless of what happen to the total wave energy, significant

changes in the distribution of θm might occur which could entail important coastal

impacts.

To overcome the limitations of the trend analysis (e.g. trend shape assumption)

and to involve directly the greenhouse effect, high-resolution present/future wave

climate scenarios have been simulated for the first time in the NW Mediterranean

Sea. The SWAN wave model [Booij et al., 1999] (dynamical modelling) has been

forced by surface wind fields obtained from 5 combinations of regional and global

models RCM-GCM (allowing to study the inter-model variability) driven by the

most recently used A1B greenhouse gas emission scenario. The generated wave

output consists of the typical wave spectrum parameters (significant wave height

Hs, peak wave period Tp and mean wave direction θm), which have been analysed
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in relation to the forcing 10-m wind speed (w10). The general concluding remarks

are:

• Maximum rates of projected changes in Hs are around ±10% for mean condi-

tions (50th percentile of Hs) versus ±20% for extreme climate (50-year return

value of Hs, z50). The larger rise in the latter case can be explained by the

larger presence of wind-sea states during stormy conditions (less influence of

swell waves), for which the relationshipHs ∝ w2
10 is more applicable (although

not strictly because waves might not be fully-developed)

• Patterns of Hs variations are similar to those of w10, however, the magnitude

of change is enhanced or attenuated depending on the fetch configuration (for

the Catalan coast, waves coming from the NE-E-SE sector have favourable

fetch conditions).

• Despite the presence of swell influencing the relationship between Hs and

w10, it does not seem to greatly affect the correlation between Hs and Tp.

Contrary to what may happen in large oceans, Tp varies at a rate similar to

that of
√
Hs.

To better understand how and why wave climate will react to climate change,

the analysis of wave projections has been divided into seasons because they are

typically controlled by different atmospheric patterns. For the (most energetic)

winter season, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Regarding the mean wave climate, a general moderate decrease of Hs is pro-

jected in agreement with the same tendency of w10. By contrast, in the NE

part of the domain (close to Genoa cyclogenesis area), both variables tend to

increase. REM E and RCA H have a lower rate of increase (being the latter,

the one forced by a different global model).

• The differences between the two GCMs are accentuated in terms of the wave

direction distribution leading to opposite patterns of change. HadCM3Q3-

driven wave climate (RCA H) predicts a greater frequency of NE-E-SE waves,

whereas the S-SW and NW components tend to rise when driven by ECHAM5.

These discrepancies can be explained by the different generation of W-E wind

(flow) of the respective GCMs, which is accentuated in terms of the wave cli-

mate when the fetch configuration is favourable.

• The discrepancy between GCMs is reflected in the changes in the wind-

sea/swell distribution too. The GCM that simulates an increase in the E

component (HadCM3Q3) is associated with an increase in the mixed sea

states along the Catalan coast.
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• The variations associated to stormy conditions have a larger uncertainty,

being the inter-model variability not only due to GCMs but also RCMs. For

the HadCM3Q3 model, z50 tends to rise along the Catalan coast probably

due to the aforementioned increase of (fetch-favourable) E waves.

• The large disagreement between GCMs, specially in terms of the wave di-

rection distribution, questions the (nowadays frequent) use of ensemble pro-

jections. This thesis results suggest that such an ensemble has to be done

with care: at least wave projections should be separated as a function of the

parent GCMs.

As expected, during summer wave climate is affected by climate change in a differ-

ent manner because of the different atmospheric processes involved, like land-sea

temperature gradients. In that respect, the following differences can be high-

lighted:

• For the mean wave climate, Hs tends to increase in the SW part of the domain

which might be related with the centre of cyclones located in the Iberian

peninsula during summer. The increase translates northwards as regards to

the extreme wave climate.

• In general, a larger agreement is found among model realisations, both RCMs

and GCMs contributing similarly to the inter-model variability.

Dynamical modelling is computationally expensive which results in a limited ca-

pacity to explore the full range of uncertainty associated to climate projections. In

this regard, statistical modelling is a powerful alternative which, in addition, can

avoid the use of (the usually more biased) wind fields. This thesis proposes an im-

proved statistical method to model high-resolution Hs from the sea level pressure

field (a more robust variable compared to wind speed). Special focus has been

given to the swell component of waves, whose inaccurate resolution has typically

limited the applicability of statistical methods. The method has been applied for

the winter season forced by the aforementioned 5 combinations of RCM-GCM. The

results thus obtained have been compared with those corresponding to dynamical

modelling leading to the following conclusions:

• From a regional perspective, a large agreement between the two wave mod-

elling techniques is obtained for the mean wave climate. The median Hs has

a similar pattern of change with the same rate of variation (±10%). More

discrepancies arise as reducing to local scale: the area of Hs increase is pro-

jected more offshore with the statistical model. Also, statistical modelling

projects a larger difference between results obtained with the different two

GCMs.
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• With regards to extreme waves, the same range of variation of z50 is projected

(±20%) but the simulated future climate is not necessarily consistent with

that obtained by dynamical modelling (RAC E and RCA H are especially in

disagreement). However, it is interesting to point out that the inter-model

variability (including both RCMs and GCMs) is higher than the variability

between the two wave modelling methods.

(2) Improving methodological aspects

This thesis has involved the generation and study of a large amount of climate

data for which a rigorous data analysis has been carried out. If necessary, the use

of “conventional” methodologies has been substituted by new approaches that are

more appropriate since they take into consideration the nature of the data. In

that respect, the following conclusions have been derived:

• Climate data (in particular wave data) are in general non-Gaussian dis-

tributed whereas many statistical methods assume a Normal distribution.

Therefore, these methods should be used with care, previously transforming

the data accordingly. At least, the effect of the violation of the Gaussian as-

sumption has to be explored. In this thesis, a log-transformation or Box-Cox

transformation is used for the positive data (e.g. Hs)

• The evolution of the magnitude of a non-frequent extreme event (e.g. Es of

S storms) has been successfully evaluated my means of involving the logistic

regression to estimate the event occurrence.

• Wave direction is a variable little addressed in trend analysis studies, probably

due to its circular (complex) character. This thesis proposes to analyse this

variable by means of the occurrence of directional sectors. To operate with

these (non-Gaussian distributed) frequencies (e.g. to perform a regression

analysis) the use of ilr-transformation is proposed which avoid the spurious

effects of these compositional data.

• The uncertainty (and evaluation of significant projected changes) has been

assessed by bootstrap-based techniques. If adequately modified, bootstrap-

ping is shown to be a simple but effective method to study the uncertainty.

For example, in order to evaluate the variability of high-temporal resolution

data, the method can be adapted to account for the time-autocorrelation and

better reproduce the extremes.

In addition, a new method of statistical modelling has been proposed in order to

improve the simulation of high-spatial and temporal resolution Hs. It is based

on a previous study that uses multiple linear regression analysis to model Hs
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from local conditions of sea level pressure (SLP) and the corresponding spatial

gradients. The model development has specially focused on the performance at

near-shore areas where is important to correctly reproduce the swell component

of waves. Also, the Hs serial correlation has been considered which is an essential

issue for high-temporal resolution Hs driven by highly variable wind conditions,

as in the study area. The two major contributions are:

• Swells are taken into account with a complex term, which expression is based

on the frequency-directional dispersion of waves, including lagged values of

the principal components of the squared SLP gradient fields. Validation re-

sults show that just accounting for swell waves in a simpler manner (only

using the simultaneous principal components) greatly improves the model

performance near-shore. The use of the full term developed in this thesis

additionally increases the model skill but to a lesser extent, probably due to

the short fetches of the study area.

• Time-dependence of Hs is introduced by incorporating one additional pre-

dictor in the equation: the one time step lagged Hs which is conceptually in

agreement with the first time derivative in the wave action density balance

governing equation. This term significantly further improves the model skill.

(3) Assessing wave-driven coastal impacts

In the context of coastal and port engineering, a review and quantification of the

most important wave-driven coastal impacts has been carried out. The identified

wave-driven processes are: erosion/accretion caused by changes in the longshore

and cross-shore sediment transport, flooding induced by wave run-up, harbour agi-

tation and siltation, increase/decrease of structure stability, overtopping, scouring,

wave reflection and wave transmission.

The quantification has been done simply and generically in order not to be case-

specific and serve as a guideline for further local/regional coastal impact assess-

ments. Simple cases of variations of wave parameters (Hs, Tp and θm) are consid-

ered taking into account the ranges obtained by state-of-the-art global-scale wave

climate studies. The results conclude that:

• In spite of having mild variations of the forcing wave conditions, coastal pro-

cesses can be greatly affected due to the non-linear character of the relation-

ships governing the processes involved. This should raise awareness among

coastal and ports authorities.

• For example, changes in Hs and Tp strongly affect processs impacting struc-

tures: overtopping discharge, stability and scouring. For changes in θm, the
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longshore sediment transport seems to be the most affected process, which

can suffer from relative variations over 100%, depending on the incident wave

direction.

Towards a first assessment of the impacts in the Catalan coast, a couple of case

studies (related to currently problematic issues) has been presented in this the-

sis. They cover, respectively, the harbour agitation and the longshore sediment

transport.

• Harbour agitation of Tarragona port.

Owing to the SW entrance orientation, as most Catalan harbours have, the

agitation of this port is largely affected by S-SW waves. Using the extrapo-

lated wave climate by trend analysis, for which there is a greater frequency of

these wave directions, the agitation inside the harbour significantly increases

but this does not entail an important reduction of the operability.

• Longshore sediment transport along Catalan beaches.

Using the projected wave scenarios obtained by dynamical modelling, the

effect on the long-shore sediment transport (LST) is assessed and, addition-

ally, the inter-model variability is evaluated in terms of LST. Results show

that variations(discrepancies) of(among) wave projections are accentuated in

terms of LST and are difficult to anticipate. The reasons lay, respectively, in

the non-linear relation between LST and wave parameters and the competing

processes sometimes produced by changes in Hs and θm. Despite most of the

models projecting a LST increase, it is difficult to derive a robust conclusion

of a consistent variation.
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9 Future work

The work carried out in this thesis leaves several open research lines for the future, some

of which are suggested below. They are classified according to the general objectives of

this thesis, being related with both general (poorly known) aspects and specific demands

for the study area.

(1) Understanding the future wave climate

The wave database generated in this thesis is definitely a source of further data

analysis to fully understand the future wave climate. In this regard, the following

lines of investigation are proposed:

• Perform a more detailed extreme analysis, considering several return values

and inter-annual (non-stationary) effects [e.g. Izaguirre et al., 2013].

• Get insight into the climate models performance using, for example, the FBI

and PSS score skills [Lin and Wang, 2011] in an attempt to assign weights or

to suggest a prioritisation of climate models.

Dynamical modelling is still an indispensable technique to reproduce most of the

important wave parameters. Therefore, it would be interesting to improve its

computational efficiency. One suggestion is to:

• Explore the use of the SWAN model (or other wave models) with unstructured

meshes that allow a rise in the spatial resolution just where it is desired, as

recently done by Laugel et al. [2013] with the TOMAWAC model.

With respect to statistical modelling, this thesis has mainly focused on the model

performance leaving the deep study of its applicability for future work. Some

recommendations are:

• To carry out wave projections taking into account more combinations of

greenhouse gas emission scenarios, RCMs and GCMs to better evaluate the

climate change uncertainty. The quantification of this uncertainty can be

evaluated by using, for example, the ANOVA analysis [e.g. von Storch and

Zwiers, 2002] as in Wang and Swail [2006].

• Involve the use of recent high-resolution GCMs to project future changes in

wave climate and determine the necessity of using RCM models of a similar

resolution.

Finally, wave projections will need to be updated with the implementation of the

new greenhouse gas emission scenarios included in the Fifth Assessment IPCC
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report (AR5, expected to be finished by 2014), that are based in Representative

Concentration Pathways [van Vuuren et al., 2011]. Indeed, a comparison with the

existing SRES scenarios would be interesting. In addition, it is necessary to study

the combined effect of changes in wave climate and sea-level-rise. As pointed out

by Atkinson [2013], a rise in the sea level not only implies an increase of the water

level but also allows larger waves propagate into inland areas due to the larger

water depth.

(2) Improving methodological aspects

One of the most relevant contributions of this thesis is the development of an

improved statistical model to simulate Hs. In this regard, future lines of research

could involve the extension of the method in order to obtain other wave variables

such as Tp and θm. Preliminary ideas are suggested below, based on the relation

with the forcing wind field w10 (for fully-developed wind-seas):

• The model could be easily adapted to simulate Tp taking into account the

proportionality Tp ∝
√
G.

• Meanwhile, θm could be computed by relating [Hs cos(θm), Hs sin(θm)] with

[G cos(θm), G sin(θm)], for instance.

Given the large-inter model variability obtained in many of the wave climate pro-

jections it is necessary to determine the best approach(es) of bias adjustment. A

first step could be to:

• Compare the mean-and-variance bias adjustment used in this thesis with (a)

other simple techniques, such as quantile-quantile adjustment, and (b) more

complex techniques, such as involving Bayesian analysis with different bias

assumptions [e.g. Buser et al., 2009].

(3) Assessing wave-driven coastal impacts

Given the considerable number of wave-driven processes and the geo-diversity

and extension of the Catalan coast, a large amount of work is still necessary to

properly evaluate all wave-driven coastal impacts. Below three interesting aspects

for investigation are suggested which obviously does not mean to cover all the

work needed:

• The use of a numerical model like Delft3D (http://oss.deltares.nl/web/

delft3d/home, accessed June 2013) to evaluate more accurately the long-

term beach morphological changes, such as LST (very susceptible to changes

of θm). This work could serve not only to provide the Catalan coast with

a more accurate assessment but also to investigate the use of the “morpho-

logical acceleration factor” [Lesser et al., 2004], that is implemented in these

http://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d/home
http://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d/home
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numerical models to cope with the different time scales associated to the

hydrodynamic and morphological processes involved.

• A limited number of studies have covered and quantified harbour siltation

which reflects the fact that the physical processes involved are not well-known

yet. It would be interesting to get insight into the proper evaluation of this

phenomenon and, for example, use a morphological model to evaluate this

complex coastal impact under different climate change scenarios.

• Structure-related impacts seem to be largely affected by changes in the wave

climate. Therefore, these impacts (structure stability, overtopping and scour-

ing) should be systematically checked out for all Catalan coastal structures.

From the results thus obtained, it would be interesting to stablish a classifi-

cation of the cases (say, unfavourable structure dimensions and/or materials

in relation to wave conditions) that lead to larger impacts and will probably

require more attention.
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Abstract. In the context of wave climate variability, long-
term alterations in the wave storminess pattern of the Catalan
coast (northwestern Mediterranean Sea) are analysed in
terms of wave energy content and wave direction, on the
basis of wave hindcast data (from 44-year time series). In
general, no significant temporal trends are found for annual
mean and maximum energy. However, the same analysis
carried out separately for different wave directions reveals
a remarkable increase in the storm energy of events from
the south, which is partly due to a rise in the annual
percentage of such storms. A case study of Tarragona Port
(on the southern Catalan coast) highlights the importance of
including changes in wave direction in the study of potential
impacts of climate change. In particular, an increase in the
frequency of storms from the south leads to greater agitation
inside the Port.

1 Introduction

Climate change is an important area of current scientific
research because of potential future hazards. The greenhouse
effect is expected to lead to global warming. The resulting
complex interactions in atmospheric processes may cause
substantial modifications in near-surface wind and pressure
patterns. This could affect typical mean and extreme wave
conditions, leading to variations in coastal hydrodynamics.
Stormy conditions are especially important because they
are closely related to more hazardous events, including
extremely high water levels that may be one of the main
causes of extensive property damage in coastal areas (De Zolt

Correspondence to:M. Casas-Prat
(merce.casas@upc.edu)

et al., 2006; Soomere et al., 2008). Weisse and von
Storch (2010) give a general overview of the state-of-the-
art in the relation between anthropogenic climate change
and marine climate. Processes such as changing temperature
gradients, increasing amount of water vapour and variations
in sea surface temperatures might modify the number,
frequency and situation of mid-latitude (30◦

− 60◦) storm
tracks. However, due to incomplete understanding of the
system and computer limitations, a wide range of possible
changes have been described in the literature and some of
them (especially in the case of regional projections) are still
being disputed.

In addition, a high inter-annual and decadal variability
in sea levels and wave patterns has been detected in the
Mediterranean Sea for the second half of the 20th century
(Musić and Nickovíc, 2008; Ratsimandresy et al., 2008b;
Tsimplis et al., 2008) and could have an impact on coastal
areas that is as great as that of climate change.

This study focuses on the Catalan coast (northwestern
Mediterranean Sea), as shown in Fig. 1, and aims to
identify and quantify possible trends in storm wave-related
parameters. It is an extension of a previous study carried
out by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010) and is based on hindcast
data covering the second half of the 20th century. Due to the
nature of these data, some limitations may prevent us from
properly detecting the real long-term variability. However,
the use of this database is justified because, unlike wave
measurements, it comprises a consistent data series that is
long enough for climate studies (>40 years).

We aim to increase knowledge of long-term variations in
wave storminess in this semi-enclosed sea domain, in which
the wave climate is complex and was defined as “torrential”
by Śanchez-Arcilla et al. (2008). Although some strong
events are controlled by larger-scale synoptic activity, local

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Fig. 1. Location of the Catalan coast and simulated nodes
considered in this study.

topography has a significant impact on the wind climate and
therefore on the wave field (Bertotti and Cavaleri, 2008).
Waves are further modified by the irregular bathymetry of
the zone (Śanchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). Hence, regional
temporal trends may differ from the results of more general
studies.

In this paper, special emphasis is placed on wave direction,
an important factor that has been underestimated or simply
ignored in previous studies of the area. Even in a situation
of constant wave storminess magnitude, rotation of the mean
wave direction may have severe consequences, since most
beach and harbour defence structures are designed assuming
a permanent directional distribution of waves. Liste et
al. (2004) illustrated this fact with an example in which a
rotation of only 2 degrees in the mean energy flux vector
could produce a beach retreat of 20 m. A higher frequency
of coastal storms in the same direction as the harbour mouth
would influence port operations, as it could cause increased
agitation and siltation. Since most Catalan ports and marinas
are oriented to the south, they are extremely vulnerable to an
increase in extreme events from this direction. The present
study illustrates this possible impact by computing and
comparing harbour agitation in current and future situations
in a case study of Tarragona Port (see Fig. 1).

2 Data

In spite of the obvious advantages of in situ measurements,
they are usually limited in spatial and temporal coverage.
Temporal coverage is crucial in long-term analysis. In
addition, in situ measurements are usually inhomogeneous,
as their accuracy increases over time, which is not suitable

for climate studies. Therefore, the present analysis is based
on simulations: 44-year hindcast wave data (1958–2001)
from the European HIPOCAS project (Guedes Soares et
al., 2002). This simulated data set is available for several
European coastal areas, including the entire Mediterranean
basin. It used REMO, the regional atmospheric model, which
was forced with NCEP and followed by the HAMSOM
and WAM (WAMDI, 1988; Monbaliu et al., 2000) models
to simulate the sea level and wave data, respectively.
The HIPOCAS database is widely used (Gomis et al.,
2008; Marcos and Tsimplis, 2008; Tsimplis, et al., 2008;
Alvarez-Ellacuria et al., 2009; M̈osso et al., 2009) and has
been extensively validated for wind speed and direction,
significant wave height, wave direction and residual sea level
parameters in the Mediterranean Sea (Sotillo et al., 2005;
Musiv and Nickovíc, 2008; Ratsimandresy et al., 2008a,
b). Although some extreme events are underestimated, this
database seems to be useful in the study of the long-term
behaviour of these parameters. A calibrated data set has
been computed to try to diminish the negative bias (Tomás
et al., 2004). It was obtained by minimising the distance
between the probability distributions of measurements and
simulations, through the application of an exponential
relation. In our study area, few storms are better captured
by this calibrated sample. However, most of the observations
are systematically overpredicted, as shown in the example in
Fig. 2 (Tortosa buoy, 1993) that compares the absolute error
of the two data sets for a certain location and time period. In
general, the figure illustrates that the calibrated HIPOCAS
data nearly always overestimate the buoy measurements,
whereas an average error that is closer to zero is found
for the uncalibrated data. In addition, larger differences
(up to 2.83 m) are found for the calibrated data than for
the uncalibrated data (up to 1.75 m). Figure 3 shows the
mean ratio between the relative errors, in absolute value, of
calibrated and uncalibrated data sets. This plot was obtained
by comparing the hindcast data with buoy measurements at
the same location as in Fig. 2, but considering the time period
1991–2001. The error ratio was computed for subsets of data
with significant wave heights (Hs) above a certain value. For
example, forx = 3 m, we findy = 1.3 m. This means that, on
average, the relative error of calibrated data is 1.3 times that
of uncalibrated data for allHs > 3 m. Generally, this ratio
is higher than 1 (in favour of uncalibrated data), particularly
for all wave heights (Hs> 0 m) and for extreme wave heights
(Hs > 3 m). Therefore, the original data set is used in this
study because it performs better. Figure 1 illustrates the
40 selected nodes along the Catalan coast from which the
significant wave height (Hs) and the mean wave direction (θ)
were considered. The spatial resolution was about 12.5 km
and the time step was 3 h.

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2327–2340, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2327/2010/
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: differences between hindcast (calibrated and uncalibrated) data and buoy measurements during 1993 in Tortosa. Lower
panel:Hs buoy time series (Tortosa buoy coordinates: 40◦43.29′ N, 00◦58.89′ E, from XIOM network).

Fig. 3. Mean ratio between relative errors of calibrated and
uncalibrated HIPOCAS data for subsets of time series ofHs greater
than the values of x-axis (for the time period 1991–2001 from
Tortosa buoy: 40◦43.29′ N, 00◦28.89′ E).

3 Methods

The methods are explained below in five subsections, in
which the following aspects are covered:

1. Wave storminess characterisation: storm energy content
and directional frequency.

2. Trend analysis of storm energy content.

3. Trend analysis of wave directional frequency.

4. Application to the case study.

5. The role of uncertainty.

3.1 Wave storminess characterisation

As the present analysis focuses on extreme conditions,
first we must define a wave storm. The common peak
over threshold (POT) method is used with a typicalHs
threshold of 2 m (within the range of values recommended
by the Spanish National Harbour Authority) and a minimum
duration of 6 h. Additionally, a second hypothesis is formed

in which only statistically independent storms are considered
(Mendoza and Jiḿenez, 2006). In this case, a storm
involving two extreme episodes with a maximum inter-event
separation of 72 h and a period of wave heights under 1.5 m
in less than 6 h is considered a single two-peaked storm.

To characterise wave storminess for each storm, we use
the storm energy content (Es) which combines bothHs
and duration as the integral over time illustrated in Eq. (1)
(Mendoza and Jiḿenez, 2004). In addition, wave storminess
is classified depending on the incoming wave direction of
the storm peak, according to the following eight sectors of
45◦, which are centred in the four cardinal and four ordinal
directions of a compass rose: north (N), northeast (NE), east
(E), southeast (SE), south (S), southwest (SW), west (W),
northwest (NW).

Es=

∫
H 2

s dt (1)

To evaluate long-term trends rather than seasonal variability,
the annual mean and maximum values ofEs are calculated
for each sector and for all the storms in each year. Moreover,
the same operation is carried out for the entire period of data
(1958–2001) to obtain a general picture of the past-present
situation and to identify the most energetic locations and
directions. In addition, for the entire period of data as well,
the circular correlation (Fisher and Lee, 1983; see Eq. 2)
between wind and wave directions in stormy conditions is
computed to gain an idea of the presence of sea and swell in
each node.

r=

∑n−1
i=1

∑n
j=i+1sin

(
θi −θj

)
sin
(
αi −αj

)√∑n−1
i=1

∑n
j=i+1sin2(θi −θj

)∑n−1
i=1

∑n
j=i+1sin2(αi −αj

) (2)

wheren is the number of data items,θ the wave direction
andα the wind direction. The aim of this classification is not
to make a clear distinction between these two phenomena,
but to illustrate the type of wave climate to which significant
temporal changes are most closely related.
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The second parameter used to characterise the wave
storminess is the directional frequency in stormy conditions,
in other words, the percentage of storms associated with each
direction in a certain year. Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010)
calculated these annual frequencies by Bayesian inference
(Agresti, 2002; see Eq. 3), from whichpi 6= 0 because
pi ≥ 0.5 · (ntotal + 0.5k)−1. This property is useful in
both theoretical and practical terms. Firstly, although the
occurrence of a storm from a certain direction may be highly
unlikely (e.g. offshore directions) and may not in fact have
been simulated during the entire period, zero probability
should not be assigned, as this means the negation of such an
event. Secondly, as shown in Sect. 3.3, compositional data
is log-ratio transformed, which results in the exclusion of
zeros. However, whenntotal is relatively small (a few annual
storms), the probability of an absent event is exaggeratedly
increased by using Eq. (3), which in turn is compensated by
considerably lowering the value of higher percentages. This
might cause some distortion in the results.

pi =
ni +0.5

ntotal+0.5k
, for i = 1,...,k (3)

whereni andntotal are, respectively, the number of storms
per sector and in total, andk = 8 is the number of classes.

To overcome the aforementioned disadvantage, we obtain
the frequencies directly by computingp∗

i = ni/ntotal. Then,
a multiplicative replacement strategy is applied to the zeros
of the compositional data set (Martı́n-Ferńandez et al.,
2003; see Eq. 4). In principle, Eq. (4) is defined for use
with rounded zeros. However, owing to the theoretical
and practical reasons explained above, this expression is
extrapolated to this case of absolute zeros.

pi =

{
δ if p∗

i = 0

(1−nZδ)p∗

i if p∗

i > 0
, for i = 1,...,k (4)

wherenZ is the number of zeros andδ the imputed value for
zeros (δ= 0.01). As in the energy analysis, the frequencies
for the entire period of data (1958–2001) are also calculated.

3.2 Trend analysis of storm energy content

Before the trend analysis, an adjustment should be made
according to the data scale, since most standard techniques
are designed to be used with data that are free to range
from −∞ to ∞. By definition, Es is generally a positive
variable and therefore its scale is relative. Therefore,Es is
log-transformed so that distorted distances are not measured
when linear regression analysis (which assumes normally
distributed data) is performed, for example. Note that this
positive assumption is subject to the annual presence of
storms. In situations in which most of the years have storms
(e.g. when all directions are considered), one year without
storms is associated with a very low energy threshold value,

to avoid the problem of ln(0). However, when there are many
years without storms (e.g. for the S direction) the probability
of storm occurrence is introduced (see below in the trend
quantification procedure).

A two-step method is used for the trend analysis of storm
energy content: trend detection and trend quantification. As
in Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010), the Mann-Kendall (MK)
test (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975; see Eqs. 5, 6, 7 and 8)
is performed for the trend detection for all the calculated
annual mean and maximum time series ofEs, to detect the
locations and directions in which major long-term changes
can be expected in terms of energy. This nonparametric test
is recommended by van Gelder et al. (2008) as it is less
sensitive to outliers and does not assume any trend shape.
This is a rank-based test that measures the strength of the
monotonic relationship between two variables. Under the
null hypothesis of no trend with a time series{x1,x2,...,xN }

from a population in which the random variables are
independent and identically distributed, the MK test uses the
z statistic, which is standard normally distributed:

z =


(S −1)/σS if S > 0

0 if S = 0

(S +1)/σS if S < 0

 ∼ N(0,1) (5)

whereS is calculated as follows:

S =

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

sgn
(
xj −xi

)
(6)

in which sgn(x) is the sign function. The variance ofS, σ 2
S

is calculated by Eq. (7), which accounts for the possibility of
equalx values:

σ 2
S =

1

18

[
N(N −1)(2N+5)−

m∑
i=1

ti (ti −1)(2ti +5)

]
(7)

wherem is the number of tied groups in the data set andti
the number of data points in thei-th tied group. Regarding
the basic assumption of independence of the MK test, von
Storch (1995) noted that positive serial correlation in time
increases the possibility of rejecting the null hypothesis of no
trend. However, the annual time series ofEs can be assumed
to be independent. The significance level used to perform
the statistical test (see Eq. 8) isαMK = 0.1, which is slightly
higher than the typical value of 0.05 so as not to miss any
possible trends in the second step of the analysis.

if


z >φ−1

(
1−αMK

/
2
)

⇒ Positive trend

z <
∣∣φ−1

(
1−αMK

/
2
) ∣∣ ⇒ No trend

z <−φ−1
(
1−αMK

/
2
)

⇒ Negative trend

(8)

in which φ−1(·) is the inverse of the standard normal
cumulative density function.
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Secondly, in the trend quantification for interesting nodes
with a previously detected trend, a classical linear regression
analysis is carried out and complemented with the bootstrap
technique (Efron, 1979) using 1000 simulated samples to
capture the uncertainty in the temporal trend. Linear
regression analysis is performed for ln(Es), and therefore the
relationship betweenEs and time becomes exponential. As
stated above, for wave directions that have had no storms
for several years, the probability of storm occurrence (ps)
is introduced and the low energy threshold replacement
strategy is not used, since its use and abuse may distort the
results. In such cases, the values ofEs for years without
storms are simply removed and the temporal trend ofEs,
which is now conditioned to storm occurrence, is calculated
by linear regression as explained above (to avoid the “zero”
problem). Two coefficients are obtained for each node:aE

andbE . Separately, the temporal trend ofps is obtained by
binomial logistic regression and, finally, the product of these
two trends is the approximation of the temporal evolution of
Es (see Eq. 9). The same bootstrapping method is used to
assess the uncertainty.

Es(t) = ps(t) ·exp(aE t +bE) (9)

3.3 Trend analysis of wave directional frequency

Wave directional frequencies are compositional data and
require previous conversion, as there is a link between
proportions (they are defined in the simplex space). If the
data were not converted, the results of regression analysis, for
instance, would be clouded by spurious effects (Pawlowsky-
Glahn and Egozcue, 2006). The isometric log-ratio (ilr)
transformation (Egozcue et al., 2003; see Eq. 10) is one
of the best alternatives as it preserves the isometry. This
transformation translates thek = 8 directional percentages
{p1,...,p8} into 7 coordinates{y1,...,y7} on an orthonormal
basis in a real vector space<7, obtained from sequential
binary partition (Ri , Si). The conversion can be expressed as
the log-ratio between the geometric mean of each partition(
g
(
p∈Ri

)
,g
(
p∈Si

))
, multiplied by a normalising factor

a(ri,si).

yi = a(ri,si)ln

(
g
(
p∈Ri

)
g
(
p∈Si

) ), a(ri,si) =

√
risi

ri +si
,

for i = 1,...,k−1 (10)

whereri andsi are the number of elements in each partition.
After some basic algebraic transformations, this expression
can be rewritten as Eq. (11) for a certain yeart :

y(t) = M · ln(p(t)) (11)

wherey = [y1,...,y7]T , p = [p1,...,p8]T andM is a certain
matrix of known coefficients of 7× 8 dimensions. The
partition that is used is, in principle, arbitrary, especially

if we are more interested in the final result in terms of
the original percentages than in the interpretation of the
coordinates obtained by the transformation.

Once the original values have been transformed for each
year, we perform a classical linear regression analysis
complemented with bootstrapping, which is similar to
the storm energy content case explained in the previous
subsection. Thus, we obtain a linear relation between
the 7 coordinates and time, defined by two vectors of
coefficients: a andb. To obtain the expected

{
p̂1,...,p̂8

}
values (or 95% confidence intervals) for a certain time, the
inversion conversion is carried out (Eq. 12).

p̂(t) = Cexp
(
MT

·(at +b)
)

(12)

in which C is the closure operation to fit the relationship
8∑

i=1
p̂i = 1. To better interpret and discuss the results, instead

of using the coefficientsa andb from the complex expression
of Eq. (12), two extrapolations are calculated: 2010 (for
the present) and 2050 (for the future). In turn, these are
used for the application study on harbour agitation (see
Sect. 3.4). The extrapolation is performed as follows: the
linear trends (aandb) are used to calculate the extrapolated
valuesy(t = 2010) andy(t = 2050). Subsequently, the inverse
conversion (see Eq. 12) is performed to obtainp̂(t = 2010)

and p̂(t = 2050). These projected percentages (and their
95% marginal confidence intervals) are named “projections”.
However, we must bear in mind the limitations of the
methods, due to the underlying assumptions and the hindcast
data that are used.

3.4 Harbour agitation modelling

A number of numerical models simulate wave propagation
inside a harbour. These include Boussinesq-type models,
which have been widely used as they can reproduce most
of the physical processes involved in wave propagation.
Boussinesq-type models (Peregrine, 1967) were originally
developed to simulate the propagation of long waves.
Various subsequent modifications (Sierra et al., 1988;
Madsen et al., 1991; Nwogu, 1993; Chen and Liu, 1995)
enabled these models to solve wind-wave propagation and
low-frequency motion. Mutual interactions between short
and long waves are inherent in these models. Therefore,
they enable the study of nonlinear processes involved in the
propagation, breaking and run-up of irregular wave trains
(Karambas and Koutitas, 2004).

There are numerous examples of the application of such
models to harbour agitation. Bingham (2000) used a
Boussinesq model to predict the induced short- and long-
wave motion of a restrained floating body in restricted
water. Nadaoka and Raveenthiran (2002) developed a phase-
averaged Boussinesq model to describe wave groups and
the accompanying long-wave evolution. Karambas and
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Koutitas (2004) employed a Boussinesq model to simulate
low-frequency waves induced by short-wave groups. They
found good agreement between their calculations and
experimental data taken from the literature. Woo and
Liu (2004) developed a finite element model for modified
Boussinesq equations and applied it to the study of harbour
resonance problems. González-Marco et al. (2008) used a
Boussinesq-type model to analyse the propagation of short
and long waves inside a Spanish harbour and their effect on
port operations.

In this paper, a Boussinesq-type model (González-Marco
et al., 2008) is applied to a harbour on the Catalan coast
to illustrate the impact on harbour agitation of potential
changes in wave storm direction. We study Tarragona Port,
which is one of the most active in the Mediterranean area in
terms of cargo (33.3 million tons per year) and vessel traffic
(2700 arrivals per year) (Mestres et al., 2010). The port is
located on the southern Catalan coast (41◦0.5′ N; 1◦14′ E).
It is about 4.5 km long and 2 km wide and lies along a
longitudinal axis with an approximate NE-SW orientation.

The following procedure is used to assess the potential
changes in Tarragona port agitation. Wave propagation
inside the harbour is simulated for the different possible
directions entering the port and an average agitation
coefficient (the ratio between the wave height at a point and
the incident wave height) is computed for the entire harbour
and for each direction. Taking into account the frequency of
each of these directions in the present and future conditions
(2010 and 2050 projections, see Sect. 3.3) according to
the estimated trends, an overall agitation coefficient can be
computed that considers all directions. This coefficient is
subjected to the assumptions and used to assess expected
temporal variations in agitation under storm conditions.
To evaluate part of the uncertainty of these results (see
Sect. 3.5), the 95% confidence intervals of these overall
agitation coefficients are calculated using the bootstrap
technique. In other words, for each time scenario (2010
and 2050), 1000 samples of the eight-directional percentages
are obtained. For each sample, the agitation coefficient is
calculated by considering only the directions that produce
waves that affect the harbour (the other directions lead to
null agitation). Finally, the quantiles of the obtained sample
of overall agitation coefficients establish the confidence band
that integrates the uncertainty between directions.

3.5 The role of uncertainty

A correct assessment of uncertainty is crucial in a long-
term analysis, especially in the context of wave climate
variability. In this study, we only consider the uncertainty
associated with the inherent variability of the data. The
bootstrap technique is used to bound the results, as explained
frequently in different processes of trend quantification.
In general, 1000 samples are simulated for each case to
compute robust 95% confidence intervals as their quantiles,

N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

±

0 50.000 100.00025.000
Meters

Fig. 4. Mean frequency for each direction for the data period 1958–
2001 (sector areas proportional to the percentages).

as a function of time or for a certain projection. Despite
its simplicity, bootstrapping, which is computer intensive,
has been proven to be a suitable method for this type of
analysis, in combination with linear regression. Casas-Prat
and Sierra (2010) compared the uncertainties thus obtained
with a Bayesian model (with flat priors) and the results
were very similar. This suggests that, in a general case
with little a priori information, the combination of linear
regression + bootstrapping is more suitable than the more
complex Bayesian method. Nevertheless, if more prior
knowledge were available, a Bayesian analysis with more
informative priors might reduce the uncertainty.

Other sources of uncertainty, which are very difficult to
quantify, are not accounted for in the present study and,
therefore, the confidence bands represent a lower boundary
of the total uncertainty. Two examples of such uncertainty
are the intrinsic errors present in the data due to the
modelling (as discussed in Sect. 2) or the chosen model for
trend extrapolation, which is related to the evolution of the
atmospheric patterns.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Wave storminess characterisation

To characterise wave storminess for the second half of the
20th century, in this subsection we present the storm energy
content (Es) and directional frequency (pi) results for the
entire data period of data (1958–2001). Figure 4 showspi as
a pie chart for each location, in which the surface areas are
proportional to the percentages. Figure 5 illustrates the mean
and maximum values ofEs for each direction and location.
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Fig. 5. Mean and maximumEs for each direction and each node along the Catalan coast.

In terms of both frequency and intensity, the Catalan coast
is clearly dominated by storm events coming from the E (see
Figs. 4 and 5), in which larger fetches and stronger winds
coincide (Śanchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). N events are the
most frequent on the northern Catalan coast, although the
maximum storm energy content is again associated with the
E direction (see Figs. 4 and 5). S and SE events are generally
remarkable, even though they are less intense due to the
Balearic Islands and their associated shadow effects (see the
location of the Catalan coast in Fig. 1). Locally, at the
Ebre Delta (southern Catalan coast), there is a considerable
presence of waves from the NW sector, due to the Mestral
wind funnelled through the Ebre river valley. However, fewer
extreme waves are developed near the coast as there is limited
fetch.

As mentioned above, Fig. 5 illustrates the spatialEs
distribution among the different sectors along the Catalan
coast. Blank squares mean a lack of storms during the
entire data period (1958–2001). Note that for some locations,
some combinations of node-direction (e.g. W) show calm
situations without any storms. Therefore, a significant trend
analysis of wave storminess cannot be carried out for such
cases.

The mean storm energy oscillates between zero (indicating
no storms) and 8 m2 day. Values of up to 180 m2 day are
reached for the maximum variable (see Fig. 5). According
to Mendoza and Jiḿenez (2006), these values correspond
to storms classified as Moderate (II) and Extreme (V),
respectively. If a simple triangular-shaped storm is assumed,
Eq. (13) follows:

E = H 2
s,peakd

/
3 (13)

whereHs,peakis the significant wave height of the storm peak
andd is the storm duration. Along the Catalan coast,d is
generally less than 24 h (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). If a
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Fig. 6. Circular correlation between wind and wave direction in
stormy conditions.

reasonable value of 20 h (similar to that found by Mösso et
al., 2009) is considered and Eq. (13) is used, a mean wave
storminess of 6 m2 day corresponds toHs,peak= 4.6 m.

To roughly distinguish between sea and swell, the circular
correlation (Fisher and Lee, 1983) between wind and wave
directions is used, as illustrated in Fig. 6. As expected, it
is found that northern locations (with most events coming
from the N) are highly correlated (0.81–0.92), which can
be explained by the lower N fetch and the greater presence
of sea-type waves. Conversely, in the mid-southern part, E
predominance is related to more mixed sea states, with poor
correlations of 0.36–0.59. The correlation is higher in the
area surrounding the Ebre Delta. This could be due to the
relatively high presence of locally developed waves, caused
by the aforementioned Mestral (NW) winds.
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Fig. 7. Trend detection ofEs for some directions. Red: negative trend. Blank: no significant trend. Blue: positive trend (adapted from
Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010).

4.2 Trend analysis of storm energy content

Regarding trend quantification with the MK test, as found
by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010), the temporal trends are null
or even negative (in a few offshore locations of the northern
Catalan coast) when all wave directions are considered. In
the northern Catalan coast, these negative trends may be
partly related to the temporal evolution of events coming
from the N, which tend to decrease. Figure 7 shows some
of the most significant results, in which a few nodes have
been deleted to better illustrate that there are no storms in
these locations for such directions.

For all nodes, the trend in the E (most energetic) direction
is not significant (not shown here). Therefore, the magnitude
of the most severe storms will not tend to change. In
contrast, increasing energy is expected for S storms, as
illustrated in Fig. 7 (blue dots). This rise does not affect
the entire Catalan coast but could be relevant locally. After

a visual examination of the temporal evolution inEs of S
storms for some nodes in which trends have been detected,
it is found that apart from a certain rise in magnitude, the
positive trend is mostly related to an annual increase in the
probability of storm occurrence. As shown in Sect. 4.3,
this leads to a higher percentage of S storms. Figure 8
illustrates two examples (nodes 2 and 31) of this evolution
in which events from the S are more common in the last
decade than in the first one. For this direction, an annual
lack of storms (zero energy) is not negligible. Therefore, as
explained in Sect. 3.2, the probability of storm occurrence
is incorporated. Figure 9 shows an example of the temporal
trend, in which the final trend (continuous red line) can be
compared with the trend ofEs when an S storm occurs
(dashed red line). In addition, the 1000 bootstrapped samples
of trends are plotted and the black dashed lines show the
95% confidence intervals. To compare the trends for different
locations, these complex tendencies have been characterised
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Fig. 8. Two examples of annual meanEs temporal evolution for storm events coming from S.

Fig. 9. An example of trend quantification of annual meanEs from S (node 2, see Fig. 1). LR means linear regression.

by a single number: the mean rate of annual increase. This
has been computed as the slope betweenEs (t = 1958) and
Es (t = 2001) and is shown in Fig. 10 for S storms. Some of
the nodes are marked with red dots to represent the locations
in which a trend has been detected by the MK test (see
Fig. 7). We can see that the majority of these nodes have most
of the confidence interval within the positive area, which
means that theEs for S events are highly likely to increase.
Moreover, the nodes with higher low confidence bounds are
generally associated with the MK detection.

4.3 Trend analysis of wave directional frequency

Figure 11 shows the trend quantification of the S directional
frequency of an example (node 31) as well as an
extrapolation up to 2050. There is a considerable mean
increase for this direction, but the confidence intervals cover
a wide region, especially for the future prediction. This high
uncertainty is due to the large inter-annual variability and
the implicit reduction in data associated with the extreme
analysis and the classification into sectors.

In Fig. 12, future projections for the mid-century (2050)
are illustrated for all directions and compared with the
2010 projection (which represents the present situation).
At locations with a considerable number of N events
(e.g. node 2), this direction tends to decrease whereas a
generalised increase in S frequency is detected at most
locations. For example, for nodes 2 and 31, the S frequency
is expected to at least double, in mean terms. In addition,
the most energetic direction (E) does not significantly vary,
except at some locations (e.g. node 31) for which the annual
mean frequency tends to decrease (but not the energy, see
Sect. 4.2). In Fig. 12, the marginal confidence bounds are
complemented with 1000 bootstrapped samples of the future
prediction, to visually integrate the interaction of uncertainty
between the sectors.

4.4 Application to harbour agitation

As mentioned above, changes in wave direction can affect the
agitation pattern inside harbours. The predominant storms
on the Catalan coast are from the NE and the E. As a result,
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Fig. 10. Annual mean rate of increase/decrease ofEs (slope betweenEs (t = 1958) andEs (t = 2001)) of storm events coming from S for all
nodes along the Catalan coast (for the time period 1958–2001). In addition, their 95% confidence intervals are added and those nodes with
detected trend by Mann-Kendall (MK) test are marked in red.

Fig. 11. Trend extrapolation of events coming from S in node 31. The figure shows the 95% confidence interval.

almost all Catalan harbours have entrances oriented towards
the SW. Consequently, a rise in the number of southern
wave storms could increase the waves in port berths, which
would affect the safety and comfort of moored vessels. To
illustrate this problem, the average agitation in the Tarragona
Port (located close to node 30) was computed through a
Boussinesq numerical model for the present conditions and
the 2050 projections.

Figure 13 shows the plan of the Port and the surrounding
coast. The existence of headlands and capes prevents the
incidence of waves from the NE and SW in the Port.
Therefore, only waves from the E, SE and S are considered
in the analysis of agitation inside this port.

Figure 14 shows the agitation coefficient maps for the
aforementioned three directions. The simulations were
carried out with a peak wave period (Tp) of 10 s that can

be considered typical for storm conditions. In fact, after
performing a correlation between the mean period (Tm)
and Hs, we found thatTm = 3.92

√
Hs, which means that

Tp = 10 s corresponds toHs = 5 m. The breakwater offers
very good protection in the entire Port against E and SE
waves (agitation coefficients below 0.2), although the wave
penetration of SE waves is clearly higher. For S waves, the
agitation coefficients increase dramatically in the entire Port,
to reach values of approximately 0.4 in areas close to the port
entrance. This means that high waves outside the port can
affect port operations in different areas inside the harbour.
The average agitation coefficients in the Port are 0.082 for E,
0.128 for SE and 0.230 for S.

Table 1 illustrates the changes in the average agitation
coefficients for the 2010 and 2050 projections. Storm
direction frequencies for node 30 indicate that in year 2050
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Fig. 12. Comparison between 2010 and 2050 projections (nodes 2 and 31, see Fig. 1). Black: 2010 annual mean frequency. Red: 2050
annual mean frequency. Yellow: bootstrapped 2050 projected sample. Green and blue dots: 95% marginal confidence intervals.

Table 1. Agitation coefficients (Ka) for the studied directions, and the frequency of storm presentation (p̂i ) under projected present (2010)
and future (2050) conditions.

Direction Ka p̂i p̂i Ka· p̂i Ka· p̂i

(2010) (2050) (2010) (2050)

E 0.082 0.44 0.10 0.036 0.008
SE 0.128 0.06 0.05 0.008 0.006
S 0.230 0.38 0.80 0.087 0.184
Global averageKa 0.131 0.198
(95% conf. intervals) (0.095, 0.180) (0.102, 0.227)

the number of E storms will significantly decrease (from
44% to 10%), while storms from the S will dramatically
increase (from 38% to 80%). If we take into account
the average agitation coefficients in the entire Port for the
three directions, we can derive an overall average agitation
coefficient. This overall coefficient has a value of 0.131 for
the present conditions and 0.198 for the 2050 projections.
The respective 95% confidence intervals are (0.095, 0.180)
and (0.102, 0.227). This represents a mean increase of
about 50% in the average agitation inside the harbour due
to storm waves, which could have severe consequences on
harbour functionality by affecting loading, unloading and
mooring operations, reducing port efficiency and increasing
the economic costs for the users.

However, the uncertainty is high and the relative difference
between 2010 and 2050 may range between−40% and
140%. Therefore, the results must be handled with care,
even though they illustrate the potentially severe impact on
port operations of changes in wave direction under storm
conditions.

 
 

Tarragona harbour

 

Fig. 13. Plan of the Tarragona Port and surrounding coast, showing
that headlands prevent waves from NE and SW from reaching the
port area.
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Fig. 14. Maps of agitation coefficients for E (top), SE (centre) and
S (bottom) waves.

5 Conclusions

The Catalan coast has a variable wave climate in which both
sea and swell conditions are generally present, depending on
the fetch. The E direction, which is more closely related to
mixed sea states, is the most frequent and energetic, with the
exception of the northern part of the coast in which the N
direction is more common (but milder than E).

Regarding the trend analysis of storm energy content,
which is a representative parameter of wave storminess,
the temporal trend that takes into account all directions is
generally null for both annual mean and maximum values.
Exceptionally, some negative trends are found for locations
on the northern coast, which are partly associated with a
decrease inEs from the N. The energy of E storms has a null
trend, but a significant positive trend is obtained for S storms,
which is related to an increase in the magnitude of storms
and in the probability of their occurrence. It was useful
to separate the data into different wave directions, to detect
trends that are not captured in an overall analysis. However,
this classification reduces the number of data items in the
analysis, somewhat increases the uncertainty, and adds the
difficulty of dealing with a considerable number of zeros.

The trend in annual frequencies of wave directions has
been assessed and consistent trends have been found with
the storm energy content. The increase in S frequency is
noteworthy. However, the uncertainty is large, which makes
it difficult to build robust future predictions. Therefore, the
application to the case study must be taken as a situation that
may occur, but with a high level of uncertainty, as is partly
quantified by the 95% confidence bounds. In addition, note
that the choice of temporal model for the extrapolation of
future projections produces a certain inherent uncertainty in
the results, which is very difficult to evaluate. However, if
no convincing alternative temporal pattern is known, simple
trend shapes should be used according to the parsimony
principle.

As an example of the potential implications of changes
in the main wave direction during storms, the agitation in
Tarragona Port (one of the most important ports on the
Catalan coast) has been analysed through a Boussinesq-
type numerical model. The comparison between present
conditions and projections for 2050 (bearing in mind the
large uncertainty that exists in these projections) indicates
that the average agitation inside the Port under stormy
conditions could be increased in mean terms by 50%. This
would affect moored vessels and port operations, reduce
port efficiency and increase costs for users. Therefore, the
hazards of potential changes in wave direction during storms
cannot be underestimated and should be taken into account
in studies that analyse possible impacts of climate change.

In conclusion, the methods described above have served to
evaluate the long-term tendency of wave climate parameters
in stormy conditions, and to assess part of their uncertainty.
These results are of course limited to the nature of the
hindcast data. In addition, a relation between these
possible future changes and (anthropogenic) climate change
is plausible, but has not been proven. This is the “attribution”
problem (Weisse and von Storch, 2010), which is very
difficult to solve and should be the focus of future studies
in the field.
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[1] Projected future regional wave climate scenarios at a high temporal-spatial scale were
obtained for the NW Mediterranean Sea, using five combinations of regional-global
circulation models. Changes in wave variables were analyzed and related to the variations
of the forcing wind projections, while also evaluating the evolution of the presence of the
different types of sea states. To assess the significance of the changes produced, a bootstrap-
based method was proposed, which accounts for the autocorrelation of data and correctly
reproduces the extremes. For the mean climate, relative changes of Hs up to 610% were
obtained, whereas they were around 620% for the extreme climate. In mean terms,
variations of Hs are similar to those associated with wind speed but are enhanced/
attenuated, respectively, when fetch conditions are favorable/unfavorable. In general, most
notable alterations are not in the Hs magnitude but rather in its direction. In this regard,
during the winter season, it is interesting to note that the significant deviations between the
results derived from the two global circulation models are larger than those between
regional models. ECHAM5 simulated an enhanced west wind flow that is translated into
more frequent W-NW waves, whereas the HadCM3Q3 global model gives rise to the east
component, which contributes to a higher intensity and number of storms coming from such
a direction and directly affects the wind-sea/swell distribution of coastal stretches that face
east, like the Catalan coast. Different patterns of change were obtained during the summer
when a common rise of NE-E waves was found.

Citation: Casas-Prat, M., and J. P. Sierra (2013), Projected future wave climate in the NW Mediterranean Sea, J. Geophys. Res.
Oceans, 118, 3548–3568, doi:10.1002/jgrc.20233.

1. Introduction

[2] Climate change has become a major concern due to
its possible impact. The evidence of variation in cyclone ac-
tivity [e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2009; Ulbrich et al., 2009]—
and therefore in wind climate—is a warning to coastal com-
munities as it will ultimately affect the wave climate, which,
in turn, will impact the already threatened (and densely
populated) coast.

[3] The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [2007],
which mainly focused on sea level rise, highlighted a lack
of information on the potential changes in regional wave
climate [Christensen et al., 2007]. Besides sea level rise, a
comprehensive assessment of potential climate change-
driven impacts on the coastal zone must consider potential

future changes in wave conditions, and therefore a greater
understanding of wind waves in the climate system is
required [Hemer et al., 2012a].

[4] Offering an initial overview without much computa-
tional effort, some authors have evaluated future wave-
climate conditions through trend analysis of long, past time
series [e.g., Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2012; Hemer et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2012]. However, despite being a good
preliminary assessment, their results are limited to the trend
assumptions involved. As such, there is a need for further
analysis in which the greenhouse effect is explicitly
accounted for.

[5] For different greenhouse emission scenarios based on
social and economic hypotheses [IPCC, 2007], regional
wave climate scenarios have been modeled using atmos-
pheric climate projections available from regional circula-
tion models (RCMs) [e.g., Charles et al., 2012; Grabemann
and Weisse, 2008; Hemer et al., 2012b; Lionello et al.,
2008a; Wang et al., 2010]. RCM output parameters (temper-
ature, pressure, wind speed, etc.) are affected by different
sources of uncertainty. As explained by D�equ�e et al. [2007],
the greenhouse gas concentration of each emission scenario
is just the initial source in the causal chain. Formulations,
resolutions, and parameterizations used in the different
RCMs (as well as the boundary conditions derived from the
respective general circulation models (GCMs)) contribute to
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additional uncertainty, and, lastly, the problem is further
complicated because of the internal natural variability of
simulated as well as actual climate. Based on a group of 16
transient experiments at the European scale, Kjellström et al.
[2011] concluded that each of these factors contributes to the
total uncertainty in a different way depending on the output
variable analyzed and the season (uncertainty associated
with RCM tends to be higher during the summer whereas
uncertainty associated with GCM is higher in the winter). In
the case of (wave-driving) wind speed, the emission scenario
does not play an important role; instead, the choice of
model, especially the GCM, is relevant [Kjellström et al.,
2011; Nikulin et al., 2011].

[6] Therefore, in order to properly assess the wave cli-
mate change, it is necessary to consider several GCM-
RCM realizations to cover as much of the uncertainty range
as possible. Indeed, D�equ�e and Somot [2010] and Donat
et al. [2010b] found that an ensemble is usually better than
the ‘‘best’’ single model—if any exists—although it might
be necessary to exclude outliers [Donat et al., 2010a].
Actually, it is far from clear which model is the ‘‘best’’
because model skill usually depends on both the analyzed
output variables and the season [D�equ�e et al., 2005], and a
better simulation of the observed climate does not prove
that climate response is more reliable [D�equ�e and Somot,
2010].

[7] This study focuses on the Catalan coast, located in
the NW part of the Mediterranean Basin (see Figure 1),
which apparently is an area particularly exposed to climate
change [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. Aiming to fill some of the
existing gaps, this paper has three main goals: first, to
provide the Catalan coast with detailed, high-resolution
wave climate projections. To our knowledge, only the

simulations of Lionello et al. [2008a] are available in the
study area, which have a resolution of 50 km and 6 h and
use just one RCM-GCM combination forced by A2 (‘‘pessi-
mistic’’) and B2 (‘‘optimistic’’) greenhouse scenarios [IPCC,
2007]. The higher spatial and time resolution used in this
study (25 km and 3 h) and the consideration of five different
RCM-GCM realizations (forced by the increasingly used
midline A1B scenario [IPCC, 2007]), respectively, allow us
to better reproduce the complex regional wave climate fea-
tures [S�anchez-Arcilla et al., 2008] and explore part of the
aforementioned uncertainty caused by climate models.

[8] Second, in order to better assess the significance of
the changes obtained, we propose a method to address the
uncertainty derived from the data variability itself. Such
variability is sometimes dismissed by using ‘‘standard’’
tests, which are not always suitable for the type of data
involved (e.g., methods that assume independent and/or
normally distributed data). The proposed methodology is a
bootstrap-based method in which the modifications of Cai
and Davies [2012] and Pandey et al. [2004] are jointly
implemented, to account for, respectively, the autocorrela-
tion present in the data and the poor representation of
extremes by the classical bootstrapping.

[9] Third, to gain insight into the understanding of the
atmosphere-wave climate system, the wave climate varia-
tions obtained are not merely described but are, in fact, dis-
cussed in relation to the latest studies on present and future
wind climate. Besides the typical significant wave height
(Hs) parameter, we address variations in the wave direction
distribution, which seem to have an important role in the
study area [Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2012] and possible
changes in the wind-sea/swell distribution, as recently done
by Charles et al. [2012].

Figure 1. Situation of the Catalan coast in the study area. Circles indicate wave grid points of the two domains used in
wave modeling (see section 3.1).
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[10] The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents a review of wind climate in the study area.
Sections 3 and 4 explain the methodology adopted with
regard to wave modeling and uncertainty analysis. In sec-
tions 5 and 6, results are presented and discussed. Finally,
section 7 presents a summary of conclusions.

2. Present and Future Wind Climate in the NW
Mediterranean Sea: A Review

[11] To better understand changes in wave climate, it is
important to first become acquainted with the expected
changes of forcing wind patterns. This section gives an
overview of the latest scientific knowledge regarding pres-
ent (section 2.1) and future (section 2.2) wind (wave-forc-
ing) climate in the NW Mediterranean Sea, where the
Catalan coast is located.

2.1. Present Climate

[12] Extratropical cyclones are the dominant feature of
midlatitudes [Ulbrich et al., 2009] as in the Mediterranean
basin. They mainly form and grow via baroclinic instabil-
ity, with the available potential energy being proportional
to the variance of temperature in the troposphere [Bengts-
son et al., 2009], which is highest during the winter season.
In the Mediterranean Sea, there is a prominent maxima in
the Gulf of Genoa (see Figure 1). Compared to northern
Europe, Mediterranean events are normally shorter and less
intense (with a typical radius of 500 km and average dura-
tion of 28 h according to Lionello et al. [2006]) and many
subregional and mesoscale effects take place, producing a
large spatial and seasonal variability [Campins et al.,
2011]. The reduced scale, along with the peculiar features
of the basin (complex orography, moisture of a relatively
large mass of water), makes the Mediterranean climate
more difficult to predict [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. It is there-
fore necessary to work at a higher spatial and temporal re-
solution compared to, for instance, the Atlantic Ocean
[Lionello et al., 2002]. One example of a local feature is the
Mistral wind (called Mestral in Catalonia), which consists of
an intense and persistent NW wind often caused by a cyclone
over the Gulf of Genoa, which is then channeled and intensi-
fied through the valleys between mountain ranges in the
north side of the NW Mediterranean such as the Rhone Val-
ley, or even through the Ebre Valley (see Figure 1). On the
Catalan coast, it is also common to have east winds in stormy
conditions (locally known as Llevant events), which are
caused by either an anticyclone over northern Europe or a
low-pressure area over Balearic Islands.

[13] During the summer, thermal and orographic effects
play a greater role in the genesis and maintenance of cyclo-
nes. In the NW Mediterranean, apart from the Gulf of
Genoa, there is another maxima in the number of cyclone
centers over the Iberian Peninsula caused by temperature
contrasts between land and sea [Campins et al., 2011]. Dur-
ing the warm period, the Mediterranean is also exposed to
tropical systems [Lionello et al., 2002] as a result of being
located in a transitional zone between humid mountains in
the north and arid regions in the south, although these are
not predominant events. Finally, spring and autumn can be
considered as transitional periods between winter and
summer contrasting patterns [Campins et al., 2011].

2.2. Future Climate

[14] It is very difficult to know exactly how the afore-
mentioned atmospheric patterns will react to climate
change due to the many competing processes that interact.
With regard to extratropical cyclones and considering only
their main forcing mechanism, the meridional temperature
gradient, uncertainty arises from the fact that global warm-
ing is not expected to be homogeneous in either latitude or
altitude. In the lower troposphere, stronger warming is
expected to occur in polar regions, whereas in the higher
troposphere it is expected at lower latitudes. This involves
a decrease (increase) of such a gradient in the lower (upper)
troposphere [Weisse and Von Storch, 2010]. Depending on
the spatial extension of such temperature variations, the
location of more unstable vertical stratification, linked to the
preferred storm track locations, will vary [Weisse and Von
Storch, 2010]. Many studies have found a consistent pole-
ward shift of such a location [e.g., Ulbrich et al., 2009]
which, at the European scale, would be translated into
enhanced wind speeds over northern Europe, and a decrease
in southern Europe [Lionello et al., 2008b; Donat et al.,
2011] where the study area is located. Nikulin et al. [2011]
concluded that such strengthening (weakening), in terms of
gust winds, will occur approximately north (south) of 45�N,
although locally there may be different signs of change.
However, a recent study [Scaife et al., 2011], which used
increased stratospheric resolution, concluded that this pole-
ward shift was overestimated and will actually be about 10�
further south than predicted in previous studies. In addition,
despite not being the predominant factor, extratropical cyclo-
nes are also affected by sea surface temperature (SST) gra-
dients, which affects their position and activity, and by
concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere, which
enhances their intensity [Bengtsson et al., 2006].

[15] As a result of these factors, most studies concur that
there will be a decrease in the number of Mediterranean
cyclones; however, there is a lack of consensus on whether
the number of intense cyclones will increase or decrease
[Lionello et al., 2002; Pinto et al., 2007], as summarized in
the IPCC AR4 report. Ulbrich et al. [2009] pointed out that
discrepancies between trends observed in studies are usu-
ally due to the different approaches used for defining an
‘‘extreme event.’’ However, a recent study [Ulbrich et al.,
2013] found that (for the IPCC A1B scenario), the total
numbers of cyclones identified are largely similar between
methods.

[16] The variation in wind direction remains even more
uncertain. Donat et al. [2010a] analyzed changes in circula-
tion weather types associated with (winter) European
storminess using nine RCM-GCM combinations. For most
of the simulations, they found that the predominant west-
erly flow over Europe will be significantly enhanced,
whereas the cyclonic weather type (large cyclone located
over central Europe associated with above-average wind
speed over the Mediterranean Sea) is expected to decrease.
Nevertheless, it is relevant to point out that, whereas East
and SE flow remain unchanged or even decrease in most of
the realizations, one GCM exhibited a contrasting pattern
in which East and SE flows significantly tend to increase.
Additionally, they found that the SW flow tends to decrease
for the later GCM, whereas for many other GCMs it tends
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to increase, although not being as statistically significant as
the east flow decrease.

3. Wave Modeling

[17] We use the dynamical downscaling technique to
project wave climate at a regional scale, as seen previously
in other studies [e.g., Charles et al., 2012; Grabemann and
Weisse, 2008; Lionello et al., 2008a]. In this section, we
specify the adopted configuration of the model settings and
the data sets used to run the wave model.

3.1. Model Settings

[18] Wave climate projections have been performed with
the SWAN wave model [Booij et al., 1999] version
40.72ABCD following a downscaling-nesting procedure
with two computational grids. The first includes the NW
Mediterranean Sea with a resolution of 0.5� (see Figure 1)
and assumes no waves entering the domain since wet boun-
daries are unknown. This artificial boundary does not sig-
nificantly affect the area of interest (Catalan coast) because
it includes the maximum fetch associated with the regional
wave climate, which is about 600 km since the islands of
Corsica and Sardinia are a barrier for most swell waves
[S�anchez-Arcilla et al., 2008].

[19] The second nested domain (see Figure 1) has a spa-
tial resolution of 0.125�—comparable to hindcast data in
the zone—and includes the Balearic Islands. To properly
account for their associated shadowing effects, a high spec-
tral resolution is necessary [Bola~nos, 2004]. In this study,
relative frequency resolution is �f =f ¼ 0:1, where
0:04 � f � 1 Hz , and directional bins are 10�.

[20] The computational time step of the nested simula-
tion was set to 1 h (while 3 h for the coarse domain),
although results have been stored every 3 h. Output consists
of typical spectrum-integrated/derived variables : signifi-
cant wave height Hs, peak wave period Tp and mean wave
direction �m.

3.2. Data Sets

[21] The bathymetry data used for the wave modeling is
the GEBCO One Minute Grid (http://www.gebco.net/,
accessed 2010), which, as the name indicates, has a spatial
resolution of 1/60�.

[22] Wave forcing consists of high spatial-resolution
(25 km), regional 10 m (nonstationary) wind projections
undertaken within the context of the ENSEMBLES project,
forced by the mid-line A1B emission scenario [IPCC,
2000]. Mean and maximum daily data are publicly avail-
able at http://www.ensembles-eu.org/ (accessed 2012) but
the hourly time-resolution version of those simulations —
necessary in order to properly reproduce regional wave cli-
mate in the study area (see section 2) — is stored locally.
For this study, four European research institutes freely
placed at our disposal their corresponding projections, forced
by the following RCMs: HIRHAM5 (from Danmarks Mete-
orologiske Institut—DMI, see Christensen et al. [2007]),
RACMO2 (from Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch
Instituut—KNMI, see van Meijgaard et al. [2008]), REMO
(from Max-Planck-Institut f€ur Meteorologe—MPI, see
http://www.remo-rcm.de, accessed 2012) and RCA3 (from
Sveriges Meteorologiska och Hydrologiska Institut—SMHI,
see Samuelsson et al. [2011]). All projections were forced

by the ECHAM5 general circulation model [Roeckner et al.,
2003], and, for the RCA3 RCM, the configuration using
HadCM3Q3 GCM [Collins et al., 2001] was also provided.
For each RCM-GCM combination, two 30 year time slices
were selected to project wave climate changes (as recom-
mended by Hemer et al. [2011]): ‘‘present’’ (1971–2000)
and ‘‘future’’ (2071–2100); except for MPI data, for which
the first period is 1981–2010 (due to data availability). The
five subsets of wind data are respectively named in this study
as: HIR_E, RAC_E, REM_E, RCA_E, and RCA_H. As
illustrated in Table 1, output time resolution is 3 h for
RAC_E, RCA_E, and RCA_H, versus 1 h for HIR_E and
REM_E. In all cases, the output is instantaneous except for
REM_E, for which it is averaged over an 1 h time window.
Actually, despite having the same (output) time resolution,
every model has a slightly different (internal) computational
time step (usually between 10 and 30 min). To homogenize
the wave modeling realizations, a common time resolution
of 3 h has been used to force the wave model. With regard
to the spatial resolution, all models have a resolution of
25 km (see Table 1) but in the cases of RCA_E and RCA_H,
a spatial average has been previously carried out in the
atmospheric model. Therefore, their wind speed fields tend
to underestimate extreme events [Kriezi and Broman, 2008].

[23] Finally, to explore the RCM-GCM bias, the pro-
jected wave climate for the present period is validated with
the hindcast data of the HIPOCAS project [Guedes Soares
et al., 2002] available for the same period of time. This
wave data set has a time resolution of 3 h and a (variable)
spatial resolution of 0.125� at nearshore areas whereas 0.5�
offshore. Although some extreme events are underesti-
mated by HIPOCAS data [Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010a],
it well represents the mean climate [Ratsimandresy et al.,
2008].

4. Uncertainty Analysis of Projected Changes

[24] Let x(m) be the time series of the wave variables
obtained by wave modeling (either Hs, Tp, or �m, see sec-
tion 3.1) for a certain wave grid point m considered
(m ¼ 1; � � � ;M , where M is the total number of wave grid
points). For each x(m), some parameters have been calcu-
lated to characterize the wave climate, denoted in general
as � mð Þ. The associated projected change, denoted as
�� mð Þ, is the ‘‘difference’’ between the value of � mð Þ for
the future scenario and the value of � mð Þ for the present
one. Quotes are used to indicate that the difference here
refers to a general measure of comparison, and it does not
necessarily represent the Euclidean distance between the
two quantities. In fact, �� mð Þ is usually computed as the

Table 1. Subsets of 10 m Wind Data and Their (Output) Tempo-
ral and Spatial Resolution

Acronym Institute RCM GCM �t (h) �x (km)

HIR_E DMI HIRHAM5 ECHAM5 1 25
RAC_E KNMI RACMO2 ECHAM5 3 25
REM_E MPI REMO ECHAM5 1a 25
RCA_E SMHI RCA3 ECHAM5 3 25a

RCA_H SMHI RCA3 HadCM3Q3 3 25a

aThe values have been obtained after averaging (see main text).
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relative difference (except for those � mð Þ expressed in
terms of frequencies, where the absolute difference is
used). In section 4.1, the estimated parameters are detailed.

[25] In the context of climate change, it is very important
to perform an accurate uncertainty analysis of any pro-
jected changes. Even considering just one RCM-GCM
combination with a certain emission scenario, there is a
degree of uncertainty related to the data variability as each
wave projection should be considered as a sample extracted
from a large population. To achieve the second goal stated
in section 1, rather than taking a deterministic approach,
�� mð Þ is considered as a random variable, whose estimated
value is that obtained from computed wave projections,
��̂ mð Þ. To assess the significance of ��̂, a modified boot-
strap method is used, combining (1) the method proposed
by Cai and Davies [2012] and (2) the semiparametric
approach of Pandey et al. [2003, 2004]. Cai and Davies
[2012] proposed a model-free method adapted to time se-
ries, which are typically characterized by being autocorre-
lated, especially when time resolution is high (like in this
study). The approach by Pandey et al. [2003, 2004] serves
to overcome the deficiencies of bootstrapping as regards
the correct estimation of extremes. In section 4.2, the basis
of these two methods and how they are applied to this study
are explained.

[26] Following the aforementioned bootstrapped method,
a sample of projected changes ��̂

�
m; jð Þ (� means boot-

strapped) is obtained for each parameter � and each point
m, where j ¼ 1; � � � ; nboot and nboot is the total number of
bootstrapped samples (we choose nboot ¼ 1000 as recom-
mended by Park et al. [2001]). The significance of ��̂ mð Þ
is assessed by means of the null hypothesis
H0 : �� mð Þ ¼ 0. H0 is rejected or, in other words, the esti-
mated change is considered significant when the confidence
intervals of ��̂ mð Þ do not include the zero. To account for
the bias correction and center the sample ��̂

�
m; jð Þ around

zero, as suggested by Hall and Wilson [1991], the confi-
dence intervals are calculated as the �=2ð Þ th and
1� �=2ð Þ th quantiles (� ¼ 0:05 is the confidence level)

obtained from the sample ��̂
�

m; jð Þ ���̂ mð Þ, instead of
just ��̂

�
m; jð Þ, where, as discussed earlier, ��̂ mð Þ is the

estimated change of the original time series. Without this
correction, the probability of accepting a false H0 would
increase, thereby decreasing the power of the test.

4.1. Parameters Estimated

[27] The parameters used to estimate future changes on
wave conditions are divided into mean wave climate (me-
dian Hs, median Tp, frequencies of the directional sectors,
frequencies of the type of sea states; see section 4.1.1) and
extreme wave climate (50 year return value of Hs ; see sec-
tion 4.1.2).
4.1.1. Mean Wave Climate

[28] The median is a statistic that does not depend on the
scale/distribution of the data and is robust in the sense that
it is little affected by outliers. Hs and Tp are thus character-
ized using their respective median values, and �� is com-
puted as the relative increase or decrease between present
and future values. As for �m, we have studied the fre-
quency of the eight sectors centered in (coming from) north
(N), northeast (NE), east (E), southeast (SE), south (S),
southwest (SW), west (W), and northwest (NW) directions,

with �� being the absolute difference between present and
future frequencies. Note that the analysis of the directional
frequencies is preferable to the average of �m (calculated
as the angle associated with the sum of the unit vectors
described by each direction) since the latter does not
always have a clear physical meaning. For example, in a
hypothetical case with two predominant populations com-
ing from north and east, respectively, the average direction
would be NE, from which no waves would be coming.

[29] The wind-sea/swell distribution of waves is also
assessed due to their different impact on the coastal beaches,
typically corresponding to erosive versus regenerative proc-
esses. Despite the relatively short fetch in the study area
compared to the open ocean, swell waves are present. But
pure swell waves are rare [Garc�ıa et al., 1993] and are usu-
ally combined with growing wind sea, producing mixed sea
states. In this study, we use the method presented by Charles
et al. [2012], which is based on the inverse wave age A�1

(see equation (1)). If A�1 < 0:15, then waves are swell,
whereas if A�1 > 0:83, they are wind-sea waves, with the
mixed sea states falling in between. This categorization
serves to estimate present and future occurrences associated
with each type of wave climate. As for the directional fre-
quencies, �� is computed as their absolute difference.

A�1 ¼ W10cos��

Cp
ð1Þ

where �� is the angle difference between wind and wave
direction and Cp ¼ 1:56Tp. This method is the same as the
‘‘wave age and wind/wave direction correlation method’’
presented by de Farias et al. [2012], although the latter is
stricter about the difference between wave and wind direc-
tion (limited to 45� for wind-sea states versus 90� in
Charles et al. [2012]). We adopt the more permissive ver-
sion of the criterion; otherwise, very few wind-sea state cases
would have been identified in our study area. We would like
to point out that the aim of this study is not to precisely deter-
mine the present wind-sea/swell distribution—for which the
complete frequency and directional spectrum would be nec-
essary in order to apply a method of separation like those pre-
sented by Portilla et al. [2009]—but rather to determine their
evolution caused by climate change.
4.1.2. Extreme Wave Climate

[30] As explained later in section 4.2, the inability of
bootstrapping to correctly reproduce extremes is overcome
by fitting a generalized pareto distribution (GPD, see equa-
tion (4)) to the tail of the distribution, following the
approach of Pandey et al. [2003, 2004]. The extreme wave
climate is therefore characterized by a parameter derived
from the GPD model: the r-year return level of Hs, zr (in
this study r¼ 50), calculated by equation (2). As for the
median of Hs and Tp, �� is calculated as the relative differ-
ence between present and future values.

zr ¼ uþ �̂
�̂

��1
u 1� 1� 1

rny

� ���1( ) !��̂
� 1

2
4

3
5 ð2Þ

where �̂ and �̂ are the fitted GPD parameters (see equation
(4)) obtained by the maximum likelihood method, ny is the
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number of observations per year (estimated as the total
number of observations divided by the number of years),
and �u ¼ 1� FE uð Þ is the threshold exceedance rate that
can be estimated empirically as the proportion of observa-
tions above u (see section 4.2). The parameter � is the
extremal index [see Fawcett and Walshaw, 2012], to
account for the correlation between storms, normally pres-
ent if only a threshold condition is imposed (no duration
requirement, for instance).

[31] One important assumption of the GPD model is the
independence between storms. This requirement is usually
fulfilled by implementing, apart from the threshold estab-
lishment, some duration requirements based on experience
and knowledge about wave physics [e.g., Mendoza and
Jim�enez, 2006], which makes it possible to detect depend-
ent storms and combine them into a unique event. This
approach works on a storm-by-storm basis and therefore
implementing them for several scenarios, thousands of
points (M) and nboot samples (see section 4.2), as in this
study, would be very time consuming. Instead, the coeffi-
cient � is involved in equation (2). For an independent pro-
cess, � ¼ 1 and as � ! 0 there is increasing dependence.
The estimation of � is made as follows. For each original

present model data set, � is estimated to fulfill z50 �̂
� �

¼
zind

50 for each wave grid point m. The value z50 is obtained
from equation (2) using all exceedances above u (and thus
correlated), whereas zind

50 (ind stands for ‘‘independent’’) is
calculated using � ¼ 1 while previously filtering out inde-
pendent storms with the duration requirements defined by
Mendoza and Jim�enez [2006]. The results show that � has a
mean value around 0.4–0.5, in the range of those obtained
by Fawcett and Walshaw [2012].

4.2. Adopted Bootstrap Methodology

[32] The classical bootstrapping procedure (individual
sampling allowing for repetition) is a robust, simple,
straightforward method that has the advantage of being
model free. In both older and more recent literature, it has
been increasingly used in relation to computer science
improvement. For the Catalan coast, Casas-Prat and Sierra
[2010b] compared the confidence intervals of a temporal
trend obtained by bootstrapping with a more complex
Bayesian approach and found very similar results.

[33] However, this method was designed for independent
and identically distributed data, and therefore it does not
preserve the temporal dependence in the data. Bear in mind
that, for example, when comparing the mean value of two
autocorrelated samples, if the autocorrelation is not
accounted for, unwarranted rejections of the null hypothe-
sis are obtained [Wilks, 1997]. Different methodologies
have been proposed in the last two decades to account for
such autocorrelation or other (time) dependencies. The
moving blocks bootstrap [Wilks, 1997] defines a block
length, and, instead of resampling the data individually, at
each iteration, an entire block is randomly selected from
the original series. The choice of the block length depends
on the data length and the strength and type of autocorrela-
tion. Park et al. [2001] proposed the threshold bootstrap
method, which, instead of using a constant block length,
divides the data into chunks that include a certain number
of cycles, with these being defined by crossing a selected

threshold. In this methodology, both the threshold and
number of cycles per chunk must be chosen. However, it
has the advantage of splitting the data into ‘‘natural’’ cycles
and therefore not producing unwanted discontinuities in the
bootstrap data, as in the moving blocks bootstrap method.
Park et al. [2001] also found that this method presents nar-
rower confidence intervals for the mean and median esti-
mators compared to the moving blocks bootstrap method.

[34] In this study, the classical bootstrap method is first
modified based on Cai and Davies [2012], who recently
developed a method that extends bootstrapping to nonsta-
tionary time series as well (e.g., having a temporal trend).
The general idea is to divide the data into different groups
classified according to the corresponding percentile bins.
The bootstrap time series is built in a way that the ‘‘same’’
distribution of quantiles over time is reproduced, as
detailed below. Cai and Davies [2012] also compared their
method with the moving blocks bootstrap, obtaining results
similar to the estimated parameters but with narrower con-
fidence intervals.

[35] Let x mð Þ ¼ x 1;mð Þ; x 2;mð Þ; x 3;mð Þ; � � � ; x T ;mð Þf g,
where T is the data (time) length, and nq, a previously cho-
sen number of quantiles to subsequently separate the data
into bins (the choice of this parameter is discussed later in
this section). Each single value x(t,m) t ¼ 1; � � � ; Tð Þ, is
then labeled as i, xi t;mð Þ, if it belongs to the i=nq

� �
-th

quantile bin, i.e., i is the lowest value for which
x t;mð Þ < xi=nq

t;mð Þ, where i ¼ 1; � � � ; nq x1 ¼ 1ð Þ. This
classification allows us to divide the original data into
groups of consecutive equal labels, e.g., x1 1;mð Þ� 	

;
�

x2 2;mð Þ; x2 3;mð Þ; x2 4;mð Þ� 	
; x3 5;mð Þ; x3 6;mð Þ� 	

; :::; x1
�

T � 1;mð Þ; x1 T ;mð Þgg. Following the same order of groups
over time (in the example 1f g; 2f g; 3f g; � � � ; 1f gf g), for
each group i, the bootstrap values are randomly sampled
among the pools of groups with the same label i (not neces-
sarily having the same length as the original data group).
This procedure is repeated until the total length of the origi-
nal data is achieved (truncating at the end, if necessary),
thus obtaining the bootstrap sample x� mð Þ ¼ x� 1;mð Þ;f
x� 2;mð Þ; x� 3;mð Þ; � � � ; x� T ;mð Þg (for further details, see
Cai and Davies [2012]). Repeating the entire procedure
nboot times, nboot times series x� mð Þ are obtained for each
variable x mð Þ.

[36] In order to take into account the spatial correlation
of each x(m), as well as the cross correlation among the
variables (e.g., cross correlation between Hs and Tp),
instead of applying the method of Cai and Davies [2012]
for each variable and wave grid point m separately, it is
jointly implemented as follows. The method of Cai and
Davies [2012] is only applied to a ‘‘representative’’ Hs time
series, which consists of the spatial-average Hs tð Þ time se-
ries, where the median is taken based on the entire set of
wave grid points. Afterward, the same permutations are
applied to each x mð Þ 8mð Þ. This procedure is similar to the
one of Wilks [1997]. He found that the simultaneous appli-
cation of univariate resampling methods yields a powerful
multivariate method in which the cross correlation is suc-
cessfully captured by resampling, rather than through
explicit modeling and estimation.

[37] In regard to selecting the number of quantiles, nq, as
recommended by Cai and Davies [2012], a sensitivity anal-
ysis is performed, and nq is chosen as the maximum value
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after which the estimate of the statistic of interest and the
corresponding bootstrap quantile ranges do not change sig-
nificantly. In this study, we have used the aforementioned
‘‘representative’’ (spatial average) Hs as the statistic of in-
terest. Based on the results obtained (see Figure 2), in
which we use a random season (summer) and a random
RCM (RAC_E), nq ¼ 80 is chosen.

[38] As previously mentioned, one important limitation
of the bootstrap methodology is its inability to reproduce
extreme events with reasonable values of nboot. The reason
is that a given random sample may not contain any extreme
observations that are in the region of tail extrapolation
[Pandey et al., 2003]. In order to study the extremes with-
out increasing nboot too much, which would entail a huge
computational effort, this problem is overcome by using
additionally the nonparametric approach of Pandey et al.
[2003, 2004]. After obtaining the nboot times series x� mð Þ
by the method of Cai and Davies [2012], their final distri-
bution FB is modeled as:

FB xð juÞ ¼ 1� FE uð Þ½ �FP xð Þ þ FE uð Þ for x > u
FE xð Þ for x � u



ð3Þ

where FE is the empirical cumulative density function of x�
as obtained by Cai and Davies [2012] method, and FP is
the GPD, fitted to x� above a certain threshold u (see sec-
tion 4.1). In this study, u ¼ u mð Þ since stormy conditions
near the coastline are not the same as those offshore. The
95th percentile is chosen, which gives u ’ 2 m close to the
Catalan coast, within the range of values recommended by
the Spanish Harbor Authority for this area. For a generic
variable x, the GPD model can be expressed as

FP xð Þ ¼ 1� 1þ � x� u

�

� �h i�1=�
ð4Þ

with � and � being the scale and shape GPD parameters,
respectively.

[39] Instead of using directly Hs, equation (4) is fitted to
the lnHs excesses, as recommended by Ortego et al.
[2012]. Apart from taking into account the relative scale of
Hs, Ortego et al. [2012] pointed out that with this transfor-
mation, they obtained a Weibull-type GPD function
� < 0ð Þ, with the maximum xsup ¼ ��=� (see equation

(4)), which is consistent with the fact that physical phenom-
ena in the Earth system are naturally bounded and, in par-
ticular, ocean waves are limited by several factors: water

depth, steepness of waves, maximum fetch distance, storm
duration, etc. [Ortego et al., 2012].

[40] With this second modification, the adopted boot-
strap method is no longer purely model free, but, since this
only affects the tail of the distribution, it does not constitute
a significant shortcoming, since previous studies related to
wave climate [e.g., Ortego et al., 2012] have shown that
this type of extreme data is well represented by a GPD
function.

5. Results

[41] In this section, we present the obtained results,
which are separated into present climate (see section 5.1)
and climate change signals (see section 5.2). Special atten-
tion is paid to the winter season (sections 5.1.1 and 5.2.1),
which is normally the most energetic season, although
results for the summer are also provided (see sections 5.1.2
and 5.2.2). Winter is defined as the months of December-
January-February, with summer comprising June-July-
August, as is common in studies on the Mediterranean cli-
mate [e.g., Giorgi and Lionello, 2008].

[42] As mentioned in section 3.2, the present simulation
of REM_E corresponds to the period 1981–2010, and
therefore it differs from its future projection by 90 years
instead of 100 like the other models. However, since the
future changes are generally mild, this is not taken into
account in the analysis of the results, since we do not con-
sider this 10 year difference to be of major importance.

5.1. Review and Validation of the Present Climate

[43] A review of the present wave climate is made based
on the simulated present period, highlighting both consis-
tencies and disagreements obtained between models. A
qualitative validation of the present climate is carried out
by comparing with the HIPOCAS data (see section 3.2) and
with previous studies.
5.1.1. Winter

[44] Modeled median Hs for the present climate is shown
in the upper row of Figure 3 (the spatial pattern of the me-
dian Tp, not shown, is similar to that of the median Hs). The
arrows correspond to the mean �m and, for the sake of
clarity, only arrows corresponding to one out of every three
grid points are plotted. All realizations show a predominant
mean NW-W direction (especially offshore), which agrees
with the results of Lionello et al. [2008a], and can be
explained by the predominant Mistral (NW) wind in the
area during the winter season (see section 2.1 and Figure
4). Near the coast, however, as expected, the mean �m

tends to ‘‘turn’’ toward the coast, being within the range of
E-SE-S-SW sectors. This area of coastline influence is pri-
marily caused by the coastline orientation itself—produc-
ing fetch-limited conditions for (NW) seaward winds—and
the large fraction of swell waves coming from the east sec-
tor [S�anchez-Arcilla et al., 2008].

[45] HIR_E model results are particularly different from
the rest for the present climate, with the present median Hs

being significantly larger than the other models and the
present mean wave direction being less affected by the
coastline orientation. This can be explained by the higher
value of the median W10 in HIR_E model (see Figure 4)
and therefore the greater presence of wind-sea waves

Figure 2. Bootstrap estimate of the median (Hs) as a
function of nq (for summer, RAC_E forcing).
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associated with the aforementioned Mistral (seaward) wind
pattern that counteracts (NE-E) swell waves. Comparison
with the median Hs of the HIPOCAS data set (see Figure 5)
and with the winter average Hs obtained by Lionello et al.
[2008a] for the reference period confirms that HIR_E
results represent an outlier and overestimate Hs in the study
area. Regarding the (wave forcing) wind field, Donat et al.
[2010b] and Pryor et al. [2012] obtained similar differen-
ces at the European and northern European scale, respec-
tively, using similar RCM-GCM combinations. However,
contrary to what seems to happen in the NW Mediterra-
nean, Pryor et al. [2012] concluded that wind climate was

better reproduced by HIRHAM5 RCM (RCM used in
HIR_E configuration).

[46] With regard to the current directional distribution of
waves, Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding eight direc-
tional sector frequencies (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and
NW). Reasonable results are generally obtained from all
models, with more or less the same patterns reproduced.
Dominant Mistral wind events are clearly translated into a
high value of NW wave occurrence with a maxima in the
Gulf of Lion (up to 42%) and a second maxima in the Ebre
Delta (around 25%, with values similar to rose diagrams of
a nearshore buoy [Bola~nos et al., 2009]). In the latter

Figure 3. Estimated present (upper rows) and projected relative change (lower rows) of the median Hs (color maps) for
winter, forced by the five RCM-GCM wind data sets. Arrows show the present mean wave direction, and
thin black lines delimit areas of significant change.

Figure 4. Estimated present (upper rows) and projected relative change (lower rows) of the median W10s (color maps)
for winter corresponding to the five RCM-GCM wind data sets. Arrows show the present mean wave
direction, and thin black lines delimit significant areas of change.
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location, there is more variability among models and, for
example, HIR_E exhibits a larger frequency that explains
the NW direction of �m near the coastline (see Figure 3).
Note that in both the Gulf of Lion and the Ebre Delta, NW
waves are fetch limited because wind blows from the land
and therefore the large frequency of NW waves does not
translate into a large Hs near the coastline. The second most
frequent sector corresponds to north waves around Cape
Creus and southward offshore (maximum frequencies rang-
ing from 35% to 45%), which can be indirectly associated to
the Mistral events too. Moving southward along the Catalan
coast and in the north of the Cape Nau area, NE waves
become more important because of the larger fetch associ-
ated with this direction. In between these two locations, the
NE contribution is attenuated because of the shadow effect
of the coastline orientation, which once again underscores
the role of the coastline in the directional distribution of
waves near the coast. Although the east flow is not the pre-
dominant one (see section 2.1), a notable proportion of east
waves is encountered along most coastline stretches that
face east (around 20% in the middle of the Catalan coast),
which is more accentuated in RCA_H model. Finally, with
regard to the whole south sector, SW waves are the most fre-
quent, especially in the upper-middle Catalan coast (with a
frequency up to 35%) whereas south waves are more impor-
tant in the Ebre Delta. In general, the results obtained are
qualitatively consistent with the analysis of hindcast data of
Casas-Prat and Sierra [2012].

[47] The current frequencies associated to the types of sea
states are illustrated in Figure 7. According to the classifica-
tion used (see section 4.1), there is a predominance of wind-
sea states in all models (with a frequency of up to 80%)
throughout the domain offshore. Near the coastline, as
expected, swell and mixed sea states gain importance. The
patterns obtained by the models are consistent but some dif-
ferences exist. With HIR_E model, wind waves are more
frequent, which might be explained by the positive bias of
the wind field seen in Figure 4 (which have a predominant
fetch-limited NW component). On the contrary, RCA_H
model has a higher occurrence of swell events between the
Balearic Islands and the Iberian Peninsula, which is consist-
ent with the higher simulation of east (sea-to-land) flow
associated with this model (illustrated in Figure 6).

[48] Finally, in order to characterize the extreme wave
climate, Figure 8 shows the present value of z50 corre-
sponding to each model configuration (present climate in
the upper row). The value z50 reaches values up to 7 m

approximately, and it has a current spatial pattern similar to
the median Hs. As seen with the median value, HIR_E
overpredicts z50, whereas values below the ensemble mean
are obtained by RCA_E and RCA_H, which agrees with
the wind underestimation of extremes of these models
found by Kriezi and Broman [2008] (the differences associ-
ated to these last two models are more accentuated com-
pared to the median Hs). Especially in terms of the number
of storms (not shown), RCA_H is below the others.
5.1.2. Summer

[49] Compared to the winter season, summer is charac-
terized by lower wave heights as shown in Figure 9 (upper
row). Overestimation of Hs (and W10 too, see Figure 10) is
also present for the HIR_E model. In general, mean �m

also has a predominant NW component, but it is not as
(spatially) generalized as in the winter. As explained in sec-
tion 2.1, apart from the Gulf of Genoa, in the summer there
is a second important area of cyclogenesis over the Iberian
Peninsula, which causes a SW-W wind flow, especially in
the southwest part of the domain (see Figure 10), producing
a larger median Hs there. This more energetic area in the
south part of the domain is also captured in Lionello et al.
[2008a] simulations, but their results show an average
wave direction pointing south.

[50] The analysis of the directional frequencies of waves
for the present period is shown in Figure 11. Maximum fre-
quencies are associated with the NW direction being
located at the Gulf of Lion (contrary to winter, HIR_E real-
ization simulates less NW waves). As during winter, this is
translated into a large concentration of north wave events
around Cape Creus and offshore. The east sector is notably
more frequent than in winter, being compensated by a
lower presence of the south sector. In general, a large
agreement is found among all models.

[51] Regarding the current distribution of the types of
wave states (see Figure 12), there is a lower occurrence of
wind-sea states compared to winter, being concentrated
mainly in the NE zone. This is reasonable according to the
milder wind conditions. Conversely, the presence of mixed
sea states is more notable, especially in the midsouthern
part of the domain.

[52] Figure 13 illustrates the estimation of the present z50

in the upper row. Maximum values of z50 are concentrated
in the NE part of the domain, being up to 4 m approxi-
mately. Comparison between models shows a similar pat-
tern of (over)underestimation as in winter.

5.2. Climate Change Signals

[53] In this section, the projected changes are presented,
and, as in section 5.1, the agreement between models is
assessed. In all figures, the thin black lines enclose the
areas of statistically significant variations according to the
methodology explained in section 4.
5.2.1. Winter

[54] The lower row of Figure 3 illustrates the projected
future relative increase/decrease of the median Hs. Results
show a common pattern of Hs reduction in most of the do-
main (up to 14%), whereas in the northern area we see the
opposite, with a rise up to 15% (absolute maximum
increase of 10 cm). Lionello et al. [2008a] found a similar
projected change for the B2 greenhouse scenario with simi-
lar rates of change (for the A2 scenario they obtained

Figure 5. Median Hs for (left) winter and (right) summer
calculated from HIPOCAS data set.
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Figure 6. Estimated present frequency of each directional sector of waves for winter, obtained from the five (RCM-
GCM) wind data sets.
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negative rates all across the study area). A comparable
increase is also observed in the wind fields (Figure 4),
where the maximum rise is up to 18% (up to 0.5 m/s) but
lower in average. The pattern of the predicted changes of
the median Tp (not shown) is similar to that of Hs but has in

general lower rates of increase/decrease, around 65%
(while around 610% for the median Hs). Just for the last
model (RCA_H), there are few narrow areas along the
coast that faces east where the median Tp slightly increases,
whereas the median Hs slightly decreases.

Figure 7. Estimated present distribution of wind-sea (upper row), swell (middle row), and mixed sea states (lower row)
for winter.

Figure 8. Estimated present (upper rows) and projected relative change (lower rows) of z50 for winter, forced by the 5
RCM-GCM wind data sets. Thin black lines delimit areas of significant change.
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[55] Regional variations between model realizations are
observed in the size and intensity of the area of Hs increase
in the northern segment but also in the location of the maxi-
mum decrease. In this regard, in the case of RCA_H
(driven by HadCM3Q3 GCM), the maximum decrease
occurs in the southeast segment of the domain but in the
southwest in the other models (all are driven by the same
ECHAM5 GCM). This discrepancy might be related to the
increase of east flow associated with the RCA_H model as
seen later on in this section. In all models, the median win-
ter Hs along the Catalan coast is expected to decrease (up
to 7%), which qualitatively agrees with previous results
based on trend analysis [Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2012].

[56] The absolute predicted changes of directional fre-
quencies are shown in Figure 14. Maximum absolute dif-
ferences are about 65%, but they might get higher in

relative terms—e.g., up to 80% for East and NE directions
and the RCA_H model. The most remarkable results lie in
the difference between model realizations driven by
ECHAM5 (HIR_E, RAC_E, REM_E, RCA_E) and
HadCM3Q3 (RCA_H). In the former, there is a remarkable
increase of NW and west frequencies (especially in the
Gulf of Lion and Ebre Delta), up to 5% (35% in relative
terms) and, to a lesser extent, a rise in the south and SW
components (especially in the Ebre Delta and in the middle
of the Catalan coast, respectively). In contrast, the RCA_H
results show a significant increase of the whole east sector.
In absolute terms, the maximum rise is about 6%, although
it represents a maximum relative increase ranging from
77% to 117%. As discussed later in section 6, these dis-
crepancies can be related with a different west-east wind
flow simulation of the corresponding forcing GCMs.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 3 but for summer.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 4 but for summer.
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[57] The aforementioned increase of NW wind/wave
occurrence over the Gulf of Lion translates into a greater
future predominance of wind-sea states in that location (see
Figure 15) for all models driven by ECHAM5 except for

HIR_E, which exhibits a different pattern of change, possi-
bly due to the already positive bias of present wind-sea states
(due to an overestimation of W10). Meanwhile, a larger and
more spatially extended rise in the occurrence of wind waves

Figure 11. Same as Figure 6 but for summer.
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is obtained offshore for RCA_H, whereas it drops along
most coasts that face east. The increase of east flow associ-
ated to this GCM (see section 6) is expected to produce
wind waves offshore that become mixed sea states when
they get closer to the coast, due to the interaction with other
wind waves generated there locally (note that pure swell is
expected to decrease throughout the domain). Lastly, it is
interesting to note the moderate rise of swell and mixed
waves in RCA_E, REM_E, and RCA_E over the middle and

southwest corner of the domain, which could be explained
by the enhanced SW and south wave frequencies observed
with these models, causing enhanced mixed waves (not pure
wind waves, probably because SW winds are not expected
to be very intense compared those coming from north).

[58] Finally, Figure 8 illustrates the relative change of
z50 (lower row). Their magnitude is accentuated compared
to the median Hs, with relative rises/drops around 620%
(in general, translated into maximum absolute changes

Figure 12. Same as Figure 7 but for summer.

Figure 13. Same as Figure 8 but for summer.
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Figure 14. Projected absolute change of frequency of each directional sector of waves for winter, obtained from the five
(RCM-GCM) wind data sets. Thin black lines delimit areas of significance change.
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<1 m—larger drops in REM_E case) and locally achieving
maximum positive/negative rates of 64%/93%. A similar
pattern is obtained for the relative change in total number
of storms (not shown), but in this case the range is larger
(640%). However, it is difficult to derive a robust change
because large differences are observed between models and
the areas of statistically significant changes are less abun-
dant compared to the mean climate. Such reduction of stat-
istically significance was also observed by Lionello et al.
[2008a] when analyzing the projected changes of the 10
year return value of Hs.

[59] The z50 projections could be grouped into: RAC_E
and RCA_E, HIR_E and REM_E, and RCA_H. First,
both RAC_E and RCA_E show an increase of z50 in the
Gulf of Lion and Cape Creus area, consistent with the
obtained increase of the median Hs, apparently related to
Mistral wind events. But owing to the NW component of
such wave-driving wind, extreme waves close to the coast
from where the wind blows tend to be shorter due to
fetch-limited conditions. In contrast, HIR_E and REM_E
do not show any increase, while z50 tends to drop (espe-
cially in the latter case). Lastly, RCA_H (the one with
the different GCM model) exhibits a very different pat-
tern of change, with maximum increases located along
most coastal stretches that face east. The reason is the
enhanced east flow projected by this model (see section
3.1), which, in terms of Hs, is enhanced by favorable
fetch conditions along such coasts, causing a rise of the
number of east storms (not shown) over 50% along the
Catalan coast. Nevertheless, these changes are not statisti-
cally significant.

5.2.2. Summer
[60] Predicted future changes in the median Hs in summer

have a very different pattern compared to winter (see lower
row of Figure 9). A general tendency to increase with a
maximum of 15% (achieved in the case of RCA_H) is found
in the southwest part of the domain—hardly affecting the
Catalan coast—albeit with different intensities and local
peculiarities among models. An increase in the average
summer Hs was also found by Lionello et al. [2008a] for
both the A2 and B2 scenarios (being B2 closer to our results,
in terms of the location and expansion of the increase). Such
a pattern of change is closely related to the wind (forcing)
pattern (see Figure 10) in which, apart from rising in the
southern part of the domain, there is an increase over land
(in the NW part of the study area), which in most cases
hardly contributes to wave generation. An opposite (nega-
tive) signal is simulated in the northeast corner, for which
wind speed (and Hs) tends to decrease.

[61] Predicted changes in directional distribution during
summer (see Figure 16) are substantial (up to 19% and
180% in absolute and relative terms, respectively) predomi-
nantly concentrated—in the positive sense—in the North,
NE, and East sectors, and the SE to a lesser extent. Con-
versely, the south sector tends to decrease slightly, which
would be explained by a lower thermal difference between
land and sea in the future climate. Indeed, despite W10 ris-
ing in the south part of the domain, this is associated with a
more NE component (not with the thermal SW flow),
which subsequently translates into the wave climate. In
contrast to winter, we observe a more similar response by

Figure 15. Projected absolute change of wind-sea, swell, and mixed sea states occurrence for winter. Thin black lines
delimit areas of significant change.
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the two families of GCMs, with the discrepancies due to
both RCMs and GCMs.

[62] The decrease in the NW wave frequency translates
into a decrease of wind-sea states in the Gulf of Lion

(except for HIR_E, see Figure 17). There is a rise of wind
(mixed) sea states south (north) of the Balearic Islands,
which is possibly related to the increase of NE and East
waves, as previously seen in Figure 11. The decrease of

Figure 16. Same as Figure 14 but for summer.
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mixed sea states (and swells) south of the Balearic Islands
highlights the shadowing effect associated with such
directions.

[63] Similar to what occurs in the winter, predicted
changes of z50 (see lower row of Figure 13) are higher than
for the median Hs : around 620% in most locations (or
even positive changes are found where the median Hs

drops). Such relative changes are translated into maximum
absolute changes of 0.50–0.90 m. In the direction analysis,
all models showed an increase of the NE component (see
Figure 16), which probably explains the rise in z50 in the
NE area comprising the mainland and the Balearic Islands.
However, the exact location and extension of such an
increase varies between models. For example, whereas for
RAC_E model, there is a notable increase of z50 along the
midnorthern Catalan coast, REM_E only show an increase
around Cape Creus. However, all models seem to coincide
on a decrease to the south of the Balearic Islands.

6. Discussion

[64] In this section, we discuss and get into more detail
about some of the interesting results presented in section 5.
First, note that the rate of change of the median Hs is gener-
ally not proportional to the squared rate of change of the
median W10 (which would be the case in a pure, fully
developed wind-sea state). This indicates the presence of
swell and mixed sea states and the complexity of sea
waves, which can be fetch/duration limited due to the large
temporal and spatial variability of wind fields in the study

area [Alomar, 2012]. However, in stormy conditions, local
wave generation is more important, and therefore the non-
linear relation Hs / W 2

10 might be more applicable, which
might explain why increases in z50 are higher than in the
median Hs field.

[65] With regard to the relation between Hs and Tp,
results suggest that the proportionality Tp /

ffiffiffiffiffi
Hs
p

will
broadly remain applicable in the future, and therefore the
projected relative change of Tp can be mostly approximated
as the square root of the relative change of Hs, even though
the aforementioned complexity of the wave climate. Bear
in mind that Tp /

ffiffiffiffiffi
Hs
p

is based on fetch limited wave
growth, and therefore it is reasonable that it remains appli-
cable in general in the study area, where fetches are short
compared to the open ocean, and therefore no abrupt
changes in the wind-sea/swell distribution are found. How-
ever, this might not be always appropriate. As shown in the
recent study of Hemer et al. [2013], projected positive
changes of Tp can be found in large areas where Hs does
not increase, due to the extended influence of enhanced
wave generation propagating as swell across the global
ocean.

[66] The analysis of the eight directional sector frequen-
cies has served to highlight the differences between pro-
jected changes simulated by different GCMs. These results
are consistent with the findings of Donat et al. [2010a] (see
section 2.2). In an ensemble mean, they found a significant
increased frequency of westerly wind flow (relative change
of 16%) and less frequent easterly flow (�27%), which was
confirmed by all models except HadGEM (a model with

Figure 17. Same as Figure 15 but for summer.
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many similarities to HadCM3Q3, the one used in RCA_H)
in which the whole easterly flow sector rose. As expected,
relative differences in the directional frequencies of winds
translate into waves, but they are more accentuated when
fetch configuration is favorable. In the Catalan coast, these
two GCM responses would lead to an increase of waves
coming from either East or S-SW, entailing completely dif-
ferent coastal impacts. Casas-Prat and Sierra [2012]
showed that an increase of the south sector (found in the
trend analysis of hindcast data) would have an impact on
most harbors along such a coast. On the other hand, more
frequent east waves could produce more problems related
with beach erosion.

[67] It is difficult to determine the exact origin of the dis-
crepancies between the two GCMs, which are generally
higher than those between RCMs, especially in winter wind
field projections [Kjellström et al., 2011] and their corre-
sponding (wind-driven) wave projections, as seen in this
study. The latitude limit between the strengthening/weak-
ening of wind speed in HadCM3Q3 appears to be at a
higher latitude compared to ECHAM5 according to the
wind projections analyzed in this study. That coincides
with the results of Donat et al. [2010b], which, using a
model similar to HadCM3Q3, showed that the pattern of
change in the pressure field—decrease (increase) of pres-
sure over northern (southern) Europe—is shifted northward
compared to other models. Therefore, the pressure gradient
(which controls the geostrophic wind) is also shifted north-
ward for this model.

[68] It is also hard to conclude which GCM is more reli-
able in terms of the projected changes in wind climate and,
consequently, in wave climate. In this study, just two
GCMs are used, and a larger sample would definitely be
necessary to derive a robust conclusion. From this study,
we cannot say that the HadCM3Q3 represents an outlier
because all the other realizations were produced with the
same ECHAM5 GCM. In a single model analysis basis,
Bengtsson et al. [2006] found that ECHAM5 model can
produce a good representation of extratropical storms.
Moreover, Ulbrich et al. [2008] found that, among 16
GCMs, ECHAM5 is one of the models closest to the en-
semble average, both in terms of representation of present
climate and of climate change signal. However, they did
not include a GCM similar to HadCM3Q3 in the analysis.
In addition, although the differences encountered between
future projections of ECHAM5 and a similar model to
HadCM3Q3, Donat et al. [2010a] found that they both
reproduce the current characteristic climatological pressure
patterns that are relevant for central Europe better than
other GCMs. Therefore, given the uncertainty, projections
obtained by both GCMs in this study should be considered
as equally feasible.

[69] Future Mediterranean climate is generally associ-
ated with a weakening of storms, which is reflected in this
study with a major Hs reduction during winter. However,
results obtained in this study suggest a probable increase in
wind intensity in the Gulf of Genoa, which is close to the
45�—latitude limit encountered by Nikulin et al. [2011]
between areas of increased/decreased storm intensity (see
section 2.2)—leading to higher waves locally. In absolute
terms, such an increase in wind speed (and consequently on
wave height) is not as important as those found in some

areas in northern Europe (up to 5 m/s [Nikulin et al.,
2011]). However, as pointed out by Donat et al. [2011],
small changes in climate conditions can lead to a consider-
able increase of risk.

7. Conclusions

[70] This study provides regional future wave climate
projections for the end of the century for the NW Mediter-
ranean Sea obtained using five combinations of RCM-
GCM (four RCM and two GCM). Although results from
different models have been compared, instead of averaging
the results in an ensemble projection, they have been ana-
lyzed separately remarking both their agreements and dis-
crepancies. Some studies suggest that an ensemble mean is
better than a single model [e.g., Donat et al., 2010a], but
we would like to point out that such an ensemble has to be
done with caution, in order not to cancel out contrasting
patterns. In this study, the winter wave projections should
be at least separated between those corresponding to the
two GCMs, before calculating an ensemble average for
being used, for instance, for further impact assessment.

[71] Evolution of waves in the future climate has been
analyzed in terms of mean and extreme climate for winter
and summer seasons using the following variables: signifi-
cant wave height (Hs), peak period (Tp), and mean wave
direction �mð Þ. Mean climate has been characterized by
the median of Hs and Tp, the frequency of the eight direc-
tional sectors N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW and by the fre-
quencies of the types of wave states; and the 50 year return
period of Hs (z50) has been used to inspect the extremes.

[72] Although models simulate similar patterns for the
present period, important differences have been obtained in
projected changes between the two GCMs in the winter
season, which can be explained by the differences already
present in wind projections [Kjellström et al., 2011]. Pro-
jected wave climate realizations mostly differ in the direc-
tional distribution. HadCM3Q3 predicts a greater
frequency of NE-E-SE waves, whereas the opposite is pre-
dicted with the ECHAM5 model, in which the S-SW and
N-NW components tend to increase. This discrepancy is
translated into the distribution of the type of sea states:
swell/wind-sea/mixed. The increased frequency of NE-E-
SE waves in HadCM3Q3 produces more wind-sea states
offshore and more mixed sea states near the coastal zones
that face east. Such differences are not observed in the me-
dian Hs but in z50, as well as the number of storms coming
from east.

[73] In general, as expected, changes in wave climate
mirror changes in (forcing) wind speed, but they are attenu-
ated or enhanced according to the fetch configuration. For
instance, although Mistral events have a tendency to
increase in the Gulf of Lion, its short fetch limits the
growth of the waves near the coast (this is especially im-
portant for extremes). Changes of the median Hs are lower
than squared changes of W10, highlighting the presence of
swell and mixed sea states, despite the relatively short
fetches compared to the open ocean. There is a general
decrease of the median Hs in most of the domain, which
corresponds to a decrease of W10 in the majority of the
Mediterranean area. However, at high latitudes near the
Gulf of Genoa, the increase of the W10 median causes a rise
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of the median Hs in the NE corner of the wave model do-
main. All models agree with this tendency, although each
realization differs in magnitude/extension. Such a degree of
agreement is not maintained in the extreme climate in
which there is more variability among models. In addition,
we must be aware of the possibility of having higher values
of W10 (and thus Hs) compared to those predicted by the
models used in this study, since, as mentioned in section
2.2, atmospheric models with increased stratospheric reso-
lution (still not available at a regional scale) have shown
that the poleward shift of storms might be more southward
[Scaife et al., 2011].

[74] Variations of Tp largely mirror the variations of Hs,
with its rate of change approximately the square root of
those of Hs because fetches in the study area are relatively
short, and no abrupt changes in the wind-sea/swell distribu-
tion are found.

[75] Wave climate during the summer clearly shows dif-
ferent patterns compared to winter, which is reasonable due
to the different processes involved in the atmosphere, such
as those caused by thermal effects like the land-sea temper-
ature gradients. During this season, the median Hs tends to
rise in the south part of the domain, which once again is
explained by an increase of W10 there. With regard to direc-
tions, there is consistency between both different RCMs
and different GCMs, supporting the conclusion of D�equ�e
et al. [2005] that uncertainties among climate models
depend on the season studied (apart from the variable).
They all project an increase in both the NE-E waves, which
in turn produce an increase of mixed sea states north of the
Balearic Islands and the wind-sea component south of the
islands (except in the HadCM3Q3 GCM, where wind-sea
states also increase to the north, probably because NE
waves increase is more notable in this area/model). Indeed,
the increase of NE, which can be partly associated with
storm events caused by the Genoa area of cyclogenesis,
produces an increase of z50 north of the Balearic Islands,
which was not captured in the analysis of the median Hs.

[76] In general and for both studied seasons, maximum
rates of projected Hs changes are around 610% for mean
conditions (median Hs) versus 620% for extreme climate
(z50).
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Abstract

This study proposes a computationally inexpensive statistical method for modeling ocean
wave heights, focusing particularly on modeling wave heights in near-shore areas. A multiple
linear regression is used to predict significant wave heights (Hs) using predictors derived from
the sea level pressure (SLP) field, including the use of squared SLP gradients to represent
geostrophic winds. One time step lagged Hs is also included as a predictor, which could be
interpreted as the first order derivative in the spectral energy balance governing equation.
Further, based on the frequency/directional dispersion theory of waves, the swell component
is accounted for by using a set of selected principal components derived from the squared
SLP gradient vectors (including magnitudes and directions). The effect of non-Gaussian
(non-negative) variables is also assessed by applying two types of transformation to the
data.

The proposed method is evaluated and shown to have good skills for the study area
(Catalan coast). This method can be used to project possible future wave climate change for
use in coastal impact assessment studies. It is used in this study to project the wave climate
for the study area that corresponds to 5 sets of regional climate model (RCM) atmospheric
projections, which were made by different RCMs forced by the same global circulation model
(GCM), or by the same RCM forced by two GCMs. For the season analyzed (winter), the
results show that the uncertainty due to using different GCMs to drive the same RCM is
greater than that due to using different RCMs driven by the same GCM.

Keywords: climate change, statistical downscaling, wave height, Mediterranean Sea

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, climate change is a hot research topic because of its possible impacts on our2

society and on the environment in the near future. The greenhouse effect might contribute3

∗Corresponding author. Telephone: +34 93 4017405. Email address: merce.casas@upc.edu (Mercè
Casas-Prat)
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Figure 1: Situation of the Catalan coast (red) within the study area (black square) and the Mediter-
ranean Sea

not only to an increase of the global temperature, but also to changes in the atmospheric4

pressure and wind patterns at both global and regional scales, affecting the frequency and5

intensity of storms at a given location (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2006, 2007, 2009; Weisse6

and von Storch, 2010). Changes in any characteristics of storms will affect ocean wave7

climate both locally (wind-sea) and remotely (swell waves). This might produce several8

coastal impacts such as a possible increase of coastal erosion, inundation, structure failure,9

decrease of harbour operability, etc. (e.g. Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2012; Hemer, 2009; Slott10

et al., 2006; Zacharioudaki and Reeve, 2011). In this context, the IPCC (2000) established11

different greenhouse gas emission scenarios. Several regional and global circulation models12

(RCMs and GCMs) have been developed and used to project changes in the atmosphere13

patterns (temperature, pressure, wind, precipitation, etc.) and to estimate the sea level14

rise corresponding to these scenarios. However, even in the IPCC fourth assessment report15

(IPCC, 2007) limited attention has been paid to wave climate projections, especially on16

regional scales that are essential to perform coastal impact assessment.17

Average population densities are significantly higher in the near-coastal zone than inland18

areas (Small and Nicholls, 2003). Thus, evaluating the impact of climate change on coastal19

areas where wave climate plays an important role, is of great importance. To infill this gap, in20

the recent years some studies have been carried out to project future wave climate conditions21

using numerical wave models forced by surface winds as simulated in RCMs and GCMs.22

Some examples are: Mori et al. (2010), Hemer et al. (2013b,a) and Semedo et al. (2011,23

2013) at the global scale and Lionello et al. (2008), Grabemann and Weisse (2008), Charles24

et al. (2012), Hemer et al. (2012) and Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) at a regional scale. This25

approach, named “dynamical downscaling” is very time-consuming; and many combinations26

have to be taken into account in order to consider all the sources of uncertainty (greenhouse27

scenario, inter-model variability... see Déqué et al. 2007 for more details). Thus, statistical28

downscaling approaches have been developed as an alternative for making projections of wave29
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climate (e.g. Callaghan et al., 2008; Camus et al., 2011; Gunaydin, 2008; Mori et al., 2013;30

Wang and Swail, 2006; Wang et al., 2010). This method is based on building an empirical31

relationship between atmospheric variables and wave climate parameters using observations32

or reanalysis data, and assumes that this relationship will hold under the projected future33

climate conditions. Although the physical processes are notably simplified with a more34

or less simple relationship, if the main wave features are properly captured, comparable (or35

even better) results can be obtained when compared to dynamical downscaling (Wang et al.,36

2010). Apart from the significant reduction of required computational time and memory,37

the statistical approach has the advantage of being flexible regarding the selection of the38

forcing variable(s). For example, one can use atmospheric variables that are well simulated39

by climate models, such as sea level pressure, as predictors to project ocean waves (Wang40

et al., 2010); whereas for a numerical wave modeling one has to use the 10-m wind data,41

although they are usually not as well simulated by climate models (e.g. McInnes et al., 2011).42

Wang and Swail (2006) and Wang et al. (2010) used a multiple linear regression to43

represent the relationship between the predictand, significant wave height (Hs), and two44

SLP-based predictors that mainly represent local wave generation. They obtained reasonably45

good results at the global and the North Atlantic scales but the swell component of waves46

is insufficiently represented in their model. Wang et al. (2012) recently developed a more47

skillful model which accounts for the swell component by using the principal components48

(PCs) of the aforementioned SLP-based predictors and lagged values of the predictand.49

In this study, we aim to improve the representation of swell in the model, focusing on50

modeling (deep water) near-shore regional waves with finer spatial (0.125°) and temporal (351

h) resolutions that are suitable for studying regional coastal impacts of climate change and52

adaptation. Based on the work of Wang and Swail (2006), Wang et al. (2010) and Wang et al.53

(2012), we develop a new approach taking into account the physical theory of directional54

and frequency decomposition of swell waves (e.g. Holthuijsen, 2007). The new model is then55

applied to 5 sets of projections of the atmosphere by four different RCMs (forced by one or56

two GCMs; see Table 1), to explore the inter-model variability and to project future changes57

in wave climate, as done by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) with dynamical downscaling.58

The study area is situated in the NW Mediterranean Sea, focusing on the Catalan coast59

(highlighted in red in Fig. 1 and 2). The new method is therefore adapted to the features of60

this zone, providing the area with a range of wave projections that are of sufficiently high61

spatial and temporal resolutions for coastal impact assessments in the context of climate62

change. In general, we aim to develop a computationally inexpensive method of general63

applicability. Thus, our method can easily be adapted for use in other regions.64

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the main features65

of the atmospheric and wave climate of the study area, and Section 3, the datasets used to66

calibrate and validate the statistical model and to project the future wave climate conditions67

in this area. Section 4 describes how the statistical method is developed and applied to the68

study area. Along with some discussion, Section 5 presents the results of model evaluation,69

and future wave projections are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the70

main conclusions of this study, along with some discussion.71
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2. Study area72

Although we focus on the wave climate along the Catalan coast, in order to account73

for swell waves (see Section 2.2), a larger domain (than merely the Catalan sea area)74

is considered as the “study area”, which is illustrated with a black square in Fig 1 and75

shown enlarged in Fig. 2. In determining the boundaries of this study area, we consider:76

1) the maximum fetch affecting the Catalan coast and 2) the shadow effects produced by77

the Balearic islands (more details in Section 2.2). We will produce therefore wave climate78

projections for the whole study area (not only for the Catalan coast). However, the results79

are less reliable/accurate for grid points near the domain boundaries, especially those that80

are close to the Gibraltar strait, since no exchange with the Atlantic Ocean is considered in81

the datasets used.82

Having a better knowledge of the main aspects of atmospheric and (corresponding) wave83

climate is important to better design the statistical model, and to properly interpret the84

modeling results. Therefore, a review of those aspects has been undertaken and is presented85

in the subsections below.86

2.1. Atmospheric climate87

Several reviews and studies have been carried out in the recent years in order to better de-88

scribe the characteristics of the complex Mediterranean climate (e.g. Bolle, 2003; Campins89

et al., 2011; Lionello et al., 2006; Nissen et al., 2010). Like other areas in a similar lati-90

tude, the Mediterranean region is a transitional zone with a large environmental meridional91

gradient between humid mountains in the North and hot and arid regions in the South92

and is affected by both tropical and mid-latitude systems (Campins et al., 2011; Lionello93

et al., 2006). However, the presence of a relatively large and deep mass of water makes the94

Mediterranean quite unique (Bolle, 2003), ranging its orography from depths to altitudes of95

the order of 5000 m and being communicated to the Atlantic through the Gibraltar strait.96

This water mass not only represents a heat reservoir and source of moisture for land areas97

but is also a source of energy that can be transformed into cyclone activity (Lionello et al.,98

2006). According to Nissen et al. (2010), 69% of the wind storms are caused by cyclones99

(low pressure systems) located in the Mediterranean region while the remaining 31% have100

their origin in the North Atlantic or Northern Europe.101

Although forced by planetary scale patterns, the complexity of the basin (e.g. sharp orog-102

raphy) produces many subregional and mesoscale features with a large spatial and seasonal103

variability (Campins et al., 2011). Winter and summer have contrasting patterns because of104

the different cyclogenetic mechanisms taking place (Campins et al., 2011). Therefore, sta-105

tistical analysis of climate data should be preferably performed for each season separately.106

During summer, cyclones/heat-lows are short-lived, weak and shallow, mainly caused by107

thermal contrasts and orographic effects (Campins et al., 2011). On the contrary, during108

winter, cyclones are well-developed depressions and tend to be deeper, longer-lived, more109

mobile and intense. Spring and autumn can be considered as transitional seasons between110

both extremes (Campins et al., 2011). Their different physical origins turn into different111

spatial distributions of low pressure system centres as well. Although the Gulf of Genoa112
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Figure 2: Study area (in red contour line the Catalan coast) and datasets (dots: Hs grid, circles:
SLP grid). Red numbers are used to indicate geographical units for spatial reference: Gulf of
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area (located in the top-right corner of our study area, see Fig. 2) exhibits a preferred area113

for cyclogenesis during the whole year, many summer low pressure systems develop over114

land (e.g. Sahara and Iberian Peninsula) indicating that thermal heating over land plays an115

important role in the genesis and maintenance of such depressions. During winter, cyclones116

are located mainly over the sea with a clear maximum in the Genoa area (one of the areas117

with highest wind activity) and the Cyprus area (Eastern Mediterranean), the two locations118

of the maximum number of cyclone centres (Campins et al., 2011; Nissen et al., 2010). These119

lower pressure areas located in the Gulf of Genoa produce a dominant NW wind field over120

the study area, causing the well-known regional Mistral (NW) wind, which is strengthened121

by the channelling effect of, for example, the Ebre valley (south of Catalan coast) and Rhone122

valley (in the Gulf of Lion).123

Owing to such smaller scale processes, Mediterranean cyclones/heat-lows have signifi-124

cantly shorter lifespans and smaller spatial scales than the extra-tropical Atlantic ones, with125

65% of them being at a subsynoptic scale. Their typical radius and average lifespan is about126

500 km and 28 h, respectively (excluding the shortest ones), whereas cyclones in the Atlantic127

have radius of the order of 1000–2000 km and normally last 3-3.5 days (Lionello et al., 2006).128

This change of scale makes evident that when working in an area like the Mediterranean we129

have to work with a smaller spatial scale than compared to the open ocean. According to130

Lionello et al. (2006), for studying the Mediterranean basin, the grid cell size should be at131

most 50 km. They also pointed out that the spatial resolutions used for most of the existing132

global climate simulations cannot resolve adequately the Mediterranean basin.133

2.2. Wave climate134

All the aforementioned characteristics of the atmospheric pressure and wind variations135

have a clear influence on the wave climate. Ocean waves are generated by the combined effect136

of atmospheric storminess condition and fetch. Fetch modulates the effectiveness of storms137

in generating waves, making some storms more effective in producing waves (Lionello and138
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Sanna, 2005). For instance, although the Mistral wind is very important in Catalonia, it does139

not significantly contribute to the Catalan extreme wave climate because of the shoreline140

orientation. Instead, Catalan coastal events are dominated by storm events coming from141

NE-E (Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010b), in which larger fetches coincide with stronger winds142

(Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). Therefore, apart from the complex spatial and time variability143

of wind fields, waves in the Catalan coast are also affected by short fetches (up to about144

600 km since Corsica and Sardinia islands can be considered as a barrier from waves coming145

from E), shadow effects caused by Balearic Islands for waves coming from S and SE, and146

complex bathymetry with deep canyons close to the coast (especially in the Northern Catalan147

coast) (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). This again emphasizes the need of using a high spatial148

resolution climate model in this area. Although the fetches are short, the swell component149

is important in the Catalan coast. Using the circular correlation coefficient (Fisher and150

Lee, 1983) between wind and wave direction, Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010a) pointed out151

that, except for the northern Catalan coast where a larger proportion of storms are locally152

generated by N winds, mixed sea states are dominant along the coast.153

The Catalan coast wave climate is therefore dominated by low-to-medium winds with154

occasional strong events (maximum wind recorded was 25 m/s (Bolaños et al., 2009)). In the155

last twenty years, a maximum Hs close to 6 m with Tp of about 14 s has been recorded in the156

Ebre delta (Southern Catalan coast) whereas the associated mean values are, respectively,157

0.8 m and 5 s (Bolaños et al., 2009). The mean duration of wave storms is estimated to158

be below 24h, defined using the Peak Over Threshold method with a threshold of 2 m and159

considering certain duration requirements to separate independent storms (Bolaños et al.,160

2009).161

3. Data162

The data used in the present study can be divided into two groups. The first is used163

to calibrate and validate the statistical model (Section 3.1), whereas the second serves to164

project future wave climate (Section 3.2).165

3.1. Calibration and validation166

The 44-year (1958-2001) wave and atmospheric hindcast database from the European167

HIPOCAS project (Guedes Soares et al., 2002) is used to calibrate and validate the statistical168

model (see Section 4.5). The atmospheric variables are taken from the output of the Regional169

Circulation Model REMO (Jacob, accessed 2012), forced by the global NCEP reanalysis170

data (Kalnay et al., 1996). The waves were simulated using the WAM model (The WAMDI171

Group, 1988). Although real measurements (with buoys, wave gauges, radars...) are usually172

more reliable, they do not have enough spatial and temporal coverage for the purpose of173

this study.174

The HIPOCAS database has been validated for wind, wave and sea-level parameters175

(Musić and Nicković, 2008; Sotillo et al., 2005; Ratsimandresy et al., 2008a; Ratsimandresy176

et al., 2008b). HIPOCAS data underestimates to some extend extreme events (Ratsiman-177

dresy et al., 2008b), which might be attributable to numerical inertia. Certainly, taking into178
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account the complex Mediterranean climate, this dataset would benefit from an observation-179

based correction, as recently done by Minguez et al. (2011) and Martinez-Asensio et al.180

(2013). However, Ortego et al. (2012) did not find statistical evidence of wave storm mag-181

nitude bias between HIPOCAS data and buoy observations in the southern Catalan coast.182

Ratsimandresy et al. (2008b) found that HIPOCAS data generally reproduces mean values183

quite well. Therefore, the HIPOCAS data is suitable to calibrate and validate our statistical184

model in this study. In particular, we use the sea level pressure (SLP) and the significant185

wave height (Hs) from this database. These data have a temporal resolution of 1h and 3h,186

respectively, and the spatial resolution is 0.5° for SLP and varies from 0.125° to 0.5° for Hs187

(the later illustrated with dots in Fig 2).188

3.2. Future projections189

Once the coefficients of the model are estimated and evaluated, the statistical model190

is applied to 5 datasets of SLP projections obtained from climate models in order to ob-191

tain their corresponding Hs fields. As detailed in Table 1, these 5 sets of SLP projections192

were respectively simulated using 4 different RCMs: HIRHAM5 (Christensen et al., 2007),193

RACMO2 (van Meijgaard et al., 2008), REMO, and RCA3 (Samuelsson et al., 2011). Such194

regional high spatial-resolution projections (25 km) were developed within the context of195

the ENSEMBLES project forced by the mid-line A1B emission scenario (IPCC, 2007). The196

high temporal resolution (1h-3h) version of those simulations were freely put at our dis-197

posal by 4 European research institutes (see Table 1). The ECHAM5 GCM (Roeckner198

et al., 2003) simulations were used as lateral boundary conditions for all four RCMs; and199

the HadCM3Q3 GCM (Collins et al., 2001) simulations were also used as lateral boundary200

conditions for a second set of projections by the RCA3 (Table 1).201

For each available set of RCM projections, two 30-year time slices (as recommended202

by Hemer et al., 2011) were selected: the period 1971-2000 (or 1981-2010 for MPI data)203

is chosen to represent the “present” (or baseline) climate, and the period 2071-2100, to204

represent “future” climate. The availability of different sets of projections by different RCMs205

forced with the same GCM, or by the same RCM forced with different GCMs, serves not only206

to obtain robust estimates of changes in HS but also to explore the inter-model variability,207

which tends to be higher than those between emission scenarios (Déqué et al., 2007; Wang208

and Swail, 2006).209

All the SLP data used in this study are interpolated onto the same lat.-long. grid of210

0.5° resolution (shown as circles in Fig 2), using the same 3-hourly time steps.211

4. Method212

The statistical method we develop in this study is inspired by the previous work of Wang213

and Swail (2006), Wang et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2012). In this section, we describe214

the new methodological developments in comparison with these previous studies. First, we215

review the related regression model for simulating ocean waves in Subsection 4.1, to provide216

the context of the new method we propose here. Then, we explain the new aspects of217

the proposed method in Subsections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Finally, we describe the calibration,218

evaluation in Subsection 4.5.219
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Table 1: Subsets of SLP data used to project Hs

Acronym RCM GCM ∆t(h)

HIR E HIRHAM5 ECHAM5 1
RAC E RACMO2 ECHAM5 3
REM E REMO ECHAM5 1
RCA E RCA3 ECHAM5 3
RCA H RCA3 HadCM3Q3 3

4.1. The related regression models220

Multivariate regression models have been used to represent the relationship between221

Hs and atmospheric variables to simulate Hs (e.g. Wang and Swail, 2006; Wang et al.,222

2010). Although these are statistical/empirical methods, the physics of ocean waves are223

considered in the selection of the appropriate predictors. Ocean waves are generated by224

air-pressure fluctuations, which are almost entirely caused by surface winds (Holthuijsen,225

2007). However, the present-day climate models represent several atmospheric (such as sea226

level pressure) fields much better than the surface (10-m) wind fields, as pointed out by227

Wang et al. (2010). For that reason, Wang and Swail (2006), Wang et al. (2010), and Wang228

et al. (2012) used anomalies of sea level pressure (SLP) and of squared SLP spatial gradients229

as predictors for Hs, instead of using surface wind speeds. The base of this method is that230

Hs is closely related to squared wind speed at the surface level in a fully developed sea state231

(e.g. Janssen et al., 2002), while geostrophic winds at the sea level are closely related to232

spatial gradients of SLP and are good proxy for surface winds. However, this alternative233

approach is hardly possible in dynamical modeling of waves, because dynamical wave models234

are driven by surface winds.235

The regression model used in Wang and Swail (2006) and Wang et al. (2010) is of the236

form:237

Ĥs(t,m) = â(m) + âP (m) P (t,m) + âG(m)G(t,m) (1)

where m and t are respectively the location and time index (m = 1, 2,...,M ; t = 1, 2,..., T ),238

and P and G denote anomalies of sea level pressure (SLP) and of squared SLP spatial239

gradient, respectively. Here and throughout this article, X̂ denote an estimate of X. Wang240

and Swail (2006) and Wang et al. (2010) applied this model to simulate seasonal mean241

or 12-hourly Hs in the global oceans and in the North Atlantic, respectively, with spatial242

resolution of 2°.243

Recently, Wang et al. (2012) extended the set of predictors in model (1), adding the244

principle components (PCs) of P (t,m) and of G(t,m) over a domain that is larger than245

the wave field in question to represent the swell component of waves, as well as p-lagged246

dependent variables, Hs(t−p,m), to account for serial correlation in the predictand (depen-247

dent variable) Hs. They also proposed a data adaptive Box-Cox transformation procedure248

to diminish the departure of Hs and SLP gradients from a normal distribution. They have249
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shown that their new model is more skillful, resulting in less biased simulations of 6-hourly250

Hs, than model (1).251

The methodological developments we propose below include physical and statistical as-252

pects. On the physical aspects, we modify the way to account for swell waves by using the253

term ∆sw as defined later in section 4.2, and the way to account for serial correlation in Hs254

using the term ∆t defined later in section 4.3. Thus, our new model is of the form:255

Ĥs(t,m) =â(m) + âP (m) P (t,m) + âG(m)G(t,m)

+ ∆sw(t,m) + ∆t(t,m)
(2)

The last term makes the statistical model more coherent with ocean wave physics, be-256

cause it can be interpreted as a discrete approximation of the first order derivative that257

appears in the spectral energy balance governing equation (e.g. Holthuijsen, 2007). Such258

temporal dependence is especially important for high temporal resolution data as in the259

present study. In fact, it is closely related to the large autocorrelation found in the 3-hourly260

Hs time series. More details about the inclusion of this term are given in Section 4.3.261

On the statistical aspects, we take into account the data scale and explore the effects262

of deviation from the Gaussian distribution assumption in the multiple linear regression263

analysis by transforming the data in different ways, as detailed below in Section 4.4.264

Since different regimes dominate in different seasons (see Section 2.1), waves in different265

seasons should be modeled, separately. In this study, we focus on the winter (most energetic)266

season, which is defined here as December-January-February.267

4.2. Inclusion of swell268

Swell waves are waves propagating across the ocean, after being generated remotely269

during a storm. As explained in Section 2.2, the Catalan coast is often affected by an270

important swell component coming from E. Ignoring swell waves would lead to a significant271

underestimation of Hs.272

The initially random wave field generated in a storm propagates while disintegrating in273

several more regular waves because of the frequency and directional dispersion phenomena274

(Munk et al., 1963). The low-frequency waves travel faster than high-frequency ones causing275

the frequency dispersion. Moreover, despite having a predominant forcing wind direction,276

waves also propagate at other directions around the predominant one, producing the di-277

rectional dispersion. Due to these dispersion effects, the swell energy spectrum is narrower278

in both frequency and direction space, and swell waves are much lower than those initially279

generated in the storm (as illustrated in Fig. 3). Holthuijsen (2007) pointed out that ocean280

waves barely lose energy outside storms because the waves are not steep enough to break and281

therefore the reduction of Hs is solely due to dispersion, without involving dissipation. How-282

ever, swell dissipation has been observed across oceans, which might be attributed to air-sea283

friction or underwater processes (Ardhuin et al., 2009). Such dissipation increases with fetch284

(and therefore it is very important in large oceans) and mostly affects steep (short) waves285

(with higher frequencies). This explains why swell waves are usually long waves. Our study286
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Figure 3: The transformation by frequency and directional dispersion of a wind-sea spectrum into
a swell spectrum within the frequencies (f1, f2) and directions (θ1, θ2) at a geographic location P
(from Holthuijsen, 2007); courtesy of Leo H. Holthuijsen

area does not have long fetches. Therefore, we do not explicitly account for dissipation; we287

only consider typical periods of swell waves, as shown later in this section.288

At any generation location m0, according to Rayleigh wave theory, Hs can be expressed289

as a function of the original wind-sea density spectrum E(t, f):290

Hs(t,m0) = 4

[∫ ∫
E(t, f)D(θ)dfdθ

]1/2

= 4

[∫
E(t, f)df

]1/2 (3)

where θ is the angle deviation from the main direction, and D(θ), the directional spreading291

function, whose integral over the whole range of directions is 1. D(θ) can be expressed as292

(Denis and Pierson, 1953):293

D(θ) =
2

π
cos2(θ) (4)

where −90◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦.294

As illustrated in Fig. 3, a swell wave train that is generated at location m0 and is295

associated with frequency bin (f1, f2) and directional bin (θ1, θ2) will arrive at point mP296

after a certain time lag δ. The swell wave height Hsw is described by:297

Hsw(t+ δ,mP) = 4

[ f2∫

f1

θ2∫

θ1

E(t, f)D(θ)dfdθ

]1/2

= 4

[ θ2∫

θ1

D(θ)dθ

f2∫

f1

E(t, f)df

]1/2 (5)
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Here, δ = d/Cg is the time needed by the wave train to travel from locationm0 to location298

mP (over a distance d) at the associated average group velocity Cg. Following Eq. (3) and299

(5), Hsw(t+ δ,mP) can be rewritten as a portion of H0(t,m0) as follows:300

Hsw(t+ δ,mP ) = [Kf Kθ]
1/2H0(t,m0) (6)

whereKf andKθ are the coefficient of reductions due to frequency and directional dispersion,301

respectively. They can be expressed as:302

Kf = C

f2∫

f1

Ẽ(x)dx (7)

Kθ =

θ2∫

θ1

D(θ)dθ (8)

where Ẽ(x) denotes the normalized density spectrum, and C is chosen to satisfy:

C

∫
Ẽ(x)dx = 1 (9)

with x = f/fpeak, and fpeak being the peak frequency. Considering a JONSWAP spectrum,
Ẽ(x) has a constant shape described by:

Ẽ(x) = x−5 exp

[
5

4
(1− x−4)

]
γexp[− 1

2
(x−1

σ
)2]−1 (10)

where we consider the average values of γ = 3.3, σ = 0.07 for f ≤ fpeak, and σ = 0.09
otherwise (Holthuijsen, 2007). Since H0 is assumed to be proportional to G, we have:

Hsw(t+ δ,mP ) ∝ [Kf Kθ]
1/2G0(t,m0) (11)

Superscript 0 is used above to denote the original variable (before subtracting the baseline303

climate). To compute Kf and Kθ we selected 4 frequency and 5 directional bins as detailed304

in Table 2, assuming Tpeak = 1/fpeak = 10 s (representative Tpeak of stormy conditions, which305

have a greater contribution to swell). Frequency limits are chosen to cover typical periods306

of swell in this area, which are 7–12 s (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008). Note that due to the307

simplification of the statistical method and the resolution of the Hs grid, it does not make308

sense to consider smaller bins. In other words, it is meaningless to consider two frequency309

bins whose associated times to propagate typical fetches through the study area differ by310

less than 3 h (the temporal resolution of Hs data).311

Therefore, at point mP and time t, the total swell wave height Hc
sw is the combined312

contribution of nf = 4 frequency bins of different swell wave trains coming from different313

locations ml
0 (l = 1, 2, ..., n0, where n0 is the total number of grid points of influence)314

generated at time t− δk,l, where k = 1, ..., nf . Thus,315
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Table 2: Frequency and directional bins and their associated coefficients of reduction

a. Frequency Kf b. Directional Kθ

bin (x) bin (θ)

(0.72, 0.83) 0.04 (-90◦, -54◦) 0.05
(0.83, 1) 0.29 (-54◦, -18◦) 0.26
(1, 1.25) 0.40 (-18◦, 18◦) 0.38
(1.25, 1.67) 0.17 (18◦, 54◦) 0.26

(54◦, 90◦) 0.05

Hc
sw(t,mP ) ∝

n0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk

f K
k,l
θ G0(t− δk,l,ml

0). (12)

Note that δk,l is influenced by the distance between each pair of points and the group316

velocity Cg of the wave train associated with the kth frequency bin. Therefore, the coefficient317

of reduction due to directional dispersion Kk,l
θ depends on both the indices l and k because318

θ is determined by the difference between the angle formed by the line between points ml
0319

and mP and the direction of wind, i.e. the direction of the SLP gradient, at time (t − δk,l)320

and point ml
0.321

The gist of this approach is to find the n0 points of influence. This depends on the322

topography (land or sea) of the region, and on the direction of surface winds (which varies323

with time). Therefore, in a general case, any point could depend almost on any other point324

in the domain as a function of the atmospheric forcing driver at a certain time before. To325

simplify the problem, the following method is proposed to find the points of influence.326

First, we use principal component analysis to obtain the first N leading PCs of the327

squared SLP gradient (G) fields, namely, a small number of important subspaces that contain328

most of the dynamics of the SLP gradient fields (von Storch and Zwiers, 2002). In order to329

retain the information of wind direction, which plays an important role in the propagation330

of swell waves, we first decompose G0 into G0
x = G0 cos θw and G0

y = G0 sin θw, where θw331

is the direction of the SLP gradient (i.e. geostrophic wind). Then, we form the T -by-2M332

matrix Gxy = [Gx,Gy], with Gx and Gy being the anomalies of G0
x and G0

y, respectively. We333

decompose Gxy into PCs and empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). The ith leading PC,334

PCi(t), represents the temporal evolution (over time period t = 1, 2, ..., T ) of the ith spatial335

pattern, EOFi(j) (i = 1, 2, ...,min {T, 2M}; here T > 2M , thus, i = 1, 2, ..., 2M). Each336

of the EOFs here is a vector of length 2M , with the first half (j = 1, 2, ...,M) describing337

the spatial pattern of Gx (i.e., the U component of wind over locations m = 1, 2, ...,M),338

and the second half (j = M + 1,M + 2, ..., 2M), the pattern of Gy (i.e., V component of339

wind over locations m = 1, 2, ...,M). The product of PCi(t) and EOFi(j) is the i-th leading340

component of Gxy, denoted as Gxy,i. Then,341
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Gxy =
2M∑

i=1

Gxy,i. (13)

Note that the directions of the gradient associated with each EOF are “constant” while342

its magnitude varies over time. We write “constant” in quotes because depending on the343

phase of each pattern, the direction may vary 180◦, with the waves generated for each case344

being in completely opposite directions and affecting a different part of the domain. To345

account for this variation, we further divide the PCi into their positive and negative phases:346

PC+
i =

{
PCi if PCi > 0
0 otherwise

PC−
i =

{
PCi if PCi < 0
0 otherwise

(14)

Secondly, for each chosen leading pattern EOFi (i = 1, 2, ..., N , with N < 2M) and each347

phase, we calculate the set of n0 points of influence from which swell waves may arrive to a348

certain point mP . As described in Eq. (4), waves can be generated and propagated within349

a sector ±90◦ around the wind direction. Specifically, for each target point mP , a point m350

is considered as one of influence (m0) if the imaginary straight line between points mP and351

m is within the sector comprising ±90◦ around the direction defined by Gxy,i at point m352

and does not cross any coastline (i.e., it is not interfered by any land obstacle). To account353

for refraction effects that would make those waves travelling near coast turning towards it,354

a certain angle tolerance level (5◦) is used so that wave trains that travel very close to the355

coast are not accounted for. Obviously, this method simplifies the real world situation, in356

which wave direction can be further modified by local phenomena like diffraction.357

Different from Wang et al. (2012), we do not include the leading PCs of SLP anomalies358

in this study; and we include the leading PCs of Gxy in a different way, namely in the term359

∆sw, to account for swell wave trains, which is detailed below in this section.360

Figure 4 shows an example of the n0 selected points of influence for a wave grid point361

m and for the first leading pattern EOF1, which explains 36% of the variability in Gxy and362

can be associated with a typical Mistral event (see Section 2.1).363

With the above decomposition procedures, the term ∆sw(t,m) in Eq. (2) can be approx-364

imated by365
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Figure 4: Example of the n0 points of influence (circles) selected for the target wave grid point
mP (black dot). The blue (purple) circles correspond to the positive (negative) phase of the first
atmospheric pattern EOF1. Arrows illustrate the corresponding gradient direction associated to
the positive phase of EOF1 (i.e. when PC1 > 0). The circle size denotes the directional dispersion
associated to each point m0, making use of the nθ = 5 directional bins but joining those with the
same absolute value as follows: large circles (|θ| =0°–18°), medium circles (|θ| =18°–54°)) and small
circles (|θ| =54°–90°) (see Table 2b)

∆sw(t,m) =
N∑

i=1

â+,i
EOF(m)

ni
0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk

f K
l,i
θ PC+

i (t− δk,l)GEOFi(m
l
0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[∗]

+

+
N∑

i=1

â−,i
EOF(m)

ni
0∑

l=1

nf∑

k=1

√
Kk

f K
l,i
θ PC−

i (t− δk,l)GEOFi(m
l
0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
[∗]

, (15)

where GEOFi, the gradient field associated with the pattern EOFi, is defined as:366

GEOFi(m) =

√
EOFi

2(m) + EOFi
2(m+M) (16)

wherem = 1, 2, ...,M . For each t,m and i, the term [∗] above is a known value. Therefore, we367

only need to estimate the 2N coefficients, â+EOF(m, i) and â−EOF(m, i), along with coefficients368

â, âP and âG in Eq. (2), through multivariate linear regression analysis.369

We consider the first 30 leading PCs (N = 30) as potential predictors to be included in370

the term ∆sw. As in Wang et al. (2012), we also use the F test to determine the optimal set371

of predictors for each wave grid point m. Only the potential predictors that significantly (at372
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5% level) reduce the sum of square error (SSE) of the regression fit are chosen and included.373

The F test is implemented in both forward and backward iteration modes, considering all374

the possible combinations. At each iteration, one predictor is added/subtracted and we375

compare the SSE of the larger model, SSEl, with SSE of the smaller one, SSEs (they just376

differ by one predictor), using the following F statistic:377

F =
SSEs − SSEl

SSEl/(Leq − kp)
(17)

where kp is the number of free parameters in the larger model, and the effective sample size378

(von Storch and Zwiers, 2002) Leq is defined as379

Leq =
L

1 + 2
J−1∑
j=1

(
1− j

L

)
ρ(j)

(18)

with ρ(j) being the j-order autocorrelation of the larger model residual series ε = Hs − Ĥs,380

and L being the sample size. Here, J is chosen so that only ρ(j) > 0.1 are accounted for in381

the estimation of Leq.382

4.3. Inclusion of lagged dependent variable383

Ocean wave generation is not an instantaneous process. Even if having a constant blowing384

wind, Hs gradually increases over a certain period of time until a fully developed wave field385

is formed. In a real case, in which wind speed constantly varies in magnitude and direction,386

a fully developed wave field is not always achieved. Therefore, in general, Hs depends on387

both the wind condition and the previous sea state. This explains why Hs is a highly388

autocorrelated variable, especially when the time step of the data is small like in the present389

study (3h). In this study, we only consider lag-1 dependent variable Hs(t− 1,m), which is390

different from Wang et al. (2012), but is in agreement with the wave action density balance391

governing equation and is found to be sufficient for the study area. That is,392

∆t(t,m) = α̂r∗(m) Ĥr∗−1
s (t− 1,m). (19)

Here, α̂ is estimated (after the set of predictors is selected for the target point m; see393

Section 4.2) using an iterative procedure with r∗ iterations. At the start of the iteration394

(r = 0), ∆t = 0; and for r > 0,395

Ĥr
s (t,m) = âr(m) + ârP (m) P (t,ms) + ârG(m)G(t,ms)

+ ∆r
sw(t,m) + α̂r(m) Ĥr−1

s (t− 1,m).
(20)

We conduct 20 iterations, which we find is usually enough to reach convergence. The396

iteration with the lowest root mean square error (RMSE) is chosen and denoted as Ĥr∗
s .397

Typically, r∗ is around 4. Hs(t = 0,m) = 0 is assumed when applying Eq. (19) to simulate398

Hs.399
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4.4. Data scale400

One important assumption in regression analysis is that the residuals (ε(t) = Hs(t) −401

Ĥs(t) in this case) are Gaussian distributed. This assumption is violated here, because in402

theory Hs(t) are non-negative data, which are obviously non-Gaussian. The consequences of403

such violation could tender the model performance, even resulting in nonsense values such404

as Ĥs < 0.405

To evaluate the effects of violation of the Gaussian assumption on the model performance,406

and to improve the model performance, we explore two options for transforming the positive407

data (actually, both G and Hs are all positive values): i) the log transformation (noted as408

trln in Table 4), which has been used by others (e.g. Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010a; Ortego409

et al., 2012); and ii) the Box-Cox power transformation (noted as trbc in Table 4 and Eq. (21)410

(Sakia, 1992), which also includes the log transformation as a special case (the case of λ = 0)411

and has recently been applied by Wang et al. (2012):412

trbc(X) =

{
ln(X) if λ = 0
(Xλ − 1)/λ otherwise

(21)

where X denotes a variable of positive values. The parameter λ is chosen so that the413

departure of X from a Gaussian distribution is minimized.414

As detailed in Table 4 (settings 6-8), we apply these transformations to the predictand415

(Hs) alone, and to both Hs and the non-Gaussian predictor G (before calculating the anom-416

alies and deriving the principal components, but after calculating the direction of the SLP417

gradient). The resulting model performance is compared later in Section 5.418

4.5. Model calibration and performance measures419

The statistical model is calibrated and validated with HIPOCAS data (1958–2001) (see420

Section 3.1), which is split into two non-overlapping subsets: 1971-2000 for model calibration,421

and 1958-1970 for evaluation of model performance.422

We use the HIPOCAS data for the period 1971-2000 (calibration period) to calibrate423

the statistical model, namely, to estimate the unknown parameters in Eq. (2), including â,424

âP , âG, â
+,i
EOF, â

−,i
EOF and α̂it∗ (see Eqs. (2), (15) and (19) and Figure 5). This 30-year period425

is also chosen as the baseline period to derive the climate model simulated baseline climate426

for use to infer projected future changes in Hs (see Section 3.2).427

Then, we use the HIPOCAS data for the period 1958-1970 (validation period) to evaluate428

the performance of the above calibrated statistical model. The validation considers the429

following three aspects: i) overall model performance, ii) model skill for a range of different430

quantiles of wave heights, and iii) model errors in modeling waves along the Catalan coast.431

Note that all anomalies in this study are relative to the climatological mean field of the432

baseline period (1971-2000).433

Firstly, as an overall measure of model performance, we calculate the classical correlation434

coefficient (r) between the HIPOCAS and statistically predictedHs (Hs and Ĥs respectively)435

at each wave grid points, obtaining a map that shows the spatial distribution of the model436

performance (see Section 5).437
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Barcelona

Figure 6: Main locations used to validate the model. Circles: selected nodes to compare PSS and
FBI. Dots: nodes near the Catalan coast

Table 3: Contingency Table used to calculate PSS and FBI indices (Hs: observed Hs, Ĥs: predicted Hs).
Adapted from Lin and Wang (2011)

Hs ≥ Hs,q Hs ≤ Hs,q

Ĥs ≥ Hs,q a (hits) b (false alarms)

Ĥs < Hs,q c (misses) d (correct negatives)

As in Lin and Wang (2011), the model skill is also measured by the Pierce skill score438

(PSS) and the frequency bias index (FBI):439

PSS (q) =
a

a+ c
− b

b+ d
, (22)

FBI (q) =
a+ b

a+ c
, (23)

where q = [0.1, 0.2, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99] are the quantiles of Hs for which the model440

prediction skill is evaluated, and a, b, c, and d are as defined in Table 3, with a+b+c+d = L.441

A higher PSS value indicates a higher model skill. For a perfect model, c = b = 0 and PSS= 1442

(the maximum PSS value). FBI measures the model bias. For an unbiased model, FBI= 1.443

So, the closer the FBI is to unity, the less biased the model is. An FBI value that is greater444

(smaller) than unity indicates overestimation (underestimation) by the model.445

The PSS and FBI are calculated for all wave grid points but are only shown and inter-446

compared for 8 selected locations, including 6 notably populated coastal nodes (Marseille,447

Barcelona, Maó, Palma, València and Algiers) to represent spatial heterogeneities of the448

wave climate (also within areas of available high spatial resolution data) and 2 offshore449

locations (simply referred to as Offshore N and Offshore S; see Figure 6).450
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Table 4: The 8 model settings evaluated in this study(see text for further explanation).

Setting P G PC PC± ∆t ∆sw trln(H0) trln(G0) trbc(H0) trbc(G0)

1 x x
2 x x x
3 x x x
4 x x x x
5 x x x x
6 x x x x x
7 x x x x x x
8 x x x x x x

Finally, since this study focuses on the Catalan coast, we also calculate and use the451

relative error (RE) of Ĥs associated with q = [0.5, 0.95, 0.99] for the 40 near-coast locations452

(black dots shown in Figure 6) to analyze the behaviour of the model in this near-coast area.453

5. Evaluation of the proposed model454

We evaluate the 8 model settings detailed in Table 4. These include two groups of455

settings: Setttings 1-5 compare different combinations of predictors, with Setting 5 being456

the method proposed and used in this study; whereas Settings 6-8 are for exploring the effect457

of transforming the data on the model performance.458

Setting 1 uses just P and G as potential predictors, corresponding to model (1). Settings459

2 and 3, instead of using the term ∆sw developed in this study, involve just the simultaneous460

PCs (i.e., PCs at time t) of Gxy, with and without separating the PCs into their positive461

and negative phases, respectively, in addition to the local predictors in Eq. (1). Setting 4462

adds the temporal dependence of Hs (term ∆t, see Section 4.3) into Setting 3. Setting 5463

corresponds to Eq. (2) and represents the method developed and used in this study. Based464

on the swell frequency/directional bin decomposition and the selection of points of influence,465

all associated swell wave trains with their corresponding time lags are considered in the term466

∆sw (see Section 4.2) as well as the temporal dependence of Hs in the term ∆t.467

The map of correlation between the HIPOCAS and statistically predicted Hs fields is468

shown in Figure 7 for Settings 1-5. It can be seen that the correlation skill improves from469

Setting 1 to Setting 2, and to Setting 5, with Setting 5 having the best skill in terms of470

correlation.471

In general, Setting 5 is also more skillful and less biased than Settings 1-4 for predicting472

Hs. To illustrate this, the PSS and FBI scores, which serve to measure the model per-473

formance as a function of Hs magnitude, are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the 8 selected474

locations shown in Figure 6. Setting 5 is more skillful (higher PSS) and less biased than475

Settings 1-3 for all magnitudes of Hs; it is comparable to Setting 4 for predicting higher476

waves but it is more skillful than Setting 4 in predicting lower waves (Figs. 8-9). In general,477

all model settings over-predict smaller waves and under-predict higher waves (Fig. 9).478
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Figure 7: Correlation coefficient of all locations for model Settings 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
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Figure 8: PSS for selected locations (see Figure 6) for model Settings 1 (solid black), 2 (solid blue),
3 (dashed blue), 4 (solid red) and 5 (dashed red).

For grid points along the Catalan coast, Figure 10 shows the relative error, RE, of479

predicting the 50th, 95th and 99th percentiles of Hs. In general, all model settings tend480

to moderately over-predict medium waves (up to about 20%) but notably underpredict481

extreme waves (up to about 38% for the 99th percentiles) except for 99th percentiles for the482

northern nodes. Nevertheless, Setting 5 nearly always has the smallest relative errors for483

the near-shore grid points.484

Next, we describe the model performance and the differences among the model settings485

in a little more detail.486

The simplest model, Setting 1, which involves only two local predictors P and G (with G487

being the most important predictor), achieves reasonably good r scores for offshore locations488

(around 0.8); but it poorly predicts Hs at near-shore locations, with r dropping down to489

around 0.5. This pattern is also observed in the PSS plots (Figure 8, black curves), showing490

higher PSS values for the two offshore locations than for near-shore locations (such as Algiers,491

Barcelona, and Valencia). Along the Catalan coast, the r score is slightly higher in the492
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Figure 9: FBI for selected locations(see Figure 6) for model Settings 1 (solid black), 2 (solid blue),
3 (dashed blue), 4 (solid red) and 5 (dashed red).
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Figure 10: Relative error for nodes along the Catalan coast (numbered from North to South, see
Figure 6), for model Settings 1 (solid black), 2 (solid blue), 3 (dashed blue), 4 (solid red) and 5
(dashed red).
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Northern part, which can be explained by the greater presence of locally generated waves493

(Casas-Prat and Sierra, 2010b). Differences in RE among the model settings are smaller for494

the nodes in the most Northern Catalan coast where the r scores are also relatively larger.495

With the addition of the 30 leading PCs as potential predictors (Setting 2), the r score496

largely improves everywhere, especially at the near-shore locations (r > 0.7). The better497

model performance is also reflected in the PSS and FBI scores (Figures 8 and 9, solid blue498

curves). The absolute value of RE along the Catalan coast is considerably reduced, especially499

for extreme waves (Fig. 10). These results highlight the importance of the inclusion of500

predictors that can account for swells, in addition to the local predictors P and G. It is501

particularly important to account for swell components in predicting Hs near the coast.502

This is probably due to the fact that the direction of swells is restricted by the coastline503

orientation.504

The separation of positive and negative phases of PCs (Setting 3) further increases the r505

score everywhere (r > 0.75), which emphasizes the (expected) assymmetric contribution to506

waves at a certain location by different phases of a certain atmospheric pattern. This is also507

associated with larger PSS values, especially for coastal locations like Barcelona or Valencia508

(see Figure 8), lower model biases (Fig. 9), and smaller absolute RE values along the Catalan509

coast. However, the improvement in model performance from Setting 2 to Setting 3 is much510

smaller than that from Setting 1 to Setting 2, which is reflected in all skill measures.511

The next significant improvement is achieved by the inclusion of the lag-1 dependent512

variable Hs(t − 1), i.e., the term ∆t in Eq. (2), as a predictor to predict Hs(t) (Setting513

4). The average r score is now around 0.85, with values around 0.9 being seen at many514

locations (Fig. 7). This is also associated with greater model skill (larger PSS values) and515

lower biases (FBI values to closer to unity; see solid red curves in Figures 8 and 9). The516

average RE (in absolute value) along the Catalan coast is 4.3% for the median Hs, 14% for517

the 95th percentile, and 16% for the 99th percentile, which is reasonably good in the context518

of Hs prediction.519

Being the most complex model among the firt group of model settings, Setting 5 includes520

the term ∆sw as defined in Section 4.2 to further improve representation of swell waves. As521

summarized earlier, Setting 5 performs the best among Settings 1-5, although the improve-522

ment over Setting 4 is small in general. In fact, the small difference between the results of523

Settings 4 and 5 might be explained by the relatively short fetches of the study area and,524

consequently, the small impact of assuming no time lag δ between the origin of swell waves525

and their propagation to the point of interest as in Settings 3 and 4. In the open ocean526

where fetches are considerably larger, the difference might be more remarkable. Along the527

Catalan coast, the improvement of Setting 5 over Setting 4 is more noticeable. As shown in528

Figs. 8-9, Setting 5 is more skillful than Setting 4 in predicting smaller waves, although it529

is comparable to Setting 4 for predicting higher waves. Compared to Setting 4, the average530

absolute RE decreases by 4%, 55% and 50% for, respectively, the 50th, 90th, and 99th (see531

the dashed red curves in Figure 10). Thus, we choose to focus on Setting 5 in the subsequent532

analysis.533

The second group of model settings (Settings 6-8) are compared in Figures 11-14. They534

involve the same set of potential predictors as does Setting 5, but with a transformation535
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Figure 11: Correlation coefficient of all locations for model Settings 5, 6, 7 and 8
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Figure 12: PSS for selected locations (see Figure 6) for model Settings 5 (solid black), 6 (dashed
blue), 7 (solid blue) and 8 (solid red).
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Figure 13: FBI for selected locations (see Figure 6) for model Settings 5 (solid black), 6 (dashed
blue), 7 (solid blue) and 8 (solid red).
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Figure 14: Relative error for nodes close to the Catalan coast, from North—lower values—to
South—larger values—(see Figure 6), for model Settings 5 (solid black), 6 (dashed blue), 7 (solid
blue) and 8 (solid red).
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applied to the wave heights H0 and/or the squared SLP gradients G0, to explore the effect536

of transforming the non-negative data on model performance, as explained in Section 4.4.537

Actually, predictions of wave heights using model Settings 1-5 could be negative (which is538

unphysical), because the positive characteristic of wave heights was not accounted for in539

these settings.540

In Setting 6, log-transformation is applied only to the predictand, but in Setting 7, it541

is also applied to the squared SLP gradients before they are used to derive all potential542

predictors (including the local G and the PCs of G fields). Finally, Setting 8 is similar to543

Setting 7 but a Box-Cox transformation is applied instead of the log-transformation. Note544

that any transformation is always applied to the original (positive) variable, before obtaining545

the corresponding anomalies (see Section 4.1).546

In terms of the r score, adding log-transformation to the predictand without applying547

any transformation to the predictors deteriorates the model performance (see Settings 5548

and 6 in Fig. 11). The reason is probably the following. With the log transformation,549

the additive model (2) turns into a product of exponential terms, which, in the case of550

any perturbation in the forcing fields and/or estimation error, results in exaggerated and551

unrealistic Ĥs values. This entails a large over-prediction of extreme Hs as shown in Figure552

13 (dashed blue curves). Note that the RE values of the 99th percentile is not shown553

in Figure 14, because they are greater than 0.4 and fall out of the y-axis limit. On the554

contrary, medium waves are under-predicted, with negative RE values being associated with555

median Hs along the Catalan coast (see dashed blue curves in Figs. 13-14). This lower556

performance might also be related to the loss of proportionality between Hs and squared557

pressure gradients due to the transformation of Hs.558

As shown in Figs. 11-13, applying the log-transformation to both the predictand and the559

squared SLP gradients (Setting 7) is much better than transforming the predictand alone560

(Setting 6), but is generally still not as good as without any transformation (Setting 5).561

However, it is interesting to point out that for low waves (up to the 40th percentile), Setting562

7 is better than Setting 5. Note that the main reason for applying a transformation is the563

non-Gaussianity of the residuals caused by the non-Gaussianity of the variables involved564

in the model. Such deviation from Normal distribution is more pronounced in the lower565

quantiles. Positive variables have a relative scale and are lower bounded whereas Gaussian566

variables are free to range from −∞ to +∞. Therefore, it makes sense to obtain a larger567

improvement in predicting the lower quantiles.568

Finally, replacing the log-transformation with a Box-Cox transformation improves the569

prediction skill for medium-to-high waves but slightly worsens the skill for low waves (com-570

pare Settings 7 and 8 in Fig. 12). For low waves, the PSS curve of Setting 8 (solid red571

curve in Figure 12) is closer either to Setting 5 or to Setting 7, depending on the location;572

it is closer to Setting 7 at locations where the λ value is close to zero, but closer to Setting573

5 otherwise. The estimate λ value for Hs is 0.29, 0.11, 0.24, 0.16, 0.06, 0.16, 0.07, and574

0.11 for Marseille, Barcelona, Valencia, Palma, Maó, Algiers, Offshore N, and Offshore S,575

respectively, which are within the range of values λ estimated for this region by Wang et al.576

(2012). At the locations with lower λ values, the PSS of Setting 8 tends to be closer to577

that of Setting 7, which is reasonable since Box-Cox transformation with λ = 0 is log trans-578
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formation. In terms of PSS, Setting 8 seems to be the best option for offshore deep water579

locations, but it is not clearly better for coastal nodes. Setting 8 substantially over-predicts580

extreme waves, showing larger positive RE values associated with the 99th Hs percentile at581

the Northern Catalan coast (see Figure 14).582

The above results of model performance evaluation suggest that the model Setting 5 is583

the best option for Catalan coast. Thus, we will use it to make projections of future wave584

climate in the next section.585

6. Future wave climate projections586

The calibrated statistical model is then applied to obtain Hs that correspond to each of587

the 5 simulated SLP datasets described in Section 3.2. To diminish biases in the climate588

model simulations, the simulated SLP fields, denoted as P s(t,m), are adjusted as follows:589

P a(t,m) =
σr(m)

σs(m)

(
P s(t,m)− P s(m)

)
+ P r(m), (24)

where superscript r denotes the reference climate (i.e., obtained from the HIPOCAS data in590

this study), and X, the climatological mean (over the baseline period 1971-2000) of variable591

X. The σs(m) and σr(m) are the standard deviation field of P s(m) and P r(m), respectively.592

Thus, P a(t,m) are the simulated SLP fields that have been adjusted to have the observed593

baseline climate P r(m) and variation scale σr(m).594

The above adjustments are performed for each of the 5 sets of SLP simulations. These595

adjusted SLP fields, P a(t,m), are then used to derive the predictors, including P (t,m),596

G(t,m), and their PCs and anomalies (see Section 4 for the details). These predictors are597

then fed into the calibrated statistical model to obtain the corresponding Hs.598

To investigate how these adjustments affect the estimated changes in Hs between future599

and present, and to show the actual model biases and inter-model variability, simulations of600

Hs without these adjustments are also conducted and compared with those obtained with601

the adjustments.602

Despite the shortcoming of having a few values Ĥs < 0, Setting 5 is selected to make603

Hs projections because it presents the best skill for the Catalan coast area, the focus of604

this study. Firstly, these projections are carried out with the predictors derived from the605

unadjusted model data. Their biases are assessed by comparing the projected Hs for the606

present-day (baseline period) climate with the corresponding value of the HIPOCAS data607

(see Figure 15). Secondly, the predictors derived from the adjusted model data are also used608

to obtain the Hs projections, which are then used to assess uncertainty in wave projections.609

To explore the mean wave climate, projected changes in the median Hs are estimated.610

We chose to use a percentile-type parameter to avoid the effects of negative Hs. Regarding611

the extreme wave climate, we analyze the 50-year return value of Hs, which was computed612

as in Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) using a Generalized Pareto Distribution model.613

Figures 16 and 17 show the median Hs projected using Setting 5, with the predictors614

being derived before and after applying the adjustments to the model data, respectively.615

The upper panels show the present-day climatological values; whereas the lower panels show616
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Figure 15: The median (left) and 50-year return value (right) of Hs obtained from HIPOCAS data
for the present (baseline) period.

the projected changes in future climates that are expressed as a portion of the present-day617

climatological value. Each column corresponds to one of the five sets of model simulations618

(see Section 3.2).619

As shown in Figure 16, HIR E model has a clear positive bias (overestimation of pro-620

jected Hs). The other models show more similar present-day wave climates, which have621

much smaller positive biases. When forced by the same GCM ECHAM5, all four RCMs622

(HIR E, RAC E, REM E, RCA E) project future changes that share a common tendency623

for Hs to increase in the NE part of the domain (up to 10%). An increase is projected for624

the area near the Gulf of Genoa, suggesting an increase in future cyclone activity in this625

important cyclogenesis area in the Mediterranean (see Section 2.1). This is consistent with626

the projected increase in mean gust of gust event days in winter (October-March) reported627

by Schwierz et al. (2010), who analyzed CHRM (a RCM) simulations with the ECHAM5 and628

HadCM3/HadAM3 lateral boundary conditions. In the SW part of the domain, Hs tends629

to decrease (up to 10%) but the extent of decrease varies between RCMs. HIR E projects630

a more pronounced decrease; whereas the REM E and RCA E models project much more631

limited decreases. Similar patterns of projected mean wave climate were obtained by Casas-632

Prat and Sierra (2013) using dynamical downscaling. However, they simulated the area of633

increase (in the NE part of the domain) closer to the Catalan coast.634

On the other hand, RCA H (which is forced by the HadCM3Q3 global model) projects635

a general decrease of Hs (up to 10%) over the entire domain (especially in the SE part).636

Close to the east-facing coasts, Hs reduction is smaller and in some stretches it tends to637

remain the same or even to slightly increase. This spatial pattern of change is in agreement638

with what is projected by global models as presented in the study of Donat et al. (2010)639

and by the regional dynamical downscaling of Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013). Donat et al.640

(2010) found an increase of E flow for a model similar to HadCM3Q3 but a tendency of the641

increased W flow for those forced by the ECHAM5 global model. The existing differences642

between the two global atmospheric models in the E-W flow patterns translate into the Hs643

field, especially for those coastline stretches (such as the Catalan coast) where the fetch644

limitation related to this direction is relevant.645

After the simulated SLP data being adjusted to have the observed baseline climate and646
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variation scale, the bias for the present-day median Hs (see Figure 17) almost disappears647

completely, as would be expected. The adjustments also affect the projected changes in648

Hs; they attenuate the projected relative changes in general (especially for models driven649

by ECHAM5), although the pattern of change is maintained. It is not possible to know650

which projected changes are more reliable, because any type of statistical adjustments has651

its own limitations. In particular, such adjustments cannot account for any feedback (e.g.,652

how changes in ocean waves may affect changes in SLP) that may exist in the real world.653

Similarly, Figures 18 and 19 show the present-day climate and projected changes of the654

50-year return value of Hs (z50). The model bias patterns (compare upper panels of Fig.655

18 with right panel of Fig. 15) are similar to those for the median Hs, showing in general656

significant HIR E overestimation and moderate or low overestimation by the other models.657

The projected future changes (Fig. 18, lower panels) vary more between models than for the658

median Hs, as similarly found by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013). These results are reasonable659

because extreme values are normally exposed to a larger uncertainty. Along the Catalan660

coast, there is a general tendency for z50 to decrease or remain constant, except in the661

northern coast where models RCA E and HIR E project an increase. The maximum rate662

of change is around ±20% (larger than for the median Hs) which in agreement with the663

non-linear relation between Hs and wind for wind-sea states, typically present in stormy664

conditions, as pointed out by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013). Very similar spatial patterns665

and magnitudes of change were obtained by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) for the models666

REM E and RCA E. On the contrary, the projected change that they obtained for RCA H667

differed from the present study, obtaining a notable increase of z50 along almost all E-facing668

coasts.669

The adjustments to the simulated SLP data reduce the current z50 but not necessarily670

the model bias. For example, among the five sets of RCM-GCM simulations, HIR E has the671

largest positive bias before the adjustments, but it has a negative bias after the adjustments.672

As for the median Hs, after applying the adjustments (Fig. 19), the magnitude of change673

in the z50 is slightly reduced, but to much lesser extent than for the median Hs. Indeed, the674

projected changes of z50 are barely the same (compare Figs. 18 and 19).675

7. Summary and discussion676

This study proposes a statistical method to model near-shore Hs, at a 3 h and 25 km677

resolution. This high spatial-temporal resolution is suitable for coastal impact analysis678

although a complete assessment would have to involve additional wave parameters, such as679

wave direction (Reguero et al., 2011).680

A multivariate regression model is used to represent the relationship between the pre-681

dictand, Hs, and SLP-derived predictors. The local SLP gradient and its squared value (a682

proxy of the geostrophic wind energy) are used to account for the local wave generation.683

This study illustrates that the local predictors (P and G) alone (Setting 1), as used in Wang684

et al. (2010), are not sufficient to properly model Hs in near shore areas where the coast-685

line orientation seems to enhance the role of swell waves. Similar to the findings by Wang686

et al. (2012), a large improvement is achieved in this study by adding the leading PCs of687
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Figure 16: The present-day climate (upper panels) and future relative change (lower panels) of the
median Hs obtained using Setting 5 without any adjustment to the simulated SLP data.
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Figure 17: Same as Figure 16 but with the simulated SLP data being adjusted to the observed
baseline climate and variation scale.
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Figure 18: The present-day climate (upper panels) and future relative changes (lower panels) of
the 50-year return value of Hs obtained using Setting 5 without any adjustment to the simulated
SLP data.
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Figure 19: Same as Figure 18 but with the simulated SLP data being adjusted to the observed
baseline climate and variation scale.
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SLP gradient fields (in this study including magnitudes and directions) to account for swell688

waves (Settings 2 and 3) and adding the lagged Hs to account for the temporal dependence689

(Setting 4).690

Since this study aims to improve the performance in modeling Hs in the near shore691

areas, where good representation of the swell component is particularly important, special692

focus has been given to the swell term. The proposed method (Setting 5) uses the PCs693

derived from the squared SLP gradient vectors (including magnitudes and directions). By694

retaining the geostrophic wind direction information and separating between its positive and695

negative phase, this approach enables the detection of swell wave trains affecting each wave696

grid location. The time lag between the wave generation area and the propagated swell697

at the point of interest is also considered. Based on the directional/frequency dispersion698

of waves, each swell train is finally weighted as a function of the considered frequency bin699

and the deviation of the swell wave train propagation from the forcing wind direction at700

the origin. Results show that, in the study area (especially in the near shore areas), the701

model performs better with this swell representation approach. The improvement is not very702

pronounced though, which might be attributable to the short fetches of the study area. More703

pronounced improvement can be expected if this method is used to model Hs in near shore704

areas with larger fetches (and therefore swell waves travelling longer distances). Meanwhile,705

the proposed PCs sign decomposition and swell train detection approach could be adapted706

to model wave direction together with Hs in a future study.707

To overcome the problem of having non-Gaussian (non-negative) variables (whereas lin-708

ear regression assumes normal residuals), we have tried a couple of methods to transform709

the non-negative predictors. The results show that transformation of the predictand (Hs)710

alone (Setting 6) worsens the model skill, because it distorts the relationship between Hs711

and the squared SLP gradient fields (as discussed in the Auxiliary Material of Wang et al.,712

2012). The log-transformation (Setting 7) improves the results for low-to-medium waves, and713

the Box-Cox transformation (Setting 8), for medium-to-high waves, especially at offshore714

locations.715

The proposed method models Hs in the study area reasonably well and thus is suitable to716

project future wave climate in this area. Thanks to the low computationally cost, it can be717

used to explore the uncertainty associated with several factors such as atmospheric models,718

greenhouse scenarios, and internal variability. In addition, since the method is based on719

general (deep water) wave physics, it can also be tuned and applied to other areas, even720

to coastal regions bounded by large oceans. In the latter case, just a slight increase in the721

computational cost is expected in the first step of model calibration, which would not affect722

the model performance and applicability to project the associated future wave scenarios.723

In this study, we have explored the inter-model variability and bias using five sets of724

RCM projections of the atmosphere (Table 1), which has been also investigated in the725

recent dynamical downscaling study of Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013). We have also explored726

how a bias adjustment can affect the projections. In general, the same pattern of change727

(between present-day and future projections) is found but the projected changes are slightly728

attenuated when the simulated SLP data are adjusted to have the reference (HIPOCAS)729

climate and variation scale. In this study, the adjustment is based on the mean climate but730
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it would be interesting to see how other approaches (e.g. quantile-macthing adjustments)731

might affect the future projections.732

The two GCMs seem to project two different patterns of wave climate change, which is733

also reported by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) and might be related to the differences in734

the W-E flow generated by each GCM as pointed out in the study of Donat et al. (2010).735

Moreover, these atmospheric differences are accentuated in the wave climate because of736

the fetch configuration. Projections forced by ECHAM5 show a general decrease of the737

median Hs, except for the Genoa area (NE corner) where Hs tends to increase (up to 10%).738

Projections derived by HadCM3Q3 show a larger decrease of the median Hs offshore, with a739

slight increase in some east-facing coastline stretches. Using dynamical downscaling, Casas-740

Prat and Sierra (2013) obtained similar patterns of change but with the area of Hs increase741

in the four sets of ECHAM5-driven projections (Table 1) being closer to the Catalan coast.742

As similarly found by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013), our results indicate that, for the743

studied winter season, the variability caused by using different RCM’s is much lower than744

the one caused by the different GCM’s. However, differences among RCM’s become larger745

for the z50, showing sometimes contrasting patterns of future changes (e.g. increase/decrease746

in z50 at the Northern Catalan coast) (This is also seen in the results of Casas-Prat and747

Sierra (2013)). Differences between projections obtained in this statistical downscaling study748

and those of dynamical downscaling study of Casas-Prat and Sierra (2013) become larger749

when looking at the extremes, as would be expected, but still seems to be lower than the750

inter-model variability.751

The statistical model developed in this study can be applied to climate model simulations752

of the atmosphere to simulate historical wave climate. The resulting historical wave climate753

can then be compared with an observation or reanalysis dataset, to assess the collective754

skill of the statistical model and the related climate model in representing historical wave755

climate. The statistical model can also be applied to projections of the atmosphere by756

multiple climate models for multiple emission scenarios. The results can be analyzed to757

comprehensively quantify inter-model and inter-scenario uncertainties. With the emerging758

of high resolution projections of the atmosphere by high resolution climate models (such as759

CMIP5 simulations), it would be also interesting to see if the RCM downscaling step is still760

necessary in this case. These are interesting topics for future research.761
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study examined the main physical processes related to coastal and port engineering 
that could be altered by future changes in wave parameters as a consequence of climate 
change. To estimate the order of magnitude of the potential changes in these processes, 
several assumptions and simplifications were made and, in most cases, they were 
assessed by using simple, empirical state-of-the-art expressions. The studied processes 
were grouped in three categories according to whether they affect beaches, harbors or 
coastal structures in general. The changes in these processes were estimated as a 
function of the deepwater variations of the main wave parameters: wave height (H0), 
wave period (T) and wave direction (θ0). A moderate range of variation was assumed 
for these parameters at deep water (±10% or ±20% in H0 and its square root in T, and 
±10º in θ0), taking into account recent studies of future wave projections. The results 
indicated that potential changes in wave height would strongly affect overtopping 
discharge, stability and scouring of rubble-mound structures and, to a lesser extent, 
siltation, wave transmission and longshore sediment transport. Changes in wave 
direction would affect longshore sediment transport in particular and, at a lower 
magnitude, processes related to port operability (agitation and siltation). Siltation is the 
only process affected significantly by changes in T alone. 
 

 

Keywords: Wave impact, coastal dynamics, harbors, coastal structures, beaches, 
climate change 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Climate change has become a major focus of attention of the scientific community 
because of its potential hazards and impacts on our environment in the near future. In 
coastal areas, one of the best-known consequences of the greenhouse effect and the 
resulting global warming is sea-level rise (SLR), mainly due to melting of ice sheets and 
thermal volume expansion (e.g. Pritchard and Vaughan 2007). Despite the great 
uncertainty regarding future SLR, numerous studies have estimated its impacts on 
coastal areas (e.g. Stive 2004; Nicholls et al. 2007; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010). 
 
Although coastal vulnerability assessments focus mainly on SLR, other nonclimatic 
drivers (e.g. socioeconomic change) that can significantly interact with climate change 
are often ignored, despite being essential for climate and coastal management policy 
development (Nicholls et al. 2008). In addition, SLR is not the only physical process of 
concern to coastal communities. As pointed out by various authors (e.g. Bengtsson et al. 
2006; Weisse and von Storch 2010), the greenhouse effect and the complex interactions 
of atmospheric processes may produce changes in near-surface wind and pressure 
patterns, which, in turn, can affect the pattern of another important coastal driver: the 
wave field.  
 
Numerous studies have reported that changes in ocean wave climate are detectable (e.g. 
Aumann et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009). Evidences suggest that the number, intensity 
and location of storms will change (e.g. Wang et al. 2004; Bengtsson et al. 2006; 
Lionello et al. 2008). Most of these studies have focused on changes in wave height, 
whereas little attention has been paid to changes in wave direction or wave period. 
These two parameters must not be neglected. Even in a situation of constant wave 
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storminess magnitude, rotation of the mean wave direction may have severe 
consequences because most beach and harbor defense structures were designed 
assuming a permanent directional distribution of waves. This situation can become 
critical because a large percentage of coasts are already eroding (e.g. Sánchez-Arcilla et 
al. 2011). Moreover, a higher frequency of coastal storms in the same direction as the 
harbor mouth could influence port operations by causing increased agitation (Casas-Prat 
and Sierra, 2012) and siltation. In addition, changes in wave period would affect 
propagation processes such as shoaling, refraction and diffraction, and therefore they 
could modify sediment transport patterns or wave penetration into harbors. 
 
In recent years, a number of studies have analyzed the potential impacts on specific 
coastal areas of wave changes due to climate change, focusing in particular on coastal 
erosion (e.g. Zacharioudaki and Reeve 2011; Casas-Prat and Sierra 2012) and harbor 
operability (Casas-Prat and Sierra 2010, 2012).  
 
This paper provides an overview of the main impacts that changes in sea wave patterns 
produced by climate change can have on coastal areas and infrastructures. These 
impacts are analyzed simply and generically, and the expected effects on different 
processes are roughly quantified (obtaining orders of magnitude) as a guideline for 
coastal impact assessment. Effects on other maritime areas of interest such as navigation 
and offshore structures are not analyzed. Moreover, the effect of SLR is not taken into 
account, although the combination of SLR with changes in sea wave patterns can 
enhance some negative impacts on coastal areas.  
 
In Section 2, we identify the main physical coastal processes that can be affected by 
changes in the wave field and describe the followed methodology to quantify such 
affectation. In Section 3, we present the results thus obtained for each process. Finally, 
in Section 4, along with a discussion and inter-comparison of the results we present the 
conclusions of this study. 
 
 
2. Methodology 

 
Changes in wave parameters can be studied by focusing mainly on the mean climate or 
the extreme climate. Both are important because they affect different processes and, as a 
consequence, they produce diverse impacts. Table 1 presents the processes identified 
and analyzed in this study, being their relationship with mean and extreme wave 
climates qualitatively indicated as high, low or none. The study focuses on the impacts 
produced by these processes as a result of variations in the following wave parameters: 
significant wave height (H), peak wave period (T) and mean wave direction (θ). The 
effect of climate change on each system affected is assessed in terms of the relative 
variation of each process studied (using the measured parameter given in Table 1), 
which is compared with the change of the respective driving wave parameters at deep 
water (denoted with the subscript "0" for H and θ; based on the linear wave theory we 
assume that T remains the same as waves propagate). The study therefore assesses 
physical impacts without examining socioeconomic or ecological effects. 
 
The studied processes are grouped in two categories—beaches and harbors—according 
to the coastal environment affected. A third kind of system—coastal structures—is 
studied separately because the processes analyzed there affect both coasts and harbors 
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and therefore cannot be assigned to just one of the other groups. Overtopping and 
scouring, for example, are problems that can affect either harbor breakwaters or coastal 
seawalls.  
 
For the sake of simplicity, effects due to wave changes are analyzed assuming that only 
one wave parameter is altered at a given time. However, since both H0 and T depend on 
wind speed (whose magnitude is predicted to vary in the future climate), both 
parameters are expected to change together often, particularly in areas where swell does 
not prevail. For this reason, in this study we consider that both parameters vary 
simultaneously as a result of wind influence. Nevertheless, Hemer et al. (2013) found 
that T can increase while H remains the same in areas where the swell component is 
important. Therefore, we examine the impacts due to variations in i) H0 and T together, 
ii) T alone and iii) θ0 alone (see Table SM1). Indeed, the three parameters could all 
change together, such that their effects would superimpose nonlinearly, but this is not 
assessed in the present study. 
 
The range of variation of H0 is based on the work of Hemer et al. (2013), who projected 
maximum variations (at the global scale) in the mean H0 of 10% by the end of the 
century. This rate, however, is expected to be higher in regard to the extreme wave 
climate due to the nonlinear relation between wave height and wind speed. Casas-Prat 
and Sierra (2013), for instance, obtained changes in the 50-year return period of H0 of 
up to 20% on the Catalan coast by 2100, but a lower maximum expected change in the 
median H0 (around 10%). Taking into account these results, the maximum variation of 
wave height due to climate change considered in this study is ±20% for extreme waves 
and ±10% for mean wave climate. Given that, we assume that T varies at a rate equal to 
the square root of the (relative) wave height change (see Eqs. 1 and 2) because, for fully 
developed seas, H0 is proportional to the square of wind speed while T is proportional to 
wind speed (Resio et al. 2002).  
 
 

0 0F PH H 
      

(1) 
 

F PT T 
      

(2) 
 
where κ is the ratio between future and present wave height. In this study, 0.8 ≤ κ ≤ 1.2 
(extreme waves) or 0.9 ≤ κ ≤ 1.1 (mean wave climate), and the subscripts F and P 
indicate future and present conditions, respectively. The variation of T alone (just Eq. 2) 
is only considered for those processes mainly affected by the mean wave climate (and 
therefore 0.9 ≤ κ ≤ 1.1) because swell events are not the dominant feature during storm 
conditions. 
 
Meanwhile, the variations due to θ are assessed as: 
 

0 0 0F P   
     

(3) 
 
where θ is measured as the angle between the wave front and the shoreline or structure 
orientation and Δθ is the variation between present and future conditions. A distinction 
is also made between processes controlled by the mean wave climate and those driven 
by extreme wave conditions. In the former case, maximum values of Δθ0 are limited to 
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±10º as obtained by Hemer et al. (2013). In the latter case, the worst condition for the 
beach or structure, i.e. perpendicular incidence of the waves, is considered for both 
present and future situations (therefore, θ0P = 0º and Δθ0 = 0º). Table SM1 summarizes 
the cases considered in this study to evaluate the effect of changes in the wave 
conditions. 
 
The rate of change of the analyzed processes is computed analytically where possible, 
as a function of the rate of change κ. For several processes, however, this simple 
approach cannot be followed and it is necessary to compute the rate of change as a 
function of present/future wave parameters (see Supplementary Information).  
 
 
2.1. Potential impacts on beach dynamics 
 
It is well accepted that changes in ocean wave climate (location, frequency, direction 
and severity of ocean storms) will bring about changes in the locations and magnitudes 
of coastal erosion and accretion in the future (Stive at al. 2002). Additionally, with 
future changes in wave climate and water levels, coastal flood risk will increase, 
affecting the sustainability of coasts worldwide (Nicholls et al. 2007). In this paper, we 
examine the potential impacts of wave changes on sandy coasts, focusing on variations 
in both longshore sediment transport (LST) and cross-shore sediment transport (CST), 
as well as the flooding caused by the wave-induced run-up.  
 
As waves approach the coast, they break and generate a long-shore current which moves 
beach material in parallel to the coast causing the LST. This process, driven by the 
mean wave climate, controls the long term beach dynamics and the patterns of erosion 
and accretion. We analyze the impact of wave changes on this process in terms of the 
volume variation of sediment (per unit length and unit time, ΔVl), which is governed by 
alongshore gradients in LST rates (see Supplementary Information).  
 
On the contrary, CST and beach flooding are mainly forced by the extreme wave 
climate, being relevant at event or seasonal time scales. CST governs the short term 
beach dynamics and encompasses both offshore and onshore transport. The impact on 
CST is assessed by means of the wave contribution to the storm erosion potential (ER), 
as defined by Jiménez et al. (2012).  In turn, waves contribute to beach inundation due 
to the wave run-up, the uprush of water from wave action which is the combination of 
the wave set-up and the wave swash caused by waves breaking in the nearshore. The 
impact is assessed in terms of the distance flooded d.  
 
 
2.2. Potential impacts on ports 
 
Besides coasts, ports are the infrastructure most likely to be affected by changes in wave 
climate. Changes in wave conditions can affect the wave height pattern within harbors, 
as shown by Casas-Prat and Sierra (2010, 2012) for some ports on the Catalan coast. In 
this paper, we analyze the impact on two processes that are very important for port 
operability: agitation and siltation. Episodic extreme waves may affect these processes 
but the analysis is centered in the (persistent) mean wave climate, that controls the 
common (long-term) operational problems. 
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The agitation within a harbor depends not only on the wave parameters but also on port 
features and the surrounding environment: geometry, bathymetry, reflectivity of 
structures, etc. In other words, agitation is case-specific and each harbor has its own 
pattern. Because of the numerous factors involved, agitation cannot be simplified or 
estimated using a single formula. As a consequence, more complex tools such as 
numerical models, which require a large amount of case-specific information (e.g. 
harbor layout), must be used to study agitation. It is therefore impossible to obtain 
results that can be generalized and applied to all harbors. Nevertheless, in order to 
roughly estimate how changes in wave parameters can affect port agitation, we analyze 
wave propagation under changing wave parameters in a port with a simplified geometry 
(see Supplementary Information). Such agitation is assessed by the mean wave height 
due to agitation inside the port (Ha) 
 
In addition, many ports throughout the world suffer from considerable siltation, which 
entails expensive maintenance dredging. Winterwerp (2005) described the siltation rate 
as a function of a number of processes: horizontal entrainment, tidal filling, fresh/salt-
driven density currents, warm/cold density currents and sediment-induced density 
currents. The siltation produced by any of these processes is basically affected by the 
sediment availability outside the harbor and the water movements that can mobilize 
such sediment towards the inside. In this study, we focus on the second aspect only 
considering the wave influence and therefore neglecting other effects.. We assess the 
siltation in terms of the (wave) sediment carrying capacity, SW, i.e. the amount of 
suspended sediment that can be transported by waves. We consider therefore the 
sediment that could potentially enter the harbor given certain wave conditions, 
assuming unlimited supply of sediment. Such wave conditions are derived from the 
wave height fields near the harbor entrance obtained with the simulations previously 
carried out to evaluate the agitation problem. Once the wave conditions that can 
potentially move the sediment are determined, SW is calculated (see Supplementary 
Information).  
 
 
2.3. Potential impacts on coastal structures 
 
We also examine the potential impacts of changes in wave parameters on a series of 
processes related to coastal structures: stability, overtopping, scouring, wave reflection 
and wave transmission. These processes can affect structures located either on coasts or 
in harbors and are principally controlled by the extreme wave climate, except for the 
last two, for which the mean wave climate is also relevant. In order to compute the 
impact associated to each process for present and future conditions, additional 
parameters are involved in the computation, basically those related with the structure 
layout (the followed methodology is detailed in Supplementary Information). 
 
The first process studied is structure stability. We consider the stability of common 
rubble-mound breakwaters, whose design is based on the computation of the weight (W) 
of the armor units in the primary cover layer. In this case, instead of studying the direct 
impact on structure stability, we assess the necessary changes in the dimensioning of the 
structure, i.e. in terms of W. We use an empirical formula (see Supplementary 
Information) formula, in which W depends on the design wave height at the structure 
toe (Hs), obtained from extreme wave climate analysis. 
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Another analyzed process is structure overtopping. Overtopping occurs when the wave 
run-up obtained under extreme wave conditions exceeds the structure freeboard. The 
amount of allowable overtopping depends on the function of the particular structure. 
Certain functions—such as berth for vessels, roadways, storage areas or buildings 
located just behind the breakwater—put restrictions on the allowable overtopping 
discharge (Burchart and Hughes 2003). This discharge depends mainly on the water 
level and the nearshore wave height, although only the latter is considered in this study. 
A number of methods are available to predict the overtopping of particular structures. 
For the purposes of this paper—illustrating potential impacts rather than making precise 
computations—we consider that empirical methods are suitable to obtain the 
overtopped discharge (q) (see Supplementary Information). 
 
Scouring, the removal of granular bed material by hydrodynamic forces in the vicinity 
of coastal structures, is another process analyzed here. This phenomenon can lead either 
to partial damage or, in some cases, to the complete failure of all or portions of a 
structure (Burchart and Hughes 2003) and is particularly sensitive to extreme waves. To 
compute the scouring at the toe of a rubble-mound breakwater we use an empirical 
expression (see Supplementary Information) that serves to estimate the scour depth (S). 
 
In addition, when a wave encounters an obstacle such as a coastal structure, part of the 
wave energy is diverted and propagated in another direction causing wave reflection. 
This reflected wave can transport energy to unwanted areas, such as the interior of a 
harbor (increasing the agitation within it) or a beach (producing more erosion). 
Therefore, changes in reflected wave heights can cause adverse effects in coastal areas 
that must be foreseen. This process is sensitive to both mean and extreme wave 
climates. Empirical equations have been developed from laboratory research and are 
employed here to assess the impact of changes in wave parameters on wave reflection, 
which are measured with the reflected wave height (Hr). 
 
Finally, when waves interact with a structure, a portion of their energy may pass over 
and through the structure, generating waves behind it. This process is known as wave 
transmission. Like in wave reflection, both the mean and extreme wave climates are 
important in the study of this process, which is performed using the transmitted wave 
height (Ht). Wave transmission is particularly important in low-crested structures, 
especially rubble-mound ones, which have greater porosity. These structures are 
commonly employed in coastal defense projects, so predicting of the amount of energy 
transmitted behind them is crucial to their design (van der Meer et al. 2005). To 
compute wave transmission we use also en empirical expression (see Supplementary 
Information) 
 

3. Results 

 
3.1. Changes in wave height and period 
 
In this Section, we analyze the changes in the processes mentioned in Section 2 
produced by variations of H0 and T by a factor of κ and κ1/2 respectively (cases i and ii 
of Table SM1). Figure 1 and 2 show the results concerning the mean and extreme wave 
climate, respectively, when H and T vary together. In the case of coastal structures, they 
are divided into coastal and port environments, which typically have different 
dimensions and configurations (see Supplementary Material). Variable P in the y-axis 
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denotes generically "parameter estimated", being different for each process (see Table 
1). 
 
Figure 1a compares the results obtained for LST, agitation and siltation. Siltat ion and 
agitation exhibit, respectively, the largest and lowest range of variation, falling LST in 
between.  
 
Siltation is very sensitive to changes in H and T. The ratio of future and present SW is 
considerably larger than κ, ranging from -37% to +35%. On the other hand, the other 
relevant process related to port operability (agitation) show in average a rate of 
increase/decrease similar to κ. A 10% increase(decrease) in H0 (and the corresponding 
decrease in T) yields, on average, a 12%(13%) increase(decrease) in Ha. For both 
siltation and agitation, these changes are averages over the 240 simulations performed. 
In some particular cases, the decrease and the increase reach greater values.  
 
Eroded beach volume caused by LST varies by a factor of κ5/2 (see Supplementary 
Information). For the analyzed range of change (0.9 < κ <1.1), this means that the ratio 
of future and present ΔVl varies between -22% and +27% (Figure 1a).  
 
In Figure 1b, the changes in the reflection and transmission wave heights due to changes 
in H0 and T for mean wave climate are shown separately for coastal and harbor 
structures. The variations in Hr are practically the same as those in the incident wave 
height because the reflection coefficient Kr (the rate between incident and reflected H) 
does not significantly vary as a function of H and T. Differences between the two types 
of structure are barely noticeable. In contrast, for Ht, the rate of variation depends on the 
environment considered. Ht undergoes smaller changes (-10% to 12%, similar to those 
of Hr) for port structures (-15% to +20% for coastal ones) due to the greater freeboards 
and the assumption that such structures are impermeable and allow a low transmission 
of wave energy. 
 
When T changes alone (case ii of Table SM1) the analysis of the processes controlled 
by the mean wave climate indicates that only siltation is significantly affected (-15% to 
+17%). The other processes experience variations at a rate lower than 3% (≤ κ1/2). 
 
Figure 2a sets against results corresponding to beach processes driven by extreme wave 
climate (CST and flooding) and structure overtopping, stability and scouring. CST and 
beach flooding have the lower rate of variation, especially CST that varies by a factor of 
κ1/4 (see Supplementary Information): 20% increase in H0 causes a 5% increase in ER. 
Therefore, although the change of extreme H0 is supposed to be higher than the mean 
H0, changes in CST are expected to be lower than changes in LST, in terms of the 
parameters studied.  
 
The flooded distance varies linearly with respect to relative variations of H0. Therefore, 
the potential impacts on coastal flooding due to higher and longer waves are of the same 
order as the ratio of increase in wave height (κ), although their main effect will probably 
be to enhance the consequences of storm surges and SLR. 
 
Concerning stability, we see that the ratio between the necessary weight of a rubble-
mound structure under future and present conditions is slightly greater for coastal 
structures than for port breakwaters (Figure 2a). On average, a 20% increase in H0 
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would require stones up to 87% (coastal structures) or 72% (port breakwaters) heavier. 
If the same units were kept in the armor layer of the breakwater, they might be moved 
from their original position or even removed from their location, thereby generating 
instability and eventually the destruction of the breakwater due to the increase of H. On 
the contrary, waves with a 20% smaller H0 would need blocks up to 52% (coasts) or 
48% (ports) lighter, so the stability of the structure would be increased in this case. 
 
Figure 2a also presents the average ratio between future and present overtopping, the 
process that mostly varies with changes in the extreme H (and T). Increases of 10% and 
20% (in H0) can induce, respectively, overtopping discharges 67% and 159% greater 
than the present values in the case of costal structures and 96% and 249% greater in the 
case of port breakwaters. Although coastal structures have lower freeboards, the ratio of 
overtopping is greater for port structures probably because coastal structures are located 
in shallower waters and the largest waves—those which produce the largest overtopping 
discharges—break before reaching such structures. The large sensitivity of overtopping 
to H0 increases will be particularly critical in structures that already have overtopping 
problems. Moreover, in the context of climate change, we must take into account that 
these potential changes will most likely be accompanied by SLR, which in turn will 
reduce the crest freeboard of coastal structures, further increasing overtopping 
discharges. 
 
Scouring is the last process plotted in Figure 2a. As expected, it will be lower(greater) 
for future lower(greater) H and T. It has been found that this variation is greater (in 
relative value) as the ratio between water depth and wave period (or wave length) 
increases (see Figure SM4). This can be explained by the fact that, for relatively large 
depths—typically associated with ports rather than with coastal structures—the absolute 
value of scouring is low (see Supplementary Material) and, therefore, even small 
absolute variations can give rise to large rates of variation. Consequently, changes in 
scouring between future and present conditions are greater for port breakwaters (+75% 
and -52%) than for coastal structures (+47% and -38%). 
 
Finally, Figure 2b shows the same processes as Figure 1b but affected by extreme wave 
climate. Apart from a larger range of variation (0.8< κ<1.2), there are differences in the 
wave climate for the present situation, that obviously consider more energetic waves 
than for the mean wave climate (see Supplementary Material). These variations barely 
affect the pattern of change of Hr, that varies at the similar rate as the incident wave 
height. In the case of Ht, however, different results are obtained compared to the mean 
wave climate. In average, port structures undergo larger changes in Ht. This could be 
explained by the fact that, because these structures are located at greater depths, they are 
exposed to higher waves and, as a consequence, greater amounts of wave energy are 
transmitted to the lee side of the structure. By contrast, coastal structures are located in 
shallower waters and the largest waves break before reaching the structure. From Figure 
2b we can derive that a 20% decrease in H0 can cause decreases of up to 30% (coasts) or 
33% (ports) in Ht while a 20% increase in H0 can give rise to increases of up to 33% 
(coasts) or 39% (ports) in Ht. 
 
3.2. Changes in wave direction 
 
In this section the processes that suffer from variations in the wave direction are 
assessed (case iii of Table SM1). They are those affected by the mean wave climate: 
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LST, agitation, siltation, wave reflection and wave transmission. As seen later on, the 
least affected are the last two processes whereas the largest variations are encountered 
for LST (for nearly perpendicular waves). 
 
In Figure 3 the variations in LST rates are plotted as a function of Δθ0 for different 
angles for the present conditions (θ0P). We can see that, for a given value of Δθ0 and for 
waves with less oblique incidence (θ0P < 45º), the smaller the value of θ0P, the greater 
the changes in LST rates (the smallest variations are obtained for θ0P = 45º). On the 
contrary, for highly oblique waves (θ0P > 45º), the larger the value of θ0P, the greater the 
changes, but these changes are less pronounced than in the case of θ0P < 45º. Note that, 
for a 45º angle, any change in wave direction produces only small relative changes in 
LST rates because LST rates have their highest values at this angle. On the contrary, for 
90º/0º angles (incidence parallel/perpendicular to the shoreline), the present LST rate is 
zero, so the relative changes (according to Eq. SM8) would be infinite. As explained in 
Supplementary Information, these variations in LST rates coincide with the changes in 
beach volume. 
 
Figure 4a shows how changes in agitation are conditioned to θ0P. For a given value of 
Δθ0, the waves with the most direct incidence towards the mouth of the harbor (positive 
θ0P) are associated with the largest changes in the agitation coefficients. In general, a 
10º decrease in wave angle entails a decrease of up to 22% in the average Ha, while a 
10º increase in wave angle entails an increase of up to 20% in Ha. Note that these 
variations are higher than the ones obtained when varying the wave height and period.  
 
Figure 4b presents for the same cases considered for Figure 4a, how siltation is affected 
by changes in wave direction. A singular pattern for high negative angles (less incidence 
towards the mouth) is obtained, since siltation increases in value at a greater rate than 
for positive angles. This is probably due to the lower absolute values of siltation 
obtained for large negative angles, because a small increase in absolute magnitude can 
cause large increases in relative value.  
 
A similar analysis is performed in order to estimate the changes on wave reflection. We 
found that variations in Kr (and therefore in Hr) are negligible, with values lower than 
0.2%. With also relatively similar low rates, the ratio of Ht ranges from 0% to 1.4% for 
coastal structures, while this value is negligible (< 0.1%) for port structures. The angle 
of wave attack has no or only marginal influence on Kt for rubble-mound breakwaters 
(the most common type), as pointed out by van der Meer et al. (2005). Therefore, for 
rubble-mound structures it can be assumed that Ht does not change if the wave direction 
at the structure varies. Nevertheless, since we are assuming changes in deepwater wave 
direction, we must account for changes in the propagated wave height from deep water 
to the structure due to the different wave direction, which leads to the aforementioned 
slight changes. 
 
6. Discussion and conclusions 

 

The main objective of this paper was first to identify the physical processes in coastal 
areas most affected by changes in wave parameters, and second, to analyze the degree 
of dependence of these processes on the corresponding driving wave parameters. We 
have therefore reviewed the main physical processes relevant to coastal/port engineering 
that could be altered by future variations in wave climate as a consequence of climate 
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change. An order of magnitude of the changes in these processes has been estimated as 
a function of the variations (at deep water) in the main wave parameters that control 
wave propagation: wave height (H0) and period (T) together, due to their close 
relationship, T alone (changes generated by the swell influence) and wave direction (θ0). 
A moderate range of variation is assumed for these parameters (±10% or ±20% in H for 
mean and extreme wave climate, respectively, its square root in T and ±10º in θ). As 
mentioned above, H, T and θ could change simultaneously, so their impact would be 
superimposed in a nonlinear way not estimated in this study. 
 
Due to the complexity of the analyzed processes, a number of simplifications and 
assumptions has been made in order to perform this study. Therefore, results shown in 
Table 2 should be taken as an indication and properly calibrated for the zone where the 
impact assessment is carried out. Nevertheless, the results still give us a general idea of 
the most affected physical coastal processes given a future wave climate change 
scenario which can be very useful in the prioritization of further detailed coastal impact 
studies 
 
From Table 2, we conclude that changes in H0 and T will strongly affect overtopping 
discharge, stability and scouring of rubble-mound structures and, to a lesser extent, 
siltation, wave transmission, LST and port agitation. Beach flooding and wave 
reflection would change at the same rate as wave height, while CST would change at 
lower rates than wave height. 
 
The changes in wave period alone affect significantly port siltation (-15% to +17%) in 
agreement with the general understanding that long period waves increase suspended 
sediment concentration transported by waves (Zhang et al 2009), while the other 
processes vary at a lower rate than T itself (≤ ±3%). 
 
As for the wave period, the variations produced by changes in wave direction have been 
studied only in processes dominated by the mean wave climate. Among these processes, 
the one most affected by potential changes in wave direction is the LST rate, which 
could undergo huge variations in magnitude. Processes related to port operability 
(agitation and siltation) are also sensitive to changes in wave direction. By contrast, the 
effects of changes in wave direction on wave reflection and wave transmission are 
almost negligible in magnitude. 
 
The main conclusion of this study is that plausible changes in wave conditions due to 
climate change could greatly affect both harbors and coasts due to the nonlinear 
relations governing the processes studied. In the case of harbors, increases in wave 
height could force port authorities to make large investments to reinforce breakwaters 
against instability or to increase their freeboard to limit overtopping discharge. 
Moreover, berms or other defense methods could become necessary to reduce structure 
scouring that could result in damage, or even destruction of, breakwaters. Finally, other 
possible consequences of changes in wave conditions (in particular, wave direction) 
could make it necessary to design new structures or even make major changes to port 
layout (at considerable economic cost) in order to avoid excessive siltation or agitation 
within the harbor. 
 
Modifications in wave conditions could involve major changes in beach dynamics due 
to significant variations in LST rates and, consequently, the need to take major coastal 
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defense measures (e.g. beach fills, new coastal structures). As in the case of ports, 
coastal defense structures could be affected by instability, overtopping and scouring. 
This could make it necessary to reinforce these structures or build berms to prevent 
them from being damaged or collapsing. It might also be necessary to increase the 
freeboard of seawalls in order to protect maritime promenades or seaside infrastructure 
(roads, railways, buildings) from overtopping. All of these measures would obviously 
entail considerable costs.  
 
Since even small changes in wave climate can lead to large impacts on coastal 
processes, it is necessary to raise awareness among coastal and port authorities and 
other stakeholders about the potential impacts of climate change on coastal areas. These 
impacts include not only those caused by SLR but also those driven by wave climate. 
The identification of potential future vulnerabilities and risks can facilitate the process 
of designing appropriate adaptation responses.  
 
Finally, we want to stress that our impact assessment has only involved physical 
parameters. To perform an integrated assessment of these impacts and the risk 
associated to coastal areas, it would be necessary to take socioeconomic aspects into 
account (e.g. Arnell et al. 2004; Nicholls et al. 2008) that would also facilitate the inter-
comparison between different impacts. 
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Tables 

 
System  

affected 

Process Impact Measured 

parameter 

Mean wave 

climate 

Extreme 

wave climate 

Beaches Longshore 
sediment transport 

Erosion/accretion Volume 
variation ΔVl 

H L 

Cross-shore 
sediment transport 

Erosion/accretion Erosion rate 
ER 

L H 

Wave set-up Flooding Distance 
flooded d 

N H 

Harbors Wave propagation 
within the harbor 

Agitation Wave height 
Ha 

H L 

Sediment transport 
close to the harbor 

Siltation Sediment 
carrying 

capacity S*w 

H L  

Coastal 
structures 

Wave action Instability Block weight 
W 

N H 

Overtopping Discharge q L H 
Scouring Scour depth S L H 

Wave reflection Erosion/accretion, 
agitation 

Reflected 
wave height Hr 

H H 

Wave transmission Erosion/accretion, 
agitation 

Transmitted 
wave height Ht 

H H 

 
Table 1. Analyzed processes, their impacts, measurement parameter, and their 

relationship (H, high; L, low; N, none) to mean and extreme wave climates 
 

 
Process / Impact Domain Hs0 (±20%) & T 

(±10%) 

[Hs0 (±10%) & T 

(±5%)] 

 

T (±5%) Direction  

(-10º to +10º) 

LST rate Coasts  [-23% to +27%] -2.3% to +1.1% -296.4% to 
+264.8% 

CST rate Coasts -5% to +5% - - 
Flooding Coasts -20% to +20% - - 
Agitation (Hs) Ports  [-13% to +12%] -3% to +2% -22% to +20% 
Siltation Ports  [-37% to +35%] -15% to +17% -24% to +21% 
Stability (block) 
weight) 

Coasts -52% to +87% - - 
Ports -48% to +72% - - 

Overtopping  
discharge 

Coasts -73% to +159% - - 
Ports -83% to +249% - - 

Scouring Coasts -38% to +47% - - 
Ports -52% to +75% - - 

Wave reflection  Coasts -19% to +19% 
[-10% to +10%] 

+1.8% to -1.9% <0.2% 

Ports -19% to +19% 
[-10% to +10%] 

+1.4% to -1.5% <0.2% 

Wave 
transmission 

Coasts -30% to +33% 
[-15% to +20%] 

-1.7% to +2% 0% to +1.4% 

Ports -33% to +39% 
[-10% to +12%] 

-0.2% to +0.2% 0% to +1.4% 

 
Table 2. Range of variation in different processes due to changes in wave height and 
period and wave direction. In brackets values corresponding to mean wave climate 
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Figures 

 

a b

 
 

 

Figure 1. Changes in processes driven by mean wave climate due to variations in wave 
height and period. a: LST, agitation and siltation. b: Reflection and transmission (the 
vertical axis measures the ratio of future and present values of the assessed parameters, 
see Table 1)  
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Figure 2. Changes in processes driven by extreme wave climate due to variations in 
wave height and period. a: CST, flooding, overtopping, stability and scouring. b: 
Reflection  and transmission (the vertical axis measures the ratio of future and present 
values of the assessed parameters, see Table 1) 
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Figure 3. Changes in longshore sediment transport rates as a function of changes in 
wave direction 
 
 
 

a b

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. a: Changes in wave height within the harbor due to variations in wave angle. 
b: Changes in the siltation rate due to variations in wave angle. In both cases changes 
are estimated for different present angles 
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The supplementary material details the methodology, hypothesis and assumptions used 

in our study. Four supplementary figures are included, and three supplementary tables. 

 

 

1. Methodology 
 

Table SM1 summarizes the cases considered in this study to evaluate the effect of 

changes in the wave conditions. The rate of change of the analyzed processes is 

computed analytically where possible, as a function of the rate of change of H0 (κ). 

However, this simple approach cannot always be followed (especially in the case of 

wave direction changes), being necessary to involve specifically the present/future 

(deep water) wave parameters (H0P, TP, θ0P, H0F, TF, θ0F) and not just their 

corresponding rate of change. With the aim of being representative, we consider a range 

of values that covers most of the wave climates that occur in the world (near coastal 

zones). On the basis of the projected present (global) wave climate of Mori et al. (2010), 

to evaluate the impact caused by changes in H0 and/or T, five values of H0P are selected 

for the mean climate (from 1 to 5 m at intervals of 1 m) and ten for the extreme climate 

(3 to 12 m at intervals of 1 m). To assign a value to TP, we follow the recommendations 

of the Spanish Port Authority, which state that T = kH
0.5

, where k is a value that usually 

ranges from 4 to 8. We consider five values of k (k = 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) and, therefore, for 

each H0P, five corresponding values of TP are adopted. Concerning the impact of the 

wave direction, 35 different values of θ0P are selected (from -85º to +85º at intervals of 

5º), except for agitation and siltation processes, where the asymmetry derived from the 

orientation of the harbor mouth is taken into account, as explained in Section 1.2. All of 

these parameters are defined in deep water (denoted with the subscript "0" for those 

changing during the wave propagation: H and θ), so in cases where the assessment of 

the analyzed impact requires values for intermediate or shallow waters (defined with the 

subscript "s" since they are normally a function of the impacted structure layout), waves 

are propagated until the point where the coastal process is computed. This is done using 

linear wave theory and considering bottom contours that are straight and parallel to the 

shoreline. During this propagation, we assume that waves break when H = 0.6h 

(Thornton and Guza 1983), where h is the water depth.  

 

As explained below, in the case of port agitation and siltation, the propagation of waves 

within a harbor is very complex and very difficult to assess in a simple way due to the 

number of physical processes involved in wave propagation: shoaling, refraction, 

diffraction and reflection. In order to account for such processes, the impact on port 

agitation and siltation is performed by using a Boussinesq-type numerical model. The 

settings of the model and selected simulations are described in Section 1.2.1. 
 

 

1.1. Beach dynamics 
 

1.1.1.  Impact of longshore sediment transport (LST) 
 

One of the expressions most widely used to estimate LST is the CERC formula (SPM, 

1984): 

 

( ) ( )1

l
l

s

KP
Q

g n
=

ρ −ρ −             
(SM1) 



 

where Ql is the LST rate, Pl is the longshore energy flux, ρs is the sediment density, ρ is 

the water density, g is the acceleration due to gravity and n is the sediment porosity 

(≈ 0.4). According to SPM (1984):
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By substituting (SM2) in (SM1), we obtain: 
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If, in the future, deepwater wave height and period change together and the wave 

direction remains the same, from Eq. (SM3) we obtain: 
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Assuming that the future wave height varies from the present height by a factor of κ, 

from Eq. (1) it follows:  
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The long-term beach dynamics is governed by gradients in LST rates. Using a simple 

approach and neglecting nonlinear effects, the increase in volume (per unit length and 

unit time) between two points 1 and 2 separated by a distance ∆x is: 
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Assuming that the wave height and period change in the same proportion along the 

entire stretch of coast analyzed—an acceptable assumption at local scales such as single 

beaches—we have: 
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To estimate variations in LST due to changes in T alone, we use an expression 

equivalent to SM2, extracted from SPM (1984): 
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where c is the wave celerity. From here: 
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where L is the wave length. Operating: 
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where L0 is the deepwater wave length. Since the variations in T are small (±5%) we can 

assume that: 
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and SM10 becomes: 
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Finally, we analyze the modification of the LST rate due to changes in the wave 

direction. Starting from Eq. (SM3), and given that H0F = H0P, we have: 
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Table SM2 summarizes these changes for the six cases analyzed. 
 

As shown in Eq. (SM7) for the case of changes in H and T, for changes in T or θ the 

ratio of variation of Ql coincides with the ratio of variation of ∆V. 
 

 

1.1.2. Impact of cross-shore sediment transport (CST) 
 

The impact on CST is assessed by means of the wave contribution to the storm erosion 

potential, ER, which is given by the following expression (Jiménez et al. 2012): 
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where τ is storm duration. Although storm duration is a parameter that may be different 

in the future, we are not evaluating its variation in this paper. Therefore, from Eqs. (1) 

and (2) we obtain: 
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1.1.3. Coastal flooding 
 

Mase (1989) presented a predictive equation for the maximum run-up (Rmax) of irregular 

waves on smooth, impermeable beaches based on laboratory data, that we use to 

perform our analysis: 
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where H0 is the deepwater significant wave height and ξ0 is the surf similarity 

parameter, given by: 
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where tanβ is the beach slope.  

 

The impact on the coastal area due to run-up is determined by the surface flooded. The 

distance flooded (d) with respect to the shoreline is: 
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By substituting Eqs. (SM16) and (SM17) in Eq. (SM18) and assuming linear theory, we 

obtain: 
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 By introducing the rate of change κ from Eqs. (1) and (2) in Eq. (SM19), we can derive 

the relationship between present (dP) and future (dF) flooded distances due to wave run-

up:  
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Thus, flooded distance varies linearly with respect to relative variations of H.  
 

 

1.2. Ports 
 

1.2.1. Port agitation 
 

In order to roughly estimate how changes in wave parameters can affect port agitation, 

we analyze wave propagation under changing wave parameters in a rectangular port 

(similar in shape to many western Mediterranean marinas) with simple bathymetry 

(straight, parallel bottom contours). The analysis involves a number of simulations with 

a Boussinesq-type numerical model, employed in previous studies (González-Marco et 

al. 2008; Casas-Prat and Sierra 2010, 2012), from which we can compute the spatial 

average of the significant wave height within the port (Ha) for present and future 

conditions and consequently the ratio between Ha and H0, i.e., the agitation coefficient 

(Ka). Figure SM1 shows the geometry of the port and the convention adopted for wave 

directions. 

 

Since the assumed potential changes take place in deep water, it is necessary to 

propagate waves from deep water to the limit of the simulation domain (located very 

close to the main breakwater). To take into account the variability that this can 

introduce in the results, three different depths are considered for the outer limit of the 

simulation domain: 10 m, 15 m and 20 m. Moreover, we assume that the whole harbor 

is dredged at the same depth as the outer breakwater. 

 

Apart from κ it is necessary to explicitly involve the (deep water) wave conditions for 

the present/future to carry out the propagation until the boundary domain and afterwards 

the simulation with the numerical model to obtain Ha. Since agitation is mainly affected 

by the mean wave climate, as stated in Section SM1, five different wave heights are 

used (H0P = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 m). T is obtained as T = kH
0.5

 where k is a value that usually 

ranges from 4 to 8. However, to generate a reasonable number of numerical simulations, 

in this case we just use the central value of k = 6. Moreover, each wave height and 

period combination is run for four different directions (the same for present and future 

conditions): -60º, -30º, 0º and 30º (see Figure SM1 for sign criteria). All these 

combinations represent a total of 240 simulations that are performed with the numerical 

model. To evaluate the impact of the changes in H and/or T, Ha and Ka are computed by 

averaging, for each wave height and period variation, the respective quantities obtained 

for the four directions and the three depths considered. Figure SM2 shows an example 

of the spatial pattern of agitation coefficients obtained with two wave climate 

configurations. 

 

A similar procedure is followed to analyze changes in agitation caused only by changes 

in wave direction. For the three depths analyzed, nineteen directions (from -55º to 25º, 

at intervals of 5º) are considered, each simulated with the combination of five wave 

heights (from 1 to 5 m at intervals of 1 m) and periods (those corresponding to k = 6). 

A total of 255 simulations are therefore run to evaluate the effects of wave direction. 

For each ∆θ0 considered (-10º, -5º, 0º, 5º and 10º), a final average for values 

corresponding to all θ, H and h considered with the corresponding ∆θ0 is performed to 

obtain the final associated values of Ha and Ka. Note that in this case, future and present 



deepwater wave heights are the same and therefore changes in future agitation 

coefficients directly translate into variations in H inside the port, i.e. HaF/HaP = KaF/KaP. 

Figure SM3 shows how the spatial pattern of Ka changes with wave direction. 

 

The fact that the selected range of wave directions is not centered around 0º and does 

not comprise very large values can be explained by harbor design criteria. Harbor 

mouths are usually oriented in such a way as to provide shelter against the most 

frequent waves. As a result, we can expect that large positive values of wave incidence 

would be very infrequent. 
 

 

1.2.2. Siltation 
 

The siltation is assessed in terms of the sediment carrying capacity that, given infinite 

sediment availability, can be interpreted as the amount of suspended sediment that can 

potentially enter and silt the port. Dou et al. (1995) suggested a sediment carrying 

capacity (S*) formula for combined waves and currents: 

 

* * *c wS S S= +                (SM21) 

 

where S*c and S*w are the sediment carrying capacities due to currents and waves, 

respectively. In this study we only consider the effect of waves, so the term S*c is 

neglected. We calculate S*w as a function of the wave conditions at the surrounding of 

the harbor mouth since they are the ultimately responsible of the sediment transport 

towards the harbor. These wave conditions cannot be properly estimated by simple 

analytical methods owing to the complex local processes involved such as diffraction. 

For this reason we make use of the simulations previously carried out with the 

Boussinesq-type numerical model for the study of the agitation inside the harbor. Once 

these wave conditions are determined we use the expression proposed by Zhang et al. 

(2009) for waves outside the surf zone (like those typically encountered in the entrance 

of the harbor): 
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where β1 is a dimensionless coefficient, γ the specific density of sea water, γs the 

specific density of sediment particles, g the acceleration of gravity, h the water depth, ω 

the settling velocity, fw the friction factor, k the wave number and Hrms the root-mean-

square wave height (Hrms = H
1/2

). The ratio between future and present sediment 

carrying capacities is therefore: 
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In this study, Hs is the average of the significant wave heights in the surroundings of the 

harbor mouth (shaded area in Figure SM1). 

 

 

1.3. Coastal structures 



 

In order to compute the measured parameter for each analyzed process for present and 

future conditions, values must be assigned to additional parameters involved in the 

computation. As seen below, empirical formulas for those processes affecting coastal 

structures are typically obtained as a function of the wave climate at the depth of the 

structure toe. Therefore, this water depth (h) must be specified. In the case of structures 

located in coastal areas, six values are taken (from 2 to 12 m at intervals of 2 m). In the 

case of harbor rubble-mound breakwaters, nine depths are used (from 8 to 40 m at 

intervals of 4 m, because vertical breakwaters are recommended over rubble-mound 

breakwaters at greater depths [PPEE, 2009]).  

 

Moreover, parameters related to structure dimensions—such as crest width (B), 

structure freeboard (Rc) and structure slope (α)— are also used. For B and Rc, different 

values are selected depending on the type of structure. Coastal defense structures 

usually have widths of 2 to 15 m (Lamberti et al. 2005), so seven crest widths (from 2 to 

14 m at intervals of 2 m) are considered for these structures. In the case of harbor 

breakwaters, looking at a number of breakwater sections, we conclude that the most 

common range of crest widths is from 6 to 30 m, so nine crest widths are selected to 

perform the computations (from 6 to 30 m at intervals of 3 m). When the structure 

freeboard (Rc) is needed, three values are considered for coastal structures (0.6, 0.8 and 

1 times H) and three for harbor structures (1, 1.2 and 1.4 times H) to allow wave 

transmission and overtopping while also taking into account that PPEE (2009) 

establishes a value of 1.5 for rubble-mound structures without overtopping. Finally, we 

use four values of α (0.33, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.66), which cover the range recommended by 

PPEE (2009). 
 

1.3.1. Structure stability 

 

To study the effects of wave parameter changes on structure stability we use Hudson’s 

(1961) formula, which computes the necessary weight of the armor layer blocks (W) in 

a rubble mound structure:  
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where ρs is the density of the stones, KD is a stability coefficient that depends on the 

shape and roughness of the armor units and their degree of interlocking, Sr is the ratio 

between the densities of the stones and the water, α is the structure slope angle 

measured from the horizontal, and the subscript s indicates that the wave parameters are 

computed at the structure location. 

 

If the wave conditions change, the necessary weight of the blocks in the future will be: 
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Since we assume that the modification in wave conditions is produced in deep water, we 

have to translate these variations to the point where the structure is located. According 

to the linear theory, with bottom contours that are straight and parallel to the structure, 

and normal wave direction, we have: 
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where cg is group celerity. 

 

In the event of changes in H and T, by substituting Eq. (SM26) in Eq. (SM25) and 

taking into account Eqs. (1) and (2), we find that the ratio between the necessary weight 

of a rubble-mound coastal structure under future and the present conditions is: 
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1.3.2. Structure overtopping 

 

For a rubble-mound structure, the following equation (Pullen et al. 2007) is employed: 
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where q is the overtopping discharge (in m
3
/s/m), Hs the significant wave height at the 

structure, Rc is the crest freeboard, γf is a roughness factor (1 for smooth structures and 

decreasing values as structure roughness increases) and γβ is an obliquity factor (1 for 

perpendicular wave attack and lower values as obliquity increases). Assuming the worst 

condition—perpendicular wave attack (γβ = 1)—and an impermeable rubble-mound 

structure with two layers (γf = 0.55), Eq. (SM28) is transformed into: 
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From the ratio between future and present conditions, we obtain:
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where HsF and HsP are computed using Eq. (SM26).  

 

 

1.3.3. Structure scouring 

 



According to Summer and Fredsøe (2000), scouring at the toe of a rubble-mound 

breakwater can be computed by: 
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where S is scouring, hs is the depth at the structure toe, Ls is the wave length, and tan α 

is the structure slope. Then, the ratio between future and present scouring will be: 
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Considering Eq. (1) and (SM26), we derive: 
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This expression is computed for a number of cases (ratios of variation of wave heights) 

as a function of the present relative depth (hs/LsP). Figure SM4 summarizes the results 

and shows that scouring will be lower(greater) for future lower(greater) wave heights 

and periods. The greatest decreases and increases in scouring is found in the limit of 

deep water (hs/LsP = 0.5). 

 

1.3.4. Impacts on wave reflection 

 

The degree of wave reflection is defined by the reflection coefficient (Kr), which is the 

ratio between the reflected wave height (Hr) and the incident wave height (Hi).  

 

Laboratory research (Seelig and Ahrens 1981; Seelig 1983; Allsop and Hettiarachchi 

1988) has indicated that the reflection coefficient for most forms of structures is given 

by: 
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where a and b are coefficients whose values mainly depend on structure geometry and ξ 

is the surf parameter or Iribarren number (Battjes 1974), which can be computed as: 
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where tan α is the seaward slope of the structure. According to Sorensen and Thompson 

(2002), for rubble-mound structures a = 0.6 and b = 6.6, while for vertical structures a 

value of Kr = 0.9 may be used. 

 

To assess the variation of the reflection coefficient due to changes in wave parameters, 

we substitute Eq. (SM36) in (SM35) and, making the ratio between present and future 

conditions, we obtain the following expression: 
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where the wave heights at the structure toe must be computed using Eq. (SM26). Once 

the ratio between reflection coefficients is estimated, the ratio between future and 

present reflected wave height (which is the parameter used to assess this process) can be 

easily computed. 

 

 

1.3.5. Impacts on wave transmission 

 

The amount of energy transmitted is commonly defined by a wave transmission 

coefficient Kt, which is the ratio between the transmitted wave height Ht and the 

incident wave height Hi. 

 

One of the expressions most widely used to compute wave transmission for a low-

crested structure was proposed by D’Angremond et al. (1996): 
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where Rc is the crest freeboard, B is the crest width of the structure, ξ is the surf 

parameter (see Eq. SM36) and δ is a constant whose value is 0.64 and 0.80, 

respectively, for permeable and impermeable structures. In this study, we assume that 

port structures are impermeable (δ = 0.80) because they need to prevent wave energy 

from entering the harbor. However, because many coastal defense structures do not 

have a core and are rather permeable, and to cover a wider range of options, we consider 

these structures to be permeable (δ = 0.64). 

 

Due to the dependence of Kt on several parameters, a direct ratio between present and 

future conditions cannot be obtained. To analyze the influence of changes in wave 

height on wave transmission, the present Kt is computed with Eq. (SM38) and (SM26) 

for all cases described previously. For each of these parameter combinations, the future 



Kt is also obtained and the ratio between future and present conditions is computed. The 

average of all the ratios is then calculated in order to estimate the variation between 

future and present conditions. In Table SM3, the variation of the transmission 

coefficients and transmitted wave heights (Ht is the parameter used to assess the 

process) due to changes in wave period and height is shown for coastal and port 

structures and for mean and extreme wave climate. 
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Supplementary Tables 
 

 
Case Mean wave climate Extreme wave climate 

i) H and T vary 

0.9H0P < H0F < 1.1H0P 

0.95TP < TF < 1.05TP 

θ0F = θ0P 

0.8H0P < H0F < 1.2H0P 

0.9TP < TF < 1.1TP 

θ0F = θ0P 

ii) T varies 

H0F = H0P 

0.95TP < TF < 1.05TP 

θ0F = θ0P 

- 

iii) θ varies 

H0F = H0P 

TF = TP 

θ0P - 10º < θ0F < θ0P + 10º 

- 

 

Table SM1. Cases studied to evaluate the impacts caused 

by changes in the wave conditions 

 

 

 

Angle variation  

∆θ 

Present angle θ0P 

5º 15º 30º 45º 60º 75º 

-15º 196.4%
(1) 

-100% -40.7% -8.9% 25.9% 104.2% 

-10º 0.0%
(1) 

-65.0% -24.2% -2.5% 21.1% 73.2% 

-5º -100.0% -31.3% -10.5% 0.5% 12.3% 37.8% 

-2º -39.8% -12.1% -3.8% 0.6% 5.3% 15.3% 

2º 39.2% 11.6% 3.2% -1.1% -5.8% -15.3% 

5º 96.4% 27.7% 7.0% -3.8% -15.2% -38.1% 

10º 185.7% 50.8% 10.3% -10.8% -32.5% -73.5% 

15º 264.8% 68.5% 9.8% -20.6% -51.0% 
- 

 

Table SM2. Variation (%) of beach volume due to LST (∆VF/ ∆VP) as a function of 

changes in wave direction; (1) indicates that transport is in the opposite direction 

 

 

 
 Coasts Mean C. Ports Mean C. Coasts Extreme C. Ports Extreme C. 

H0F/H0P KtF/KtP HtF/HtP KtF/KtP HtF/HtP KtF/KtP HtF/HtP KtF/KtP HtF/HtP 

0.80     0.87 0.70 0.84 0.68 

0.85     0.91 0.77 0.88 0.75 

0.90 0.94 0.85 0.995 0.90 0.94 0.85 0.92 0.83 

0.95 0.97 0.92 0.997 0.95 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.91 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.05 1.025 1.09 1.008 1.06 1.03 1.08 1.04 1.09 

1.10 1.09 1.20 1.02 1.12 1.06 1.16 1.08 1.19 

1.15     1.08 1.24 1.12 1.29 

1.20     1.11 1.33 1.16 1.39 

 

Table SM3. Variation in transmission coefficients and wave heights 

due to changes in wave period and wave height 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure SM1. Sketch of the harbor used to study agitation and siltation. The incident 

wave directions (θ) are defined in deep water. The shaded area around the mouth of the 

harbor indicates the zone where the wave parameters have been computed to assess the 

sediment carrying capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure SM2. Example of variation of the agitation coefficient with wave height and 

period. H0 = 2 m and T = 8.5 s (left), H0 = 4 m and T = 11.4 s (right). Wave direction is 

perpendicular to the breakwater 
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Figure SM3. Example of variation of the agitation coefficient with wave direction. 

θ0P = -30º (left), θ0P = 30º (right). Both simulations were carried out for H0 = 3 m and 

T = 10.4 s 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure SM4. Changes in scouring due to variations in wave height and period. Changes 

are estimated for different ratios of change (κ) as a function of present relative depth 

(hs/LsP) 
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